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ABSTRACT 
Resigned Urbanization: Migration, Dwelling, and Freedom in Contemporary China 
Tzu-Chi Ou 
 
In the media, rural migrants are often seen as a homogeneous social group, displaced from 
hometowns, economically marginalized, and deprived of urban citizenship. Anything but 
freedom characterizes their subjectivities. In recent years, however, migrant workers have played 
a leading role in urbanizing small towns and cities. My two-year ethnographic research closely 
documents the phenomenon of “double dwelling,” in which rural migrants settle into the rental 
housing of Beijing’s urban villages, on the one hand, but own empty houses in rural villages and 
counties, on the other. I employ the idea of dwelling to conceptualize the interrelationship 
between identity and place as well as existence and space. Rather than being static, floating, or 
unfinished, double dwelling is dynamic, restricted by the household registration (hukou) division 
but also continually remaking the rural-urban divide. It is rooted in various sites, neither here nor 
there but always here and there. Migrant workers create and search for the nature of dwelling. To 
doubly dwell is to build and rebuild identities and existence. 
The dissertation engages with the study of class politics by reconsidering the role of housing 
in class formation. On the one hand, home-making practices bring new opportunities to migrant 
workers. While in Beijing, the housing conditions of migrant workers suggest a common ground 
on which a new social class of migrant tenants may form. Also, “self-help urbanization” from 
below is marked by significant migrant homeownership. Thus, holding an urban hukou is not the 
only criterion for becoming urban. On the other hand, the dynamics of bottom-up urbanization 
and state-led urban policies reconstruct double dwelling. The government-directed urbanization 
programs imply a specific imaginary of urban lives that conflicts with migrants’ claim to the city. 
Urban policies may hold the process of proletarianization back.  
Lastly, I examine how the divergent even seemingly contradictory developments of class 
politics and urbanization are embodied in the freedom and resignation of migrant workers. A 
dialectical relationship between freedom and resignation, I argue, mirrors the tension between 
strong economic growth and tightening political control in China. I explore this relationship in 
migrants’ extended identities in the space of suspension, in their endeavor to build a community 
on bandit land, in the furnished but empty houses, in the reconciliation between migrant desire 
and the institutional barriers, and, lastly, in migrant aspirations for living at the center of the 
country yet in conflict with the state’s population control. Becoming urban is a process in which 
migrant workers come to terms with the bitter reality of society through strength and freedom. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In the Chinese science fiction novella, Folding Beijing (2015), which reimagines space and 
time in China’s capital, the lives of different social classes are not merely segregated but entirely 
compartmentalized into three spaces. On one side of the ground is First Space, where five-
million rich, powerful people enjoyed the entire 24 hours of the allotted time. Twenty-five 
million middle-class workers, active from 6 am to 10 pm, reside in Second Space. Fifty million 
menial workers, who never see the sunrise, inhabit Third Space, which allots occupants time 
between 10 pm and 6 am. One of them is Lao Dao, the main protagonist, who trespasses between 
the three spaces during the Change. The Change occurs every 24 hours, when houses compact 
themselves into blocks, the earth flips, and the buildings on the other side unfold and stand up. 
Lao Dao risks prison to deliver a letter from a male graduate in Second Space to his lover in First 
Space, in exchange for raising money for Lao Dao’s daughter’s education. Behind the 
nondescript love story is a restrained but compelling account of the social inequality that divides 
the country into worlds so segregated, so polarized, and so surreal. 
To those who embody social disparities in China’s capital, the three spaces of Beijing are 
not entirely metaphorical. The story objectifies inequality and underclass life, giving readers an 
account of how temporal and spatial divisions between the rich and the poor underpin progress 
and development. Since Folding Beijing won the 2016 Hugo Award for Best Novelette, the term 
“folding Beijing” (Beijing zhedie北京折叠) has gained wide publicity, becoming a popular 
phrase on both traditional and social media to express sheer frustration with the growing social 
inequality in China. Reporters and writers frequently used the image of Third Space as a 
metaphor for the unknown places where menial workers live—urban villages, basement 
apartments, and illegally subdivided apartments. The image of the folding city resonates with 
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ambivalent feelings about China’s prosperity and its hidden price.  
In real life, the buildings do not compact. The ground does not turn around. The city does 
not fold. And yet, the structure of migrant lives strikingly mirrors the operation of the folding 
city. For Chinese migrant workers, the division of identities rooted in the household registration 
system is real. The separation between working in the city and being bound to a hometown is 
real. Migrant workers “fold” the city and the countryside into their lives by constructing different 
time and space, here and there. Rural migrants settle into the rental housing of Beijing’s urban 
villages, on the one hand, but own empty houses in rural villages and counties, on the other. 
In this dissertation, I develop the concept of “double dwelling” not only to depict the ways 
migrants straddle the divide between city and countryside but also to argue how the lived 
experiences of contrasting spaces reconfigure the identities of migrant workers. The scholarship 
on migrant labor in China has long understood the rural-urban divide singularly through analyses 
of institutional barriers, namely the household registration (hukou) system. The material that I 
discuss in the chapters that follow, however, demonstrates a way of migrant life that is closely 
entwined with the very experience of dwelling. Indebted to Heidegger’s insight into building and 
dwelling, I employ the idea of dwelling to conceptualize the interrelationship between identity 
and place as well as existence and space. If, as Heidegger suggested, “man is insofar as he 
dwells” (2001: 147), then how do housing and dwelling conditions reshape migrants? How do 
place-making processes refashion the identities of peasants and workers? What are the 
implications of double dwelling for class politics?  
I answer the above questions by exploring a strong feeling of resignation that is associated 
with house and home. A dialectical relationship between freedom and resignation, I argue, 
mirrors the tension between strong economic growth and tightening political control in China. In 
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the chapters that follow, I will explore the dialectic between freedom and resignation in the 
extension of migrant identities in the space of suspension, in migrants’ endeavor to build a 
migrant community on bandit land, in the furnished but left-behind houses, in the reconciliation 
between migrant desire and the institutional barriers of education, and, lastly, in migrant 
aspirations for living at the center of the country yet in conflict with the state’s population 
control. As the title of this dissertation, Resigned Urbanization, suggests, becoming urban is a 
process in which migrant workers come to terms with the bitter reality of society through 
strength and freedom. 
SITUATING MIGRANT WORKERS IN THE HUKOU REFORMS  
Before proceeding to examine the idea of freedom and resignation, it is necessary to 
introduce China’s hukou system. Originating in the 1950s, the hukou system was a system 
dividing its population into agricultural and non-agricultural populations, in response to the 
state’s aim of collectivist socialism (Cheng and Selden 1994). As China began building a 
planned economy, it needed to regulate the flow of population to operate connected institutions, 
such as the rationing system, which allocated staple foods and necessities (Alexander and Chan 
2004: 616). The large agrarian surplus population, however, posed serious challenge to the goal 
of economic development. Thus, the state created “a spatial hierarchy of urban places,” 
prioritized the city over the countryside (Cheng and Selden 1994: 645), and strictly controlled 
rural-to-urban movement and labor mobility.  
Starting with the economic reforms of the late 1970s, the rigid control of rural-urban 
migration has been gradually relaxed. Still, the hukou system retains its essential feature as a 
mechanism of “influx control” that strengthens China’s “cheap-labor economy” (Alexander and 
Chan 2004: 609, 623). On that account, Alexander and Chan (2004) argue the hukou system is “a 
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quasi-apartheid pass system” sharing features similar to those of South Africa.  
A rich body of literature has analyzed the origins and changes in the hukou system (Cheng 
and Selden 1994; Lu 2003; Wang 2005). Here I will focus on its key reforms and their 
implications for migrant workers. The hukou reforms, launched at different levels of 
government, sought to improve public provisions and social services. First and foremost, the 
reforms allowed individuals to convert their hukous from rural to urban, loosened control over 
rural-urban labor migration, and devolved responsibility for hukou policies to local governments, 
which had more authority in deciding the criteria for hukou conversion (Chan and Buckingham 
2008: 582). Migrants could acquire a hukou through home purchase, stable jobs, or by 
possessing a high degree of education. Despite lowering the criteria for acquiring urban status in 
small cities, large cities maintain high criteria for becoming urban.1  
Most studies on hukou reforms reveal fundamental changes in the hukou system have yet to 
occur, especially for rural workers who migrate to big cities (Chan and Buckingham 2008: 586). 
Take, for example, the recent reform to abolish agricultural and non-agricultural hukou 
classification in selected cities. Reform does not mean “the elimination of the ‘rural’ and ‘urban’ 
division in the Chinese hukou nationwide” (Chan and Buckingham 2008: 605). The reforms 
emphasized changes in social welfare and management or merely granting equal status to “those 
already holding a local hukou” (598) rather than undergoing a significant overhaul of the 
system.2 As a consequence, the rural-urban divide to a large extent remains (Lu 2008).  
                                                 
1 It is necessary to note that, as China transforms, the urban hukou may not be as appealing as before. Villagers who 
keep their rural hukou are entitled to potential compensation for land requisition in rural hometowns. As I discuss in 
chapter 5, village land is a strong incentive for migrant workers to keep their rural hukou. To promote large-scale 
agriculture, the state’s latest hukou reforms attempted to transform the land rights from a rural-hukou-based system 
to a market-based system (Andreas and Zhan 2016; Zhan 2017).  
2 In recent years, the state also introduced reforms to unite the social welfare systems of rural and urban areas (Cai 
2011). 
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Concerning migrant workers, the main obstacle to reform is that the hukou as a complex 
system has been long connected with other regulatory systems and cultural discrimination 
against peasant migrants. Take the temporary resident permit (zanzhuzheng暂住证) as an 
example. For migrant workers, a prominent landmark of the hukou reform was the termination of 
the detention and repatriation (shourong qiansong) system in 2003. Before the tragic death of 
Sun Zhigang, a college-graduate migrant worker from Hubei, a rural migrant in the city without 
a temporary resident permit would be put in a rescue medical station for detainees (shourongsuo
收容所) and subject to deportation. That Sun was beaten to death in a station aroused public 
anger and led to the end of the discriminatory system.  
Although the importance of temporary residence permits has diminished, the permit is still 
connected to other public services and security institutions. Migrant workers must obtain the 
permits to apply for some public goods and services. A temporary residence permit or a residence 
permit (juzhuzheng居住证), a humanized version of the former, is still a required document for a 
migrant child to attend a public school in Beijing. To apply for the above permits, migrant 
residents will need their landlords’ ID and the certificate of title (fangchanzheng房产证). The 
rationale behind the above practices is that a legitimate migrant worker must have a lawful, 
stable residence (hefa wending zhusuo合法稳定住所), which ties landlords and their tenants 
together, making migration traceable. Consequently, the hukou system is not merely a 
mechanism that distributes public goods and services; it also implies a cultural logic of “migrant 
criminality” that sees migrant workers, due to their mobility, as potential criminals (Zhang 2001: 
141). 
Given the connected institutions of China’s hukou system, this study of migrant housing 
pays close attention to the cultural legacies of hukou. Concerns about changes in social welfare 
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and citizenship are important. Yet, as Chen, Davis, and Landry (2017: 7) conclude in their study 
of hukou reforms, “simply dropping the hukou system will not resolve the issues and challenges 
arising from the rapid but uneven urbanization process in China.” Compared to reforming 
institutional barriers, the cultural exclusion of migrant workers calls for careful examination. But 
this is not new. In the early twentieth century, China’s intellectual elites had already engaged in 
the “cultural and political invention” of “backward peasants” to create a “new” society. Myron 
Cohen argues (2005: 62-3):  
Through the transformation of “farmers” into “peasants,” “tradition” into “feudalism,” and 
“custom” or “religion” into “superstition” there was invented not only the “old society” that 
had to be supplanted, but also the basic negative criteria designating a new status group, one 
held by definition to be incapable of creative and autonomous participation in China’s 
reconstruction. 
Later, the hukou system gave legal standing to the differentiation between “peasant” and “urban 
resident” (67). As a result, when the term “peasant” is employed today in Chinese society, it 
implies both negative criteria (“backwardness”) and an administrative distinction of identity (a 
rural hukou). 
Thus, my field observations centered on how the cultural invention of “peasants” as second-
class citizens is combined with the legacies of the hukou system. One characteristic example 
took place at an early stage in my fieldwork. On a sunny day in summer 2008, I was sitting in a 
big compound of rental houses in Yue Village, Beijing, the field site of my master’s thesis. As 
kids were playing, a mother told her little child, “be a good boy, otherwise, you will be 
detained!” Five years since the detention and repatriation system had terminated, the fear of 
being detained and deported was still a part of the everyday life of migrant workers. Even for 
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migrant children who never experienced the deportation system, they are sensitive to the social 
exclusion rooted in the hukou distinction. On a late afternoon in April 2014, as I was walking on 
the main street in Hua Village华村, a ten-year-old boy, whose parents were from Shandong 
province, ran towards me and shouted, “Teacher, teacher! Do you know the Changping district is 
about to kick people out?” Changping is the administrative district where Hua Village is located 
and had just announced its plan to remove “low-end” industries from its territory. The phrase 
“kicking people out” (ganren赶人) refers to “the floating population.” Even a migrant child 
knows that he belongs to a group who could be kicked out. 
This dissertation examines how the cultural legacies of hukou shape migrants’ claims to the 
city. Specifically, I ask how their distinct identity makes them not belong to the city, how migrant 
workers strive to claim their belongings, and how they to come to terms with the failure of the 
claims.  
RETHINKING CLASS POLITICS THROUGH HOUSING AND URBANIZATION 
So far, this introduction has provided the historical context in which the question of migrant 
labor has emerged. This section will review how studies over the past two decades have 
addressed the problem. As China has become the world’s factory, a considerable amount of 
literature has been published on Chinese migrant workers (C. K. Lee 1998; Solinger 1999; Zhang 
2001; Gaetano and Jacka 2004; Xiang 2005; Pun 2005; C. K. Lee 2007; Yan 2008; Whyte 2010; 
Sun 2014; Gaetano 2015). It has discussed citizenship, labor politics, collective actions, social 
inequality, gender relations, children, family, and civil society. Taken together, the rich body of 
literature has examined how migrant workers embodied the rural-urban divide and the changes 
industrialization brought about in China.  
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Among the scholarship, my project on migrant labor in China is especially indebted to the 
theory of “unfinished proletarianization.” Pun Ngai and her coauthors (Pun and Ren 2008; Pun 
and Lu 2010) characterize the incomplete process of becoming working class as a result of the 
separation between production in the city and reproduction in the countryside. The theory of 
unfinished proletarianization posed and situated in the studies of class formation the conundrums 
that Chinese migrant workers faced. The problem, as Paul Willis (2017), the author of Learning 
to Labor, put it, is that “Chinese workers still own land and housing property in the village. They 
may return to the rural hometown for a self-sufficient life. Can we still call them a working 
class?”3 The difficulties naming this group suggest the ambiguity of their position.4 The politics 
of naming manifests an ambiguous and constant remaking of identities in the unfinished process 
of class formation. More important, the concept of incomplete proletarianization provides a vivid 
and convincing account of the social consequences of unsuccessful class formation. The identity 
plight of migrant workers, as Pun and Lu (2010) argue, is distressingly manifested by the pain 
and trauma of first-generation workers and the anger and resentment of younger generation 
workers.  
I carried with me the question of incomplete class formation as I reentered the field in the 
                                                 
3 When visiting China in 2014, Paul Willis was struck by comparisons between the British working class in the 
1960s and the Chinese working class in the 2010s. He presented a seminar in Beijing, titled “Two Moments: 
Cultural Studies in England in the 1960s and the Three Spaces in Beijing in the 2010s.” He cited the three spaces 
from Folding Beijing as his image of workers’ lives in Beijing (2017).  
4 The most commonly used name was rural migrant workers (nongmingong农民工), which is associated with low-
educated, menial workers. Besides, the media and official documents also employ names such as floating population 
(liudong renkou流动人口), the population from other provinces (wailai renkou外来人口), or workers from other 
provinces (wailai wugong renyuan外来务工人员). Employers gave them derogatory nicknames such as dagong 
girls (dagongmei打工妹) or dagong boys (dagongzai打工仔). By contrast, migrant NGOs identify themselves and 
their fellow migrants as wage workers (dagongzhe打工者) or new workers (xin gongren新工人). Pun and Lu 
called them “dagong subjects” (2010).  
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summer of 2013. What waited for me, however, was a series of economic, social, and political 
transformations that had an effect on the theoretical framework of proletarianization.5 Above all, 
the era of abundant rural migrant labor has run into a sluggish economy. Cai (2011) shows that 
China had reached its Lewis Turning Point, which means a rise in wages and an end of cheap 
surplus labor from the countryside.6 Meanwhile, China experienced a blistering pace of 
urbanization. In 2011, over 50% of China’s population lived in urban areas. Last but not least, 
the difficult transition of power from the Hu-Wen administration to the new era of Xi Jinping 
signaled gloomy forecasts about civil society. While an increasing number of social 
organizations and activists has devoted themselves to improving migrant rights, the state has also 
tightened its control over dissidents and foreign influence on forming a democratic society. All 
these significant yet divergent changes have been complicating the prospect of class formation.  
These social transformations call for nuanced analyses of class politics. The housing 
conditions of migrant workers in Beijing, for example, suggest a common ground on which a 
new social class of migrant tenants may form. As I examine in chapters 1 and 2, the collective 
experience of dwelling on the urban fringes—be it living in the space of suspension or a sense of 
belonging—is no less significant than anger and resentment shared by workers. Moreover, the 
transforming condition of alienation and exploitation invites new questions about class. The 
exploitation of migrant workers relates to the alienation of migrant families and mothers. I 
analyze in chapter 4 how the increased mobility and flexibility of migrant families mediate 
conflicts rooted in China’s economic transformation, while the contested desire between self and 
                                                 
5 Some changes took place in the 2000s but became salient only in the past decade. 
6 The nationwide average monthly income of migrant workers increased from 1,417 yuan in 2009 (about 208 USD 
in the exchange rate for 2009) (NBS 2010) to 2,864 yuan in 2014 (about 483 USD in the exchange rate for 2014) 
(NBS 2015).  
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migrant family is mediated through different roles that women play in the family.  
Furthermore, my dissertation engages with theories of class formation by reconsidering the 
role of housing in the study of class politics. What struck me the most during field research was a 
growing number of migrant workers who bought houses in their rural hometowns.7 The migrant 
homebuyers worked and lived in Beijing, held land rights in the village, and now, owned an 
apartment in small towns or cities. Yet little is known about how becoming a migrant homebuyer 
indicates a changing identity. What is the political implication of migrant homeownership to the 
formation of the Chinese working class? Instead of severing their ties to their rural identities, 
some of my informants bought new homes in the city without converting their registration to an 
urban hukou. Still, they set foot in new urban life through home-making practices, especially 
purchasing an apartment close by their rural hometowns.8 In other words, they became urban but 
sustained the status of dagong (打工), or simply selling labor to bosses, in the city. The process 
of double dwelling, working in Beijing but buying a house in the hometown, was remaking the 
rural-urban identity of migrant homebuyers. Would the process of double dwelling bypass the 
formation of a working class?  
At the same time, becoming a homebuyer is a self-help strategy (zili jiuji自力救济) that 
some other migrants adopt to bridge the split between production and reproduction. Migrant 
homebuyers in Yanjiao, whom I examine in chapter 5, keep their jobs (production) and education 
                                                 
7 The trend in migrant homeownership also shows in the increasing amount of research on correlations among the 
hukou system, homeownership, and migrant labor (Huang et al. 2014; Hui et al. 2014). 
8 The price-income ratio for housing in Beijing is 25.48 (CBNEditor 2017), meaning that buying a home in Beijing 
is an onerous burden even for the Chinese middle class. In contrast, house prices in small towns and cities were 
relatively affordable for migrant workers. According to an IMF report, the house price-to-income ratio is about eight 
in the small Chinese cities (2016: 9). Despite being lower than in the large cities, this ratio is rapidly worsening. The 
amount that my informants spent on buying houses went from 200,000 to 400,000 yuan even 500,000 yuan. 
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and housing (reproduction) together in greater Beijing. And yet, in opposition to migrant self-
help, urbanization is the state’s resolution to strictly control the size of the population in Beijing 
and to coordinate developments between Beijing and its neighboring provinces. Policymakers 
regard migrant workers as a symptom of “big city disease.” As I detail in the last chapter, the 
National New-type Urbanization Plan (2014-2020) is set up to boost economic development 
through urbanization in small towns and cities. Small-city migrant homebuyers are the agents of 
the state’s plan, while migrant homebuyers in Yanjiao become a burden to the policy. Does 
migrant homeownership in Beijing’s bedroom communities accelerate the process of 
proletarianization? Or, do urban policies hold it back?  
Given divergent, even seemingly contradictory developments, the chapters ahead will 
examine how the intersections of proletarianization and urbanization are embodied in the 
freedom and resignation of migrant workers.  
FREEDOM AND RESIGNATION 
In the media, rural migrants are often seen as a homogeneous social group, displaced from 
hometowns, economically marginalized, and deprived of urban citizenship. Anything but 
freedom characterizes their subjectivities. Yet, as I discussed in the last section, migrant workers 
have played a leading role in urbanizing small towns and cities. Migrant homebuyers experience 
great freedom through home-making practices such as personalizing their home decorations and 
exquisite furnishings. And yet, the freedom that they enjoyed is restricted. Well-furnished 
apartments are left behind in hometowns. Confident migrant mothers give up their jobs in 
Beijing and return to hometowns for their children’s education. When I asked my interlocutors 
how they made sense of the constraints, they often told me, “there is nothing I can do.” How do 
we interpret the resignation and autonomy of migrant workers in the rapid yet ambivalent 
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transition of urbanization? 
In this section, I will unpack the strong feelings of resignation and their relation to freedom. 
Concerning Chinese migrant workers, discussions of freedom often stress the freedom of 
mobility. For three decades China strictly controlled rural-to-urban movement. Since the state 
has loosened the control over labor mobility, migrant workers are free to leave the village, free to 
move to the cities, and free to quit one job and to work for another boss. Rural-to-urban 
migration is celebrated as “a process in which the individual comes into her own in post-Mao 
modernity” (Yan 2008: 36), and it is commonly perceived as a confirmation of freedom. Yan 
(2008: 51), however, reminds us that “labor mobility cannot be singularly celebrated…as a new 
form of freedom to be realized in the transition from a planned to a market economy.” The price 
of the rise of the city as the symbol of modernity, progress, and development is “the emaciation 
of the rural,” which “appropriates economic, cultural, and ideological value from the 
countryside” (39, 44). Moreover, as Pun and Lu criticize, this intense feeling of freedom means 
that “Chinese peasants [are] asked to transform themselves into laboring bodies” (2010: 11).9 
Once a worker transforms himself into a laboring body, he also loses “his sense of ‘home’ and 
[feels] like a man with no place to go” (10). 
I lay out the above critiques for three reasons. First, without a critical stance on the idea of 
freedom, my questioning of workers’ freedom could be easily misunderstood as “the bourgeois 
view of the rise of freedom and autonomy” (Yan 2008: 15) that extols the virtues of labor 
mobility. By contrast, I call attention to the dialectic of freedom and exploitation in the rural-to-
urban movement. Take migrant mothers, for example. The flexible family arrangements of 
                                                 
9 Pun and Lu’s argument is indebted to Marx who defines “free workers” as those who “must be free in the double 
sense that as a free individual he can dispose of his labour-power as his own commodity, and that, on the other hand, 
he has no other commodity for sale, i.e., he is rid of them, he is free of all the objects needed for the realization of 
his labour-power” (1990: 272-3).  
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migrant workers condition the flexibility of the Chinese labor market. Second, readers may see 
such a project on housing and agency as an approach that romanticizes the freedom of migrant 
workers and thus forgoes the suffering of migrant labor. Quite to the contrary, I suggest an 
approach that comprises the perspectives of both their working and living conditions and 
explores the alienation of migrant workers. An urban village serves as a buffer zone between 
mainstream urban and rural society but also a space of suspension doomed to being demolished. 
Most important, Marxist critiques of the idea of freedom provide a context for my analytical 
move. This dissertation reconsiders the binary framework of freedom and unfreedom and the 
binary presumption of resistance and domination in both the liberal acclaim of freedom and the 
Marxist criticism of the former. As Mahmood (2001) argues, Western feminist scholarship 
presupposes an act of “resistance to relations of domination” as a model of freedom or agency. 
By contrast, she theorizes the ability to act as a form of freedom. Drawing upon her criticism, I 
attend to how freedom is associated with places, space, and mobility. My field observations 
center on the experiences of freedom in relation to house and home. The ability to build, to buy, 
and to furnish a home, I argue, constitutes the agency of migrant workers. Migrant 
homeownership is not merely the freedom of consumption. Instead, migrant homeowners acquire 
freedom but also constantly question themselves and refashioned their identities via place-
making practices. 
Furthermore, to advance an anthropological understanding of freedom (Humphrey 2007;  
Laidlaw 2013; Kelty 2014; Lambek et al. 2015; Makhulu 2015), I highlight the feelings of 
resignation (wunai无奈) that characterize migrant workers’ experience of freedom. Rather than 
seeing freedom as fully unrestrained, I explore how migrant workers exercise agency while 
resigning themselves to social, economic, and political exclusion. My approach to resignation is 
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inspired by the last section in The Great Transformation, where Karl Polanyi ends the book with 
discussions on freedom and resignation. Planning, regulation, and control, to Polanyi, is 
indispensable to strengthening freedom. Regulation, however, is contrary to freedom, per se 
(2001: 266). If there are power and compulsion, can freedom exist? Does that mean there is no 
freedom in a planned economy or socialism? Polanyi believes that the socialist can uphold 
“man’s claim to freedom” in a complex society. He concludes: 
Resignation was ever the fount of man’s strength and new hope. Man accepted the reality of 
death and built the meaning of his bodily life upon it. He resigned himself to the truth that 
he had a soul to lose and that there was worse than death, and founded his freedom upon it. 
He resigns himself, in our time, to the reality of society which means the end of that 
freedom. But, again, life springs from ultimate resignation. Uncomplaining acceptance of 
the reality of society gives man indomitable courage and strength to remove all removable 
injustice and unfreedom. As long as he is true to his task of creating more abundant freedom 
for all, he need not fear that either power or planning will turn against him and destroy the 
freedom he is building by their instrumentality. This is the meaning of freedom in a complex 
society; it gives us all the certainty we need (2001: 268).  
In this final paragraph, the messages Polanyi offers are intriguing. On the one hand, he declared 
that freedom, in the sense of free of power and compulsion, is impossible in a complex society. 
On the other hand, “uncomplaining acceptance” of this reality is the source of strength, hope, 
courage, and freedom. It seems to suggest that, ironically, accepting the fact of being unfree is 
the condition of freedom.  
What I take from Polanyi is a set of questions: Today, what is the fundamental condition of 
life, the reality of society? How do people face the reality of society? How do people create 
freedom from resignation? These questions are necessary to rethink the idea of agency under an 
authoritarian state and to deepen an anthropological understanding of political freedom in a 
society lacking that very freedom. Yet the risk of thinking the idea of freedom through exploring 
the feeling of resignation is to be conflated with “arguing for ‘freedom with Chinese 
characteristics’” and to hint at a cultural relativism of freedom. One of the most representative 
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arguments is the common claim in China that (Western) democracy does not fit the country 
because of China’s distinct culture. President Xi Jinping said during his European tour that 
democracy does not suit China because of “the uniqueness of China’s cultural tradition, history 
and circumstances” (Menezes 2014). If we replace democracy with (the Western ideas of) 
political freedom, it may yield a similar argument. My approach, however, is to foreground the 
structure of the feeling of resignation in China in my study, thereby explicating “the reality of 
society,” examining how migrant workers come to “accept this reality,” and exploring what 
forms of freedom can spring from resignation.  
MULTI-SITED FIELDWORK IN BEIJING AND HOMETOWNS 
Before I proceed to describe how I conducted the research, a short overview of Beijing is 
necessary. Beijing is about 16,000 square kilometers, about 22 times as large as New York City. 
In the past three decades, bulldozers, like a spreader, have slowly but dramatically remade the 
urban areas of Beijing into a giant crepe. With each wave of eviction and demolition, traditional 
villages near the inner city have been torn down, while remote suburban villages developed into 
urban villages that drew migrant tenants to stay. Beijing’s urban areas extended from the central 
city, within the Fourth Ring Road, to the inner suburbs, around the Sixth Ring Road. The 
densely-populated areas of Beijing thus expand and spread out towards the hinterland.  
The wide belt between the Fifth and Sixth Ring Road, where over a hundred urban villages 
are located, is home for numerous migrants (figure 1). In 2016, the total number of permanent 
residents in the city was 21.72 million, while the population from other provinces was 8.07 
million. In 2014, a floating population of more than one million lived in Changping (昌平)  
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Figure 1. Exhibition Poster of “Between the 5th & 6th Ring Road in Beijing.” So far, little attention has been paid to 
the spatial and social significance of this broad belt. In 2014, forty artists carried out a series of art projects on 
various dimensions of urban villages on this belt, which yielded, in 2015, an exhibition titled liuhuan bi wuhuan duo 
yi huan (六环比五环多一环), (“The 6th Ring Road Has One More Ring Than the 5th Ring Road”). This poster is 
designed to represent the map of Beijing. The picture of a building at the center of the map indicates the Forbidden 
City and Tiananmen Square. The inner circle on the poster denotes the 5th Ring Road, while the outer circle is the 
6th Ring Road. Each green spot indicates an urban village, where an artist conducted his or her project, including 
Hua Village, which I marked with an “H” in white. Courtesy of Ge Lei.  
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district, with 1.79 million in Chaoyang (朝阳) district, and 1.5 million in Haidian (海淀) district 
(Li 2017: 12). Changping district, where my main field site, Hua Village, is situated, had the 
highest ratio of floating population to permanent residents; 52.3 % of residents in Changping 
were floating population (Zhao and Wei 2017).  
Just like the unknown lives in the Third Space in Folding Beijing, urban villages in the 
urban-rural transitional zone (chengxiang jiehebu城乡结合部) are unfamiliar to residents in the 
central urban areas. One of them is Hua Village, where I stayed from August 2013 to November 
2014. It is a so-called “population hanging-upside-down village” (renkou daogua cun人口倒挂
村), where the 30,000 migrant residents exceeded the 2,000 local villagers. Although the 
villagers are called peasants and the place is governed by a village administration, there is no 
farmland, and most locals rely on rental houses for their livelihood.  
In the village, I worked with Smile Children, a grassroots migrant NGO founded in 2006 
that focuses on the issues of education, social inequality, and community development. I became 
its core, long-term volunteer in 2007, when it had only two staff members. Smile Children 
established a migrant community service center in Hua Village in 2009. In 2014, it had eight 
staff, who were college graduates and former migrant workers, with monthly salaries from 2,000 
to 4,500 yuan. It regularly collaborated with volunteers from Beijing’s universities. In the same 
year, it received funding of 480,000 yuan (77,000 USD) from both internal and foreign private 
foundations, such as New Citizen Program, Save the Children, and Oxfam. Since 2013, the 
organization has also applied for funds from government-organized foundations.10    
                                                 
10 Considering the scale of its budget and workforce, Smile Children was a well-established grassroots organization. 
As a matter of fact, it had long faced the pressure of increasing rents and potential demolitions in Hua Village. Also, 
given the unstable funding sources, the personnel worked long hours and lacked social insurance as well as adequate 
training. Due to the Foreign NGO Law, enforced in 2017, international organizations and foundations must register 
with China’s Ministry of Public Security before undertaking any activities. During the transitional time, most of 
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The facilities and space of Smile Children were free and open to the community on a daily 
basis. The organization had a large collection of books for both children and adults, and activity 
rooms provided simple educational toys and games. Every day, about one to two dozen migrant 
children visited the organization during their after-school hours. In addition, the social workers 
and activists designed and organized thematic social programs such as sustainable living, arts 
and nature education, self-learning, youth and women empowerment, and supporting teachers in 
the private schools for migrant children. The methods and approaches comprised various 
activities, classes, clubs, learning groups, traditional festivals, informal gathering, and 
excursions.  
My volunteer work centered on organizing and facilitating learning groups on a variety of 
topics such as family education, domestic work, cooking, and English conversation. Also, I 
worked as a liaison between college-student volunteer tutors and migrant families. Lastly, once a 
week, I was responsible for running a “mobile library,” a temporary stall on a cargo tricycle, 
stopping on the side of the main street and loaning books for free. The mobile library offered a 
chance to publicize the activities of Smile Children. Staffing the library created ample 
opportunities for me to be in contact with migrant tenants from diverse backgrounds. Through 
casual conversations, I asked migrants about place of origin, occupation, age, rent, and family 
backgrounds. During my fieldwork, the mobile library allowed me to gain a broad understanding 
of the tenants in Hua Village. 
When I was not in the organization, I tried to live in the village like other migrant tenants. 
In 2013, I stayed in a female dormitory with three staff from Smile Children. The next year, I 
                                                 
Smile Children’s funding sources were suspended. In 2018, the number of staff dropped to three, and the 
organization barely maintained a few social programs. 
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moved into another apartment building room and shared its 800-yuan rent with a Beijing friend. 
As I describe more in chapter 1, Hua Village had a variety of stores and shops, providing all 
kinds of products and services. I shopped for groceries and daily necessities, cooked in my room 
or dined out on the street, bought simple clothing and accessories, and rode moto-taxis and black 
taxis, all in the village. Through my daily activities, I established relationships with several 
merchants and store owners.11  
I conducted research in Hua Village on thirty-five migrant families, most with parents in 
their thirties to forties, and nine single migrants in their twenties. Their occupations varied, from 
domestic workers, home renovators, drivers, and retailers to salesclerks, couriers, and workers in 
the IT industry. Many were from nearby provinces such as Hebei, Henan, Shandong, and Inner 
Mongolia, while others from southern provinces like Anhui, Hunan, Hubei, Guangdong, 
Sichuan, and Guizhou (Figure 2). Among my informants, two bought houses in rural townships; 
five bought apartments in counties; and five purchased apartments in Beijing’s bedroom 
communities (including Yanjiao and Langfang). Although I did not intend to focus on female 
workers, working with an educational migrant NGO and being a female graduate student drew 
more female migrants, especially mothers, to my circle of informants. Throughout the study, I let 
my informants know that I was a graduate student “studying” them as well as a volunteer in 
Smile Children. Yet, neither a researcher nor a NGO worker is a familiar role to them. In a 
vernacular style, my interlocutors understood me as someone “writing about my stories” and “a 
kind-hearted person doing good things.” 
The hub of my fieldwork was Hua Village, from which my multi-sited field research 
                                                 
11 These stores and shops included a bakery, food and grain store, bedding store, second-hand electronic appliances 
store, copy shop, restaurants, street food stands, barber shop, and clothing and accessory stalls. 
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radiated to other urban villages in Beijing then to the countryside of four provinces. As I show in 
chapter 2, there were frequent communication and collaboration between migrant NGOs in 
Beijing. Through Smile Children, I got to know other migrant NGOs located in different districts 
of Beijing and interviewed 17 NGO activists in Beijing. My field research on migrant NGOs 
aimed to depict the developments of the migrant labor movement in Beijing. Meanwhile, since 
most migrant NGOs are based in urban villages, interviews with migrant NGOs also allowed me 
to visit more than ten urban villages in Beijing.12 Lastly, through the migrant families that I was 
acquainted with in Hua Village, I made five trips to visit their hometowns in Hunan, Anhui, 
                                                 
12 Since 2007, I have visited more than twenty urban villages in Beijing. 
Figure 2. Map of China. Source: Google Map. 
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Hebei, and Henan. In the summer of 2017, I revisited four migrant families in Hebei and Henan. 
The structure of the dissertation reflects the configuration of my field research. The chapters 
that follow are in two parts. In “Part One: Here,” I examine the rental houses in Beijing’s urban 
villages and their relationship to governance and community. In “Part Two: There,” the chapters 
are centered on three themes: dwelling and its relationship to identities; gender and its 









PART I: HERE 
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1. THE GEOGRAPHY OF RENTAL DWELLING IN HUA VILLAGE 
A PLACE WITHOUT ADDRESS 
On a cold and smoggy week in February 2014, I became a temporary mail delivery 
worker in Hua Village, a suburban Beijing village situated 25 miles northeast of Tiananmen 
Square, the center of China’s capital. The story began with Jiajun家俊, a 21-year-old college 
dropout and a volunteer in Smile Children, an NGO with which I worked during my fieldwork. 
Jiajun knew that I had been doing fieldwork in Hua Village for seven months, so he asked me: 
“Do you know where these buildings are?” He handed a pile of mail to me. All addresses were 
abbreviated and incomplete. “No. 46, Hua Village, Beijing.” I read one of them and puzzled, “I 
didn’t know there were house numbers in Hua Village. “There are. But the numbers aren’t 
organized,” he explained, looked exhausted, and went on, “Some areas have consecutive 
numbers, some not. And, there’re a lot of missing numbers.” A week before, Jiajun had gone to 
the mailroom of the Village Committees to pick up his mail. The man in charge pointed out the 
shelving in one corner of the room and let him search for his letter. Jiajun easily found it but also 
noticed loads of undelivered letters. Troubled by the letters, whose recipients might be as 
worried as he had been, he asked the doorkeeper if he could help deliver the letters. “Why not?” 
The doorkeeper probably thought, “This is just a young, public-spirited guy.” He then gave 
Jiajun a small pile of mail as a trial.  
Lacking the expertise to solve Jiajun’s delivery question embarrassed me. I was in the 
middle of my fieldwork. I assumed, probably unreasonably, I should have known the village well 
enough to know its house numbering. I decided to take on the task with Jiajun and soon realized 
it was a thankless one. The conglomeration of sprawling buildings made the one-square-mile 
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village a giant maze. We struggled to figure out the logical sequence of house numbers. Just a 
handful of mail cost us a whole, gray afternoon. Zigzagging roads and alleys puzzled us. One 
little lane led to another narrower one. Buildings stood behind buildings. In some areas, the 
buildings had house numbers close to each other. But after a while, buildings with incoherent 
numbers appeared, standing oddly, disrupting the system we were developing. Some buildings 
had no house numbers at all.  
When we asked a few residents about their house numbers, which were supposed to be 
either inscribed on a small board or written next to their doors, they responded, “Aren’t the 
numbers right at the front of the building?” Then, they went out of their houses, looked up, and 
found no number signs. We were at the peak of the smoggy days. People had stopped hanging 
out on the street, and most migrant tenants still returned to their rural hometowns for the Chinese 
New Year. If we ran into local villagers, last names would tell them whether the recipient was a 
local villager or migrant tenant. Senior villagers knew where fellow landlords lived or whether 
they had moved from the village. Nevertheless, it was challenging to locate transient tenants who 
frequently came and went. It was like being in an “open banquet,” my landlord, Old Wang, told 
me.  
The delivery was a phased mission. We picked up about two dozen pieces of mail from 
the mailroom. We did our best to deliver the mail over two or three days, returned those for 
whom we could not find addressees, and picked up a new pile. One afternoon when we returned 
some undelivered mail, four local male villagers were casually smoking and chatting in the 
narrow mailroom. I asked if they might know where house number 46 was located. One middle-
aged, bald man explained to us, nonchalantly: “The house numbers were not as organized as you 
thought. At the very beginning, say, there was one house here. Then, there were some vacant lots 
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next to it. One built another house there, and it became a mess. It was no longer easy to follow 
the house numbers. You don’t know which [house] is whose anymore.” He paused, probably 
because we looked so confused, and casually took two ashtrays from the table to illustrate his 
point: 
For example, in the past, we had one house here [he put an ashtray on the table with his 
left hand], another house there [he put another ashtray with his right hand]. This [left] 
was number one, and this [right] was number two. Now, suddenly, there was less and less 
land left. So, one person added a house here, and another person added a house here 
[placed two index fingers in between the two ashtrays to represent the new houses]. But 
the building added in the middle [between number one and two] maybe number 53 and 
perhaps the other one number 86. Not planned [bu guihua不规划]! Not like those 
[urban] high-rise buildings or residential compounds [xiaoqu小区]. 
His demonstration made visual how a traditional, suburban village became an “urban village” 
(chengzhongcun城中村) with hundreds of disorganized buildings. A few days later, we returned 
to the mailroom and anticipated carrying on with the delivery mission. The same man was still 
there, smoking and standing. But this time, he told us that we could not take the letters away. 
“The post office does not allow this,” he gave us no further explanation. Just like most 
interactions with the Village Committees, waidiren (outsiders外地人) or people from outside 
were in no position to negotiate.  
What can the delivery story tell us about lives in an urban village? How do people live in 
such an unplanned place? This chapter offers an overview of Hua Village, delineates the ways in 
which rental dwelling interweaves place and people, and explores the broader implications of the 
rental dwelling in Hua Village. Through both a bird’s-eye and ground level view, the first part of 
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this chapter characterizes the physical features of housing and buildings in Hua Village. In light 
of Old Wang’s three-generation houses, I explain how house rentals have transformed the lives 
of the villagers. Although its crude buildings “grew” spontaneously through peasant landlords, 
supervision from lower and higher-levels of government kept the sprawl of shantytown areas in 
check. By analyzing the development of “living upstairs,” I highlight the housing plight of 
migrant tenants, which is hidden behind the emergence of “apartment buildings” (gongyu公寓). 
In the second part, I discuss the characteristics of the migrant tenants in Hua Village.  
The naming of migrant workers and of the places where they live is highly ambiguous.1 
As my informants often told me, tenants “come from everywhere” (na li lai de ren dou you哪里
来的人都有), and they “have all kinds of jobs.” Why do urban villages become homes for 
migrant tenants from various social backgrounds? How do we conceptualize the space of urban 
villages in terms that incorporate diverse trajectories of migration? I characterize how the 
everyday life of migrant workers is emplaced in the constant evictions and demolition in the 
urban village. I see Hua Village as a space of suspension, which emerges in the craze for 
building, which is at the same time doomed to being demolished. In such a suspended space, the 
regulations on illegal construction have been unclear. Migrant shopkeepers can use each 
opportunity to extend the sphere of their restaurants, transportation businesses, and stores. Also, 
migrant tenants build extensions to maximize their living space. Most important, the urban 
                                                 
1 As for migrant settlements, the media in the 1990s and 2000s usually named urban villages after the hometown of 
its main migrant tenants, such as the famous “Zhejiangcun” (浙江村). Some locals called the villages by their chief 
occupation, such as feipincun (废品村 scrap recycling village). In Hua Village, there is neither a main origin of 
migrants nor a salient production or occupation. The local government called a place like Hua Village “the area of 
the clustered foreign population” (wailai renkou jujiqu外来人口聚集区) or a “population hanging-upside-down 
village” (renkou daogua cun人口倒挂村), meaning that the population of migrant workers exceeds the population 
of local villagers. The latter moniker has strong connotations of anomalies. Activists and social workers usually call 
it “a community of floating population” (liudong renkou shequ流动人口社区). 
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village symbolizes a buffer zone between mainstream urban and rural society, which allows 
migrant tenants to explore new identities.  
In the last part, I question what the implications of Hua Village would be for the urban 
housing plight and class politics in contemporary China. I analyze how migrant workers see 
themselves as consumers and assess Hua Village from the logic of consumerism. Drawing from 
Zygmunt Bauman’s theory of “the new poor” (2005), I demonstrate how migrant workers see 
their fellow migrant tenants as flawed consumers and Hua Village as an inadequate society of 
consumers. This distance hinders a collective identity among migrant tenants. A subtle change in 
the recent campaign to crackdown on illegal construction, however, opens the possibility for 
forming a social class of migrant tenants.  
SUPERVISED SPONTANEITY  
Although the nearest McDonalds and subway station are only one mile away, visitors 
who walk into Hua Village often find themselves entering a strange world. “This is not Beijing,” 
one of my guests, a young female IT worker born in Beijing, straightforwardly commented on 
Hua Village. Despite its rural administration, it is not a typical rural village either. Similar to 
hundreds of other migrant settlements, it is a so-called “urban village,” or a village in the city. 
Most urban villages are located between the 5th and 6th Ring Road, a vast belt of the urban-rural 
transitional zone (chengxiang jiehebu城乡结合部).2 “The 5th Ring Road,” as an artist said, “is 
an invisible line, dividing the city into two worlds” (Cui 2017).  
                                                 
2 Situated on the periphery of Beijing, urban villages are better described as suburban villages, or chengbiancun (城
边村).  
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Although many dwellers in the central city do not know about their existence, one can 
easily identify urban villages on a satellite map of Beijing: a small, irregular area that is thickly 
dotted with disorganized houses, in sharp contrast to the tidy strips of residential areas.3 “There 
is only a wall separating the poor from the rich,” Jiajun commented about the wealthy garden 
villas neighboring Hua Village, with their red roofs surrounded by green (figure 3, bottom left). 
On the ground, Hua Village looks like a shantytown of Beijing. Whenever I took a taxi to return 
to the village, the drivers immediately remarked on the dumps on the street corners, its crude 
buildings, and makeshift dwellings. One driver even advised me to move out. “Dirty, chaos, 
miserable” (zang luan cha脏乱差) is the most idiomatic phrase characterizing urban villages.  
Unplanned, rough, rental housing has come to dominate the landscape of Hua Village 
over the past three decades. As urban Beijing areas were expanding in the late 1980s, non-
agricultural construction gradually replaced its 1.4 square miles of corn and wheat. Steadily, its 
two thousand villagers lost farmland. The tendency towards urbanization coincided with the 
flood of migrants who poured into Beijing but could not find formal housing in the city. 
Farmhouses in urban villages provided migrant workers with temporary dwellings.  
Although all rural land in China is collectively owned, individual rural families control 
their own piece of land for housing (zhaijidi宅基地). At first, villagers rented out spare rooms in 
their farmhouses. Later, they rebuilt the old houses to create more rooms to rent. Villagers 
optimized their zhaijidi and minimized their budget for maximum rental profits. This principle 
led to a craze for building rental housing. Each villager maximized space on private plots of land 
                                                 
3 In 2013, the research team of SRI used this feature to identify urban villages in Beijing. They first pinpointed more 
than one hundred urban villages from the satellite map of Beijing. After preliminary visits of the urban villages, they 
then identified 64 of them as “the area of the clustered foreign population” (wailai renkou jujiqu), in which more 
than 10,000 people inhabited and at least half of the residents are “floating population.” According to their survey 
and case studies of 29 urban villages, the average population of the 29 urban villages was about 30 ,000 (SRI 2013).  
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to build rental units. But, depending on resources, each household rebuilt their old houses or 
constructed new ones. Moreover, each building ended up with various stories, from two to five 
levels. The building and rebuilding processes turned the traditional village into a permanent 
construction site of crude buildings. Hua Village steadily became a migrant settlement for more 
than 30,000 migrant tenants, outnumbering the 2,000 local villagers by fifteen to one. Its daily 
life centers around rental houses, sprawling along every single road and narrow path.  
The delivery story at the beginning gives an overview of the unplanned landscape. In this 
section, Old Wang’s life history epitomizes how the rental business transformed life in Hua 
Village. Born in 1946, he found his generation especially unfortunate. He told me, repeatedly, 
Figure 3. Satellite Map of Hua Village. (Source: Baidu Map) 
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how he “suffered famine in childhood, combated poverty as a teen, and witnessed corruption in 
old age.” He had once been a team leader (duizhang队长) of a production brigade in Hua 
village, in charge of 400 members and 80 hectares of land. Regardless of the hardships in the 
1960s, it was the golden age of his life when the party state attached great importance to farmers 
and agriculture. The people were diligent, content, and honest. When villagers built new houses, 
for example, other villagers would help. He was convinced that cadres were devoted to taking 
care of the peasants under Chairman Mao’s great leadership.4  
The production brigade dissolved in the 1970s. Old Wang’s family relied on a small 
piece of farmland under the household responsibility system. In 1987, Old Wang built a 
traditional courtyard house with rooms on three sides for his parents and children for 16,000 
yuan (figure 9, p. 67, the upper left diagram). In the 1990s, the first wave of renters arriving in 
Hua Village were construction workers, building a gigantic apartment complex nearby. In 1995, 
Old Wang first became a landlord and rented out a room for 100 yuan. His was the first 
generation of rental housing. Peasants just rented out the spare rooms of their farmhouses.5 Unfit 
for the stereotypes of wealthy, lazy Beijing peasant landlords, Old Wang led a modest life. He 
has worked as a bus driver since he has no longer owned farmland. 
In the early 2000s, the apartment rentals in suburban Beijing became promising due to 
massive building in the central city to prepare for the 2008 Beijing Olympics. The demolition of 
urban villages between the 4th and 5th Ring Road brought more migrants into the urban villages  
outside the 5th Ring Road, including Hua Village. In 2004, Old Wang’s family divided its old 
                                                 
4 The socialist experiences deeply affected Old Wang’s ideas of social welfare. He once suggested that the state 
should assign public housing to all adults. 
5 Zhang Li (2001: 70-1) noted that Beijing’s local farmers in the 1980s felt political anxiety and did not dare engage 
in renting business, which dramatically changed in the 1990s. 
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courtyard houses into nine small rental rooms (figure 9, the upper right diagram). They built a set 
of mini courtyard houses, within the old courtyard which cost 35,000 yuan, replacing several old 
trees and plants in the middle of the yard.6 These units represented the second generation of 
rental houses, which were built or rebuilt for rent. Single rooms of one-story buildings, without 
toilets and tap water, were about 300 yuan per month. These one-room units were ideal for 
construction workers, home renovators, scrap recyclers, vendors with street food carts, and the 
drivers of moto-taxis (modi摩的), who needed extra space to store work-related equipment and 
tools. 
A few years before the Olympics, the local government planned to expropriate Old 
Wang’s land for public transportation infrastructure. He believed that the compensation his 
family would receive was not proportional to the profit that the government would pay other real 
estate developers. He complained:   
The developers get more than ten million, but they give us only three sets of apartments 
as compensation. I have three siblings [to share the apartments, but], what about my son 
and daughter? You take away my houses. You want me to buy my houses back, but the 
prices are up to you. What are you if you are not bandits? 
When it comes to land expropriation, Old Wang claimed, Communist Party cadres are nothing 
but robbers. Ever since the government’s failed attempt at expropriation, Old Wang has become 
bitterly disappointed with the Communist Party. His livelihood relied on rental business and 
made extra cash by recycling scrap from the village. In his sixties, Old Wang still used dadui, the 
abbreviation of production brigade to refer to the village’s administration, rather than cunwei, the 
                                                 
6 From 2009 to 2014, Smile Children, the NGO with which I worked, rented this mini courtyard houses. 
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acronym of Village Committees. The “various designations of place,” as Julie Chu notes, “evoke 
quite different structures of feeling for being ‘local’” (2010: 36). Like Old Wang, many senior 
villagers and some migrant tenants referred to the village administration as dadui (see also L. 
Zhang 2001: 224, n.4).  
In contrast to dadui, cunwei represents the transformation from a remarkable rural 
commune life to a corrupt political administration. Once, I asked Old Wang if he had ever seen 
the Village Committee Party secretary. “Of course,” Old Wang replied and then gestured with 
his right hand at the height of three feet above the floor. “I saw him when he was so little,” he 
joked with scorn. Nowadays, Village Committee means fraud, inequality, and selfishness. On 
another occasion, Old Wang made a mock of the secretary, “I am luckier than him. I can lie 
down and sleep on the street without any worries. He doesn’t dare to do so. Too many people are 
coming after him!” Old Wang’s sarcastic comments reflected intensifying disputes over land use 
and house constructions in Hua Village. As the story at the beginning of this chapter shows, 
villagers were eager to utilize the vacant lots to build houses.7 The rental business made the 
villagers rich, while disputes between neighbors over seizing the land was a recurrent theme in 
the village. In the meantime, the Village Committee controlled several pieces of collectively 
owned land and leased most of the land to migrant entrepreneurs for building restaurants and 
stores on the main street.8 
                                                 
7 As we delivered the mail, we found three buildings that were located at a considerable distance from one another 
but shared the same house numbers. The bald man in the mail room explained whether a farmer rebuilt his house on 
the same spot or at a new place, the new house retained the original house number of the same landlord. It also 
accounted for why a logical sequence of house numbers hardly existed.  
8 A few local villagers and landlords told me that the family of the party secretary alone controlled quite a few 
properties for rent. According to media reports, the party secretary was convicted of corruption offenses in 2015 and 
sentenced to three years and three months.  
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By the 2010s, the village was packed with migrant tenants. Remarkably, low-rise 
buildings with three or four stories increased rapidly. Despite his criticism of the craze for 
building rental houses, Old Wang was inevitably trapped in the rental business. When I 
questioned him about why he no longer had a house number sign hanging on the building, Old 
Wang told us that he lost the sign when rebuilding his houses and commented impatiently, “who 
cares about that kind of trivia when tearing down their houses!” In 2010, the family tore down 
the houses on the south side and for 600,000 yuan built a large three-story building with thirty 
rental units (figure 9, p. 67, the bottom left diagram). The new constructions announced the third 
generation of rental houses. In the brand new three-story building, all rooms were installed with 
inside toilets and kitchens, including three sets of one-bedroom suites. Old Wang’s son reserved 
the three big rooms on the first floor, facing the main street, to rent as shops. In 2014, I rented a 
200-square-feet room in this building, sharing the unit and its 800-yuan rent with a friend, who 
was an editor and administrative coordinator. The total profit for the thirty rooms was 15,000 
yuan a year.9 Within four years, Old Wang’s family had gotten their investment back. In 2015, 
they replaced all old, one-story houses on the north side with a four-story building (figure 9, the 
bottom right diagram).10  
To summarize, this section illustrates the growth and transformation of rental houses 
across three generations of Old Wang’s houses. Originally, the piece of land housed an ordinary 
Beijing rural family. Within twenty years, the same piece of land had been developed into a real-
estate property and accommodated more than fifty migrant households.11 Similar changes 
                                                 
9 My calculations of the total annual rent of the building should be over 250,000 yuan. I assume that the number that 
Old Wang reported was their yearly profit.  
10 It took less than three years to return the cost of the three-story building. The family initially planned to build new 
houses in 2013, instead of 2015. Because of a sick family member in 2014, they delayed the plan.  
11 There is no verified statistics on the total number of migrant tenants in Hua Village. Here I estimate the number 
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applied to most of the five hundred local farmers, who were involved in the craze to tear down 
their old rural houses and build tall buildings. Each local family strived to maximize the use of 
land. This led to an intriguing combination of the planned and unplanned landscape in Hua 
Village. I employ “supervised spontaneity” to explain the paradoxical features of urban villages. 
The landscape and the living conditions in Hua Village were strongly reminiscent of 
shantytowns: poor, overcrowded, squalid, with limited public infrastructure. Housing 
development differed from that pursued in urban and the rural areas in China, but the 
spontaneous outgrowth of rental housing was continuously checked by the government, which 
enclosed the sprawl of rental houses, individually within each household’s land boundaries and 
within the boundary of the village. In the following section, I analyze a significant change in the 
process of building rental houses: living upstairs and the emergence of apartment buildings, 
focusing on the emergence of the presence of low-rise buildings and their impact on local 
landlords and migrant tenants. 
BUILDING UP, LIVING UP! 
I first visited Hua Village in 2009 when my former field site, Yue Village, situated five 
miles southwest of Hua Village, was undergoing a lengthy process of demolition.12 Many former 
tenants of Yue Village were forced to move and found Hua Village as their new destination in 
                                                 
based on the number of rental houses. There were 500 households of local villagers. If half of the local families 
rebuild their buildings and each can provide 50 rooms, Hua Village has about 12,500 rooms for rent. If each room 
accommodates two tenants, there are about 25,000 tenants. 
12 The razing of urban villages does not happen all at once. Instead, the deconstruction of old buildings and the 
construction of new buildings took place simultaneously at several sites in Yue Village. Demolition began in 2009 
as the government first relocated local villagers. From 2009 to 2015, three private schools for migrant children were 
gradually forced to shut down, one by one. A couple of hundred of migrant workers, mostly scrap recyclers, 
remained living in Yue Village. The government closed the last private school for migrant children and several 
housing compounds in 2015, which marked the completion of demolition.  
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Beijing. One tenant was Smile Children, the NGO for migrant workers with which I had been 
working since 2007. On a breezy evening in October 2009, my cab stopped at the F-mart, the 
only lit up structure on the main road. The village had only a few street lamps. Low-rise 
buildings were not rare but conspicuous. Most tenants relied on a few filthy public or communal 
toilets that their landlords had built outside of the rental houses. Smile Children rented a one-
story, three-sided courtyard house as an office from Old Wang. It contained a reading room, an 
activity room, and a room used as a dormitory for its staff and guests. Starting in 2009, whenever 
I visited, the NGO kindly accommodated me in one of their shaky, dorm-room bunk beds. In the 
summer, I shared the space with relentless mosquitos, and in the winter my companion was the 
bleak cold.  
As I conducted a pilot study for my dissertation fieldwork, in 2012, lights illuminated the 
two main roads that crossed Hua Village, one north-southbound and one west-eastbound. At both 
ends of the north-southbound road were bus stations (figure 3, p. 29). The roads were often 
heavily congested with bikes, moto-taxis, motor scooters, mini-buses, and unlicensed taxis that 
took residents to nearby subway stations and communities. At the crossroads, the heart of Hua 
Village, was a cluster of low-rise buildings. Along the north-south central road, stretching for a 
mile, stood numerous stores and shops, satisfying all kinds of needs—restaurants, fruit and 
vegetable stands, grocery stores, hair salons, clothing stores, supermarkets, drugstores and 
clinics, stores for mobile phones and domestic appliances (figure 10, p. 68). A profusion of 
restaurants and food stands offered regional cuisines from all over China. In addition, an outdoor 
market was held twice a week on the south half of the main thoroughfare, attracting residents 
from nearby communities.13 One public elementary school, the Jingwang private school for 
                                                 
13 The local government closed the market in December 2016. 
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migrant children, and about six private kindergartens offered basic educational resources. A 
karaoke establishment and several gambling dens hidden in the alleys provided entertainment for 
male tenants, while many female migrants and children spent their leisure time in a nearby 
municipal park (on the top of figure 3, p. 29).14  
 In the meantime, Smile Children had been expanding and moved the dorm out of Old 
Wang’s cramped courtyard houses. The new dorm was a room in a two-story building. I was 
excited about having two new living experiences in urban villages: using a private toilet and 
living in a multi-story building. My new experiences indicated not only the apparent sign of 
improved infrastructure but also a changing lifestyle—shanglou (上楼)—among local villagers 
and tenants. Translated, it means “going upstairs.” Shanglou means living in a building of two or 
more stories (loufang楼房), as opposed to living in a single-story house (pingfang平房). 
Traditionally, rural residences were one-story courtyard houses, with rooms on four sides 
encompassing the courtyard (siheyuan四合院), while mid- or high-rise buildings were prevalent 
in the urban areas. Shanglou, therefore, marked a transition from living a rural life to “living an 
urbanite’s life (guoshang chengliren de shenghuo过上城里人的生活)” (Xu, Pan, and Ye 
2015).15  Through an historical analysis of apartment houses (gongyu公寓), I now attempt to 
explain how shanglou indicates significant social transformations in Hua Village, specifically, 
and in Beijing’s urban villages, in general.  
                                                 
14 The Village Committees had an activity center, to which migrants had limited access.  
15 In the Chinese media, shanglou also appeared in passive form, “bei shanglou” (被上楼 been gone upstairs) (Zhao 
2016). Due to rapid urbanization, bei shanglou happened when local authority requisitioned large-scale rural land 
and coerced farmers into leaving their houses and living collectively in a new community of mid-rise buildings. 
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In the mid-1990s, Hua Village had only four buildings with more than two stories 
(Changping County Gazetteer 1997). By early 2014, buildings higher than two stories quickly 
replaced more than half of the one-story buildings in Hua Village.16 Just as the man in the 
mailroom of the Village Committees told us, less and less land was available for new buildings. 
The apartment rentals lured more and more landlords into tearing down their old, one-story 
houses and putting up multi-story buildings. Moreover, profitable rental businesses triggered the 
phenomenon of “building up” in Hua Village. The monthly rent for a unit in a one-story building 
without a toilet increased from 200 yuan in 2008 to 350 yuan in 2012. The rent for a room with a 
toilet in a multi-story building was at least 500 yuan in 2012.  
On the side of housing demand, the constant demolition of nearby urban villages in the 
2000s brought new renters to Hua Village. Besides, residents flooded into Hua Village for its 
convenient location—within a thirty-minute walk to nearby subway stations, fast-food 
restaurants, and merely a few miles away from department stores and fancy shopping malls. 
Rooms with built-in toilets and even a kitchen appealed to young tenants, either single or married 
with children, who looked for a more private and convenient accommodations (figure 4).17 
Within a few years, low-rise buildings—from two to five stories, with one-unit rooms, some with 
toilets and even kitchens—became the standard and a popular rental layout in Hua Village. A 
new designation, gongyu (公寓) appeared in many urban villages (figure 5).18  
                                                 
16 Urban villages in Guangzhou, the southern metropolis in China, are dominated by four- to seven-story buildings. 
Li Peilin (2004) noted that the Village Committees in Guangzhou allowed farmers to pay a fine for building multi-
story buildings. In contrast, structures over two levels in Hua Village reside in the gray area of “illegal construction.” 
17 On the one hand, the emergence of apartment buildings attracted young, white-collar tenants into Hua Village. On 
the other, the increasing number of young tenants working in the service sector propelled the construction of 
apartment houses.  
18 Gongyu literally means apartment. It is sometimes translated as apartment blocks or apartment buildings.  
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Several features of the apartment house in Hua Village drew my attention. First, the 
owners built the apartment house rooms by following a standardized layout. Each room was a 
single unit, roughly 200-square-feet big, having windows and a bathroom in the back. The units 
were mediocre in the quality of their construction. Second was the grand scale. Take an average 
apartment house, for example, where I lived for a half year. It was a four-story building, with 
eight rooms on each floor, a total of 32 rooms in the building. My landlord had two buildings 
with the same arrangement, hence 64 rooms in sum, multiple times more rooms than in a one-
story building. A giant apartment building in an urban village adjacent to Hua Village has more 
than one hundred rooms. The owner even runs an unlicensed minibus for tenants who need to 
shuttle between the urban village and the nearby subway station.  
Third, large signs advertising “apartment” hang high outside the buildings. The signs 
display the names of the buildings—Harmony, Hua Garden, Homelike, and Sunshine No. 8. 
Figure 5. Apartment Buildings in Hua Village. Figure 4. The Interior of an Apartment Building Room. 
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Before the emergence of apartment buildings, rental houses had no names. Landlords simply put 
up a “Room for Rent” sign. When a rental building has a name, it becomes identifiable, 
personalized, and marketable. In another urban village, situated northwest of Hua Village, I 
encountered the names of apartment houses such as “Love Apartment” (aiqing gongyu爱情公
寓), “Pudding Apartment,” and “8090 Fashion Apartment” (“8090” referring to the generations 
born in the 1980s and 1990s). Their owners gave the eye-catching names to attract young 
tenants. These apartment names are similar to the naming practices in gated communities with 
their foreign names, which “are intended to give people an illusion of being in a foreign milieu” 
(L. Zhang 2010: 87). Even in a marginalized urban village, an appealing apartment name 
disguises its peripherality and creates an alternative identity for the tenants.19  
Living upstairs in an apartment house signals the transformation of social relationships 
and internal stratification in urban villages. Ironically, separate rooms in an apartment building 
atomize tenants. Although the interesting names attempted to evoke the feeling of home from the 
residents, living in an apartment house was isolating. One apartment building in Hua Village 
named “Strange Land” (yixiang异乡) reveals the truth. Mingyang 明阳, a social worker of 
Smile Children, has resided in Hua Village since 2008. She expressed her worry about the 
changes in the social life on our way to visit some migrant families: 
Only a few years ago, we would still see some people sit in a big compound. People were 
chatting, sunbathing, knitting, or preparing meals outdoors. We could easily have a 
chance to approach them and talk with them. Such a one-story house (pingfang) was wide 
                                                 
19 One day, Fu Kang, a migrant tenant working as a chef whom we will meet later in this chapter, introduced his 
rental house to my guest. When he mentioned “apartment building,” my friend was baffled by the conflicting image 
of the village with a modern apartment. She asked us, “What apartments?” Fu Kang laughed and explained, “it’s 
named ‘apartment’ but just slightly more ‘high-class’ (gaoji高级) than those one-story buildings (pingfang).”  
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open (changkai敞开) to us. Nowadays, apartment houses have long, dark corridors. Its 
rooms are single units, isolated from each other. We can’t just bump into anyone. We 
can’t just visit them. People’s hearts were cut off (gejue隔绝) by houses.  
Mingyang contrasted the life in a big compound with the life in an apartment building. Before 
the appearance of the low-rise apartment building, the predominant rental house in Beijing’s 
urban villages was dayuan (big compound大院) or dazayuan (big, mixed compound大杂院). 
Several rows of single-story houses comprised a big compound. Since there was no water or 
toilet in the rooms, tenants walked around in and out of their rooms to access the public facilities. 
Moreover, the principal tenants of urban villages had been small migrant families, such as 
parents with one to three children. When children played together in a big compound, parents 
could chat with other parents. Residents in single-story buildings were more likely to encounter 
their neighbors than those living in a low-rise apartment building. 
While a big compound encourages interaction, the spatial configuration of apartment 
houses prevents communication.20 In addition to the isolated structures of rooms, many 
apartment buildings are gated with access control devices. Tenants enter the buildings with 
proximity key fobs or cards. The changing profiles of migrant tenants also contributed to 
estranged living in the apartment house. Take, for example, my neighbors in Old Wang’s multi-
story building. Many of them had jobs as office workers, salespeople, or couriers. They led a life 
different from construction workers, home renovators, and vendors, who lived in single-story 
buildings. Single, young residents also tended to rent a single room in an apartment building. I 
have met a few landlords of apartment buildings who refused to rent the rooms to families with 
                                                 
20 It does not mean that the relationships in a big compound are close and intimate. Social relations in urban villages, 
in general, are fragile. 
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small children. They would like the buildings to be “quiet,” in favor of the single tenants. Space 
in big compounds is “wide open,” whereas the space of apartment building is “cut off.” The 
social stratification of migrant tenants is closely associated the spatiality of rental houses.  
APARTMENT HOUSE AND THE MIGRANT HOUSING PLIGHT 
I am not merely concerned about the difference between a wide open and a cut off space 
and the social lives that correspond with them. Rather, I would like to call attention to broader 
social implications in the emergence of the apartment buildings. Exploring the historical changes 
in the usage of the word “apartment” helps us contextualize it in China’s urban villages. Back to 
the 1930s and 1940s, apartment (gongyu) meant residential suites with better equipment and 
facilities. “Apartment” was frequently used to refer to new, modern, foreign-style residential 
suites, especially in urbanizing metropolises like Shanghai.21 In the socialist era, from the 1950s 
to 1970s, however, the term “apartment” rarely appeared in newspapers or periodicals. It was not 
until the early twenty-first century, that it achieved widespread usage in the media again.22 
“Apartment” in the 2000s, reminiscent of the 1930s and 1940s, denoted fancy, Western 
dwellings such as the serviced or “hotel-style” apartment (jiudianshi gongyu酒店式公寓).  
The reemergence of the apartment in the 2000s, however, signified not merely the social 
need for a better suite of rooms. Instead, it exemplified the housing problem in postsocialist 
                                                 
21 A photo essay in 1939, for example, featured a “big, simple, clean apartment” in Shanghai. To describe the 
features of the apartment, the author drew an analogy between clothing and housing. The contrast between Western 
suits and Mandarin jackets and gowns, the author argued, were comparable to the difference between foreign houses 
(yang fangzi洋房子) and Chinese houses. The former was light and straightforward, while the later was dim and 
heavy (Man 1939). During this era, the “apartment” signified a modern lifestyle. “The Girls’ Apartment House” 
(nüzi gongyu女子公寓), a play in the 1930s and 1940s, featured young, female urbanites and their love stories in a 
Shanghai apartment (Dongfang Huakan 1941).  
22 The number of times the term “gongyu” appeared in newspapers was over 600 in the 2000s and over 400 in the 
2010s. I retrieved the frequency by publication date from Quan Guo Bao Kan Suo Yin (National Index to Chinese 
Newspapers and Periodicals)(Shanghai: Shanghai tu shu guan 2006). 
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China. Since 2000, China’s core newspapers have linked the apartment to specific social groups: 
college students, the elderly, junior college instructors, and migrant workers.23 What did these 
specific groups have in common? They were all fraught with a pressing housing problem that 
accompanied economic and social reforms. In the socialist era, the state strictly controlled 
migration from the countryside to cities while carefully allocating houses to urban workers 
through the operation of work units (danwei单位). Since the reform and opening of the 1980s, 
the rural population has been able to move into cities more freely. Urban housing in the 
postsocialist cities, however, was not adequate in quantity for the newcomers who had 
encountered difficulties finding accommodations. Proposals for “student apartments” (xuesheng 
gongyu学生公寓), for example, emerged in the late 1980s.24 One professor in finance sought 
alternatives to dormitories by arguing that dormitories were housing assistance under the 
“planned economy system” (W. Zhang 2000). By contrast, student apartments were a product of 
the “market economy system.” His proposal implied a comprehensive economic reform, which 
would replace the “socialist” dormitories with “market-economy” student apartments. 
This brief history of the term “apartment” demonstrates two implications of its usage. 
First, each time the term apartment reemerged, it indicated a new phase of urbanization, in which 
a new form of dwelling was needed. The apartment house represents new, fancy, modern homes. 
Second, it highlights the social groups whose housing problem is a structural one. In the case of 
urban villages, the apartment buildings signify the housing plight of migrant tenants, who are 
stuck between “socialist” and “market” economies. They are neither eligible for public nor 
                                                 
23 The following analyses are based on the frequency of “gongyu” retrieved from “China Core Newspapers Full-
Text Database.” https://clio.columbia.edu/catalog/9172147 
24 According to Hoffman, there was an enormous increase in university enrollments. Graduates expanded by “almost 
650 percent from 1980 to 2000” (Hoffman 2010: 3).   
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affordable housing in the city, nor capable of buying houses or affording formal rental houses in 
the central city.  
On the one hand, the features of apartment buildings indicate an entrepreneurial 
tendency. The apartment buildings of Hua Village had nothing in common with the high-end, 
luxurious apartments in downtown Beijing. In an urban village, however, the equipment and 
facilities of the apartment houses were better and more modern than those single-story buildings. 
The apartment houses in urban villages illustrate “how informality occupies a space…where 
informality uses a proficiency in emergent formal institutions to elaborate new spaces of 
operation” (Simone 2004: 24).25 The scale of the apartment house is more massive than 
traditional rural housing. The apartment house with standardized “products and services” 
requires effective management. Compared to those landlords of small-scale rental houses, the 
landlords of apartment houses were more likely to transfer the management of the rental housing 
to sublessors (erfangdong二房东) or managing agents. These well-off villagers then bought and 
moved into new apartments in the central city and subcontracted their rental business to migrant 
entrepreneurs.26 Some large apartment houses had the rental office within an apartment building 
and signs that announced, “your apartment house office.”  
                                                 
25 In a distinctly different context, the emergence and imagination of apartment house was associated with urban 
governance. In the 2000s, the public security bureau in Dalian, northeast China, initiated the peasant worker 
apartment (mingong gongyu 民工公寓). Another township in South China built its apartment houses for their 
migrant workers with investment from local enterprises. The apartment houses accommodated several migrant 
workers, mostly male construction workers, in a large room full of bunk beds. It assumed that grouping migrants 
together in apartment houses would limit their mobility and thus reduce crime. It even named the method 
“apartment-ized management of foreign population” (gongyuhua guanli wailai renkou公寓化管理外来人口). The 
officers of public security claimed that “the improvement of social security benefited from the construction of 
peasant workers’ apartment” (Min 2003). 
26 Some local villagers migrated for more resourceful, competitive education in the central city. Old Wang’s 
granddaughter studied in the only public elementary school in Hua Village. Only three of her classmates were local 
children; the rest were migrant children. During my revisit in 2017, I heard a rumor that Old Wang’s son plans to 
buy (someone said that he has bought) a home in the central city.  
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Before the apartment buildings appeared, most rural landlords directly owned and 
managed rental houses. Despite the tensions, tenants were usually in close contact with their 
landlords. Old Wang’s son, for example, rebuilt his parents’ old housing compound into a four-
story, giant building (figure 9, p. 67, the bottom right diagram). Soon after he finished the 
construction in 2015, he transferred the management of the rental business to a migrant 
entrepreneur. Although the family of Old Wang still owns the properties, the sublessor is 
responsible for collecting the rent and maintaining the houses. Tenants became estranged from 
Old Wang’s family.27  
On the other hand, the municipal government is on the alert for the growing scale of 
rental business and its byproducts. The rental houses became more and more like formal housing, 
such as the economy of scale, the standardized living space, and the management of properties 
by quasi-professionals. No matter how formalized the apartment houses look, they belong to the 
domain of informal housing and are inspected by the authority. An incident in early 2014, for 
example, illustrates the phenomenon. “Gongyu” suddenly became a sensitive issue in Hua 
village. Within a few weeks, landlords replaced all “apartment building” signs. Some printed out 
“rental house” (chuzufang出租房) and covered over “apartment house” (Figure 6). Some simply 
stripped or crossed out the words “apartment house” on their signs. When I asked landlords why 
the phrase could not be used, most had no idea. One landlord raised his index finger and told me, 
“‘People up there’ (shangtou上头, meaning the authority) do not allow us to use it.” A few 
months later, the name “gongyu” had reappeared but lost its prevalence.  
                                                 
27 In 2015, Su Qian, a former employee of Smile Children, attempted to visit her ex-colleagues who had moved out 
from the Old Wang family rental facility. She thought that Old Wang would know to which house the organization 
moved. As she tried to find the old landlord, she ran into the sublessor and asked him where the “landlord” was. He 
was impatient and told her, “I am the landlord. What do you want?”  
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Retrospectively, the random inspection and regulation of apartment houses in Hua 
Village foreshadowed the citywide crackdown on apartment houses that was to occur a few years 
later. On November 18, 2017, a fire in an apartment house in Xinjian Village, an urban village in 
Beijing’s Daxing district, took the lives of 19 migrant tenants. The next day, the municipal 
government responded to the devastating incident with a 40-day campaign to crackdown on 
“unsafe” and “illegal” buildings and construction, including warehouses, apartment houses, and 
rental housing compounds. Numerous migrant tenants were forced to move out of the urban 
villages within a week, a few days, even within 24 hours. The blunt eviction soon aroused public 
anger. Still, the city government seized this opportunity to tear down several rental houses.  
The apartment houses in the Xinjian Village and Hua Village both were born in a context 
comparable to the student apartments that I have discussed. Migrant workers came to the cities 
Figure 6. The Disappearance of “Gongyu.” An apartment building owner scribbled “room” on the top of 
“apartment house” to cover it. 
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without adequate, affordable accommodations, while the state transferred its responsibility for 
providing housing to employers or private rental houses. The apartment house emerged as a 
response to a new phase of urbanization. In the meantime, the authority checked the development 
of apartment house in the grey area that is informal but tacitly allowed. Authorities eliminated 
apartment building “safety” issues through constant demolition and ignored the housing plight of 
migrant tenants.  
SUSPENDED SPACE 
Who were the specific social groups that solved their housing problem in Hua Village? 
Most migrants were rural hukou holders, from twenty to fifty years old. Although many migrants 
ran businesses and lived in Hua Village, most took jobs outside the village and spent the night in 
the village.28 Migrant workers have performed diverse jobs, but many worked in the informal 
labor sector. Most middle-aged migrants worked as domestic workers, janitors, construction 
workers, home renovators, drivers, and retailers. By contrast, young migrants tended to work in 
the service sector—sales-clerks, workers in the IT industry, editors, accountants, real-estate 
brokers, couriers, and advertisers. Regardless of their occupations, they came for Hua Village’s 
low rent.29 Monthly rent was, from 300 to 1,000 yuan, roughly one-tenth of the tenants’  
income.30 31 In 2014, the majority of migrants I interviewed earned from 3,000 to 5,000 yuan per 
                                                 
28 In addition to retailers and storekeepers, there were two big compounds where most households process and trade 
recycled scrap. Only a few small factories were scattered at the edge of Hua Village. 
29 The rent of a room in an apartment located in a large residential compound (xiaoqu小区), which is affordable 
housing adjacent to Hua Village, was two to three times higher than in the village. 
30 In 2014, 61% of floating population in Beijing relied on renting private houses. 67.3% of the same population 
spent less than 1,000 yuan on their monthly rent (Li 2017: 10). 
31 Rooms in a one-story house (pingfang平房) were below 500 yuan, while rooms in an apartment building were 
between 600 and 800 yuan. One-bedroom apartment, an unusual layout, cost at least 1,000 yuan. In winter, landlords 
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month, which, at the low end, was slightly higher than the nationwide average of 2,864 yuan 
(NBS 2015). The household income of most migrants I interviewed was between 5,000 and 
15,000 yuan per month.32  
In the meantime, a few unexpected encounters challenged generalizations about migrant 
tenants in Hua Village. One time, I met a 28-year-old man from Northeast China, who had just 
been fired a few days before we met.33 He once had a thriving life, but a failed investment in a 
restaurant left him divorced and almost bankrupt. His recent unemployment led to depression 
and even suicidal thoughts. Wearing a bright white shirt, black suit pants, and a pair of vivid 
purple earbuds, he assured me that he would succeed again. A week later, I saw him again on the 
main street, wearing black pants and plastic slippers, patchy beard, and a suit coat covered his 
bare upper body. He did not talk much then disappeared in the busy street. I never saw him 
again.  
Another time, I met a middle-aged actor working in the film industry. He proudly 
introduced himself to me, bragging that his classmates worked with Stephen Chow Sing-chi, the 
most famous actor and director from Hong Kong. Then, he joked that he was the least successful 
among his cohorts. Originally from Shaanxi, he came to Beijing to try his luck at becoming a 
director. He expressed disappointment, though, that Beijing was “an inimical place full of 
                                                 
surcharge their renters about 200 yuan per month on heating. 
32 In 2014, 43.1% of the monthly household income of migrant workers in Beijing was below 5,000 yuan and 39.5% 
was between 5,000 and 10,000 yuan (Li 2017: 6). 
33 During my fieldwork, I created a “mobile library” on a cargo tricycle where the tenants could borrow books for 
free. As a volunteer for Smile Children, I rode on the tricycle on the early evenings of Wednesdays, parked the 
tricycle on the side of the main street, and displayed the books on the cargo bed. Some of the tenants, back from 
work, would stop by the tricycle and talk with me. Some were interested in the books. Most of them loved to chat in 
this alienated urban village before they returned to their tiny rental rooms. 
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scams.” In each visit, he stayed in Hua Village until he became penniless and then returned to his 
hometown.  
And, there was an impoverished woman, who came to Beijing to petition (shangfang上访) 
against unjust land expropriations in her rural hometown. The staff of Smile Children told me 
that the female petitioner first lived in a shack under a bridge. Some alumni of the organization 
helped her find shelter in Hua Village, in probably the most dilapidated house in the village. She 
made a living picking up trash, living with her little niece and nephew, whose parents had passed 
away during the land disputes. Most tenants distanced themselves from her. If she needed urgent 
help, she would visit the organization. In 2014, she asked me to help upload her file to the online 
petitioning system. I then realized that every year she continued petitioning.  
The uncategorizable—the bankrupt IT worker, the idle actor, and the marginalized 
petitioner—lived together with the typical migrant workers. Why did they stay in Hua Village? 
What kind of space is it that allows “the uncategorizable” to make a living? Their existence 
demands an alternative interpretation of this place. Recently, Xiang Biao proposed the concept of 
“suspension” to understand Chinese migrant workers, who live like “hummingbirds vibrating 
their wings” to “suspend [themselves] in the air” (Xiang 2014). Due to the household registration 
system (hukou), migrant workers can neither settle down in the city nor lead their lives as 
farmers. Drawing his observations from migrant factory workers in South China, Xiang 
explained that the workers frequently quit and changed jobs to “suspend” themselves in a society 
in which they cannot be embedded. Inspired by the concept of suspension, I regard urban 
villages as a suspended space. Urban villages, situated in the urban-rural transitional zone, are 
doomed to be demolished and incorporated into urban areas. It is unpredictable, however, when 
the government will begin to expropriate village land. Urban villages, thus, are suspended in the 
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craze for building rental housing while paradoxically anticipating that the housing will be 
demolished.   
During my fieldwork, I observed seemingly contradictory activities taking place in 
parallel in the village. Villagers were eager to rebuild their houses into multi-story buildings to 
host more renters, on the one hand. The village government demolished illegal construction, on 
the other. If we observe it over a period, the village was in a dynamic process of construction and 
demolition. Stacks of bricks and bags of concrete stood at the side of the alleys at all time. New 
buildings were erected while old houses were knocked down, accompanied by clouds of dust and 
the noise of drilling.  
Foremost, the space of suspension hinged on “illegal construction or building” (weijian
违建) in the context of urban villages. In theory, village housing on family plots (zhaijidi) should 
have been no more than two stories. In practice, however, the scale of informal construction 
differed across urban villages in Beijing. Some Village Committees prohibited villagers from 
constructing buildings higher than three stories, while one urban village I visited had a seven-
story building with an elevator. The inconsistency in defining illegal structure lay in the 
competing goals of rental gains and political pressure. Take the 1990s demolition of the well-
known migrant village Zhejiangcun. When the central and municipal government led the 
campaign to clear the village, the political mission suppressed the economic interests of the 
village and township governments (L. Zhang 2001: 160). On ordinary days in Hua Village, the 
stance of the village government on illegal buildings oscillated between “look as though 
something is being done” and “knock-down” to balance its profit and risk. The oscillation further 
reinforced the space of suspension in urban villages. 
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Within Hua Village, regulations on illegal construction were arbitrary. The village 
administration decided some construction was illegal while it turned a blind eye to other 
buildings. In 2016, for example, only a year after the Old Wang family replaced its old, single-
story house with a giant, four-story building, the village administration ruled the building an 
illegal construction and tore down its third and fourth floors. The demolition process exasperated 
Old Wang: 
What is illegal construction? You [the officials of the Village Committees] even built 
houses on the arable land. Yours are not illegal. [Why is it that] we…peasants are not 
allowed to fanshen (turnover or free ourselves翻个身) and to live in a higher and better 
building? 
The demolition of illegal construction often implied a double standard. Old Wang complained 
that the Village Committees enforced the law vigorously on some villagers while their 
demolition of other villagers’ buildings was “nothing but show” (zuoyangzi做样子).34  
From the perspective of local farmers, building rental houses is legitimate. Speaking 
about the sprawl of illegal building in Hua Village, Old Wang’s daughter-in-law told me: 
They [the Village Committees] took our land away. There is nothing here. In our 
neighboring village, each of their villagers receives an 800-yuan allowance per month 
[from the village government]. There is no welfare in this village. Until last year [2013], 
                                                 
34 There is no way to deal with unfairness through laws. Instead, Old Wang expressed his vexation through writing. 
He is an aspiring poet. Whenever we met, he read to his tenants and me his poems, which discussed broad themes 
from land, housing, environmental problems, and social relationships to politics. He found it intolerable that the 
state requisitioned fertile land and replaced it with high-rise buildings. Speaking about the development of an 
overcrowded Beijing, he believed that current urban development concentrating on the central areas were doomed to 
failure. He proposed to develop Beijing in different zones to ease the increasing congestion. His central topic was 
human greed and resignation (wunai无奈). One of his poems reads, “We sigh, we sigh, we cannot help but resign. 
Bad people reign and reign.” Farmers were the most underrepresented group in the politics—deprived, ignored, and 
entitled only to the worst social welfare. Old Wang once wrote a song for the 2008 Olympic Games event. He said 
that his song could not be selected merely because he was a farmer. 
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we still received some rice, flour, and cooking oil. Now we have nothing. They don’t care 
about [guan管] your livelihood, so they don’t care about the illegal construction. 
In her opinion, the village government should have taken care of the livelihood of the farmers 
who lost farmland. Since the local government no longer cared about their livelihood, it had no 
standing to intervene in how villagers made a living. After all, without agricultural production, 
the whole village’s livelihood depended on the rental business. As the government abdicated its 
responsibility for the villagers, local farmers became unsettled in a doomed-to-disappearing 
village. Similar to the “hummingbird-like” migrant workers, the peasant landlords were 
suspended in the craze for rental houses.  
To the migrant tenants, the dynamics between construction and demolition constituted a 
suspended but resilient life in Hua village. On the one hand, constant demolition produced an 
interrupted temporality, which further unsettled daily life. Admittedly, frequent and small-scale 
demolition has discouraged some migrant tenants from staying. The demolition in urban villages 
conflates “illegal construction” with “illegitimate tenants.”  The crackdown on migrant 
settlements in 2017, which I discussed in the previous section, even named the migrant tenants as 
the “low-end population” (diduan renkou低端人口). The phrase further degraded migrant 
tenants as a social group that should not stay in the city. Endless relocations due to the 
demolition of urban villages make migrant tenants dispensable.  
On the other hand, many migrant tenants learned to live with the demolitions. I focus on a 
way of dwelling in which migrant tenants reconciled themselves to constant demolition. Notably, 
the act of demolition is not always one-size-fits-all or hard and fast (yidaoqie一刀切). Instead, it 
can be of small-scale and “nothing but show,” as Old Wang said. On my first week of fieldwork, 
I witnessed the demolition of three fruit stands. While a dozen local law enforcement officers 
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tore down the stalls, villagers and migrants crowded around the demolition site (figure 7). 
Although some whispered and criticized the act, the scene was placid. The next day, the fruit 
vendor rebuilt his stands, as if nothing had happened. In my two-year fieldwork, such cursory 
inspections and demolitions became part of daily life. The government was tearing down 
buildings while villagers were constructing new ones. Both demolition and construction 
constituted the processes of building. 
 An equilibrium of demolition and construction characterizes the space of suspension. 
Migrant tenants learned to be attuned to frequent and arbitrary demolition in everyday life. For 
example, I first heard in early 2014 that the government planned to terminate the street markets 
(ganji赶集). I asked the vendors, what they would do if the government enforced the order. 
They always replied: “Who knows? We just take it one step at a time (zouyibu suanyibu走一步
Figure 7. Law Enforcement Officials Tearing Down a Stall.  
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算一步).” After almost two years, the regulation was finally implemented at the end of 2015. 
Given the arbitrary nature of demolition, wait and see was the best guideline. Also, unlike the 
local landlords, ordinary migrant tenants were not eligible for compensation when their rental 
houses were demolished. If the urban village eventually was doomed to be demolished, what was 
the point of differentiating rumor from truth? Migrant tenants just waited until the last minute.  
EXTENDED IDENTITIES 
In this section, I engage with the concept of suspension by highlighting how the practices 
of extension work in an urban village. In a suspended space like Hua Village, the regulations on 
illegal construction have been a gray area. Migrant sellers utilized each opportunity to extend the 
territories of their restaurants, transportation businesses, shops, and stores. The poor-quality 
signifies “the concrete materialization and externalization” of migrant workers’ “liminal status” 
(Zhang 2001: 86). Although migrant liminality is often associated with marginality and lack of 
stability, here I attend to the vitality and freedom that the liminal status may contain. Turner 
argues that “undoing, dissolution, decomposition are accompanied by processes of growth, 
transformation, and the reformulation of the old elements in new patterns” (1970: 99). As in Hua 
Village, the constant “undoing” (demolition) and “growth” (construction) illustrates the “positive 
aspects of liminality.”  
The drivers of moto-taxis and black taxis, for example, occupied the crossroads at the 
center of the village. Food sellers used the place in front of their doors or around windows to 
prepare for cooking. They also utilized the small front yard for extra seating, which would 
disappear when the village officials conducted cursory inspections. In Hua Village, such 
inspections were formalities to comply with orders from the district or municipal governments. 
Village administrators usually notified vendors and shopkeepers beforehand so they could be 
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prepared. On the day of the inspection, all extended business locations suddenly vanished. 
Constant demolition and inspection, of course, compress such space of extension. The unusually 
tidy and empty streets, however, paradoxically reminded the residents of the absent presence of 
the extended space. 
Less regulated and thus unplanned environments offered extra space to migrant tenants. 
They built extensions to maximize their living area. Home renovators, black taxi drivers, and 
vendors with street food carts, for example, needed space to park their cars, trucks, or carts. 
Construction workers and home builders stored their tools, equipment, and materials. They 
extended their living space to the front yard or adjacent vacant lots to pile cans of paint. The 
most representative example was scrap recyclers, who made use of any spare space for 
processing recycled paper, wood, metal, or household appliances (figure 8).  
So-called “illegal construction” and its extension, rather than being extra space, is 
indispensable to vendors, storekeepers, and tenants to making a living. Several families of home 
Figure 8. A Big Compound Where Scrap Recyclers Reside. 
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renovators told me that, when they searched houses for rent, a spare space was the first criterion. 
Such “extended space” in urban residential areas is either expensive or strictly regulated. The 
extension lowered rent costs, compared to renting a larger space or in a legal building. Tenants 
could provide cheaper products or services. In other words, the space of extension is essential to 
the informal economy in the urban village.  
Most important, the urban village symbolizes a buffer zone between mainstream urban 
and rural society. Migrant tenants can maintain, extend, and create identities. On the journey of 
becoming urban, life in an urban village can be a liminal stage transitioning from rural village to 
urban life. On the one hand, migrant tenants did not settle down in the city and become entirely 
urban. On the other hand, living hundreds of miles away from their rural hometowns allows 
migrant workers considerable latitude in ignoring rural rituals and customs. The urban village 
becomes a buffer zone in which migrant tenants have the latitude to explore their identities.  
In the following paragraphs, I draw on the story of Fu Kang 付康 to illustrate how the 
buffer zone was created. Since leaving his hometown, Anhui, at age 16, Fu Kang has frequently 
changed jobs: construction, bricklaying, fast-food restaurants, hotel, KTV, and street food stands. 
He was too rebellious to stay in any unjust working place. In the past three years, Fu Kang, 34-
years-old at the time I interviewed him, had settled into a chef’s job in a canteen, earning 4,500 
yuan a month, with which he was not satisfied. Working hours were from 6 am to 3 pm, which 
allowed him to pick up his eight-year-old son from school. Before dawn, he left his one-room 
house on his motorcycle, while his son, wife, and mother were still sleeping. Yuling, who 
worked in a sweets shop downtown from 9 am to 9 pm, sent the boy to school. Once she got 
home from work around 10 pm, Fu Kang hurried out to the canteen to leaven flour for the next 
day and soon returned to sleep for a few hours. He rented a small room with a single-size bed for 
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his elderly mother and a queen-size bed for Yuling玉玲, his son, and him for 400 yuan a month. 
His one-room house was in a 95-house big compound on the southern edge of the village. Many 
of the tenants were from Anhui and worked as home renovators or domestic workers.35  
Unlike most migrants, Yuling, from a remote and underdeveloped mountain area, is a 
Beijing rural hukou holder. She, as a Pekingese, often joked about “marrying down” (xiajia下
嫁) into his family. Although he could settle down with Yuling in Beijing, Fu Kang, like most 
migrants, built a house with his younger brother in his hometown, Anhui. He belonged neither to 
his hometown nor to Beijing. Beijing was merely a place to earn a livelihood. In his rural 
hometown, he could not stand the ethos of being overly extravagant (qiongjiangjiu穷讲究) on 
social events, which were full of formalism rather than genuine interactions. Fu Kang told me, 
“In Beijing, I don’t worry about that. I won’t see these, so I am not vexed.” Hua Village, 
between Beijing and his homeland, became a buffer zone for his life as well as his shifting 
identities. 
In Hua Village, Fu Kang seemed to seek refuge in criticizing the changing society. 
Speaking with feverish haste, he seldom reserved his criticism of the Chinese government. Fu 
Kang had yet to acquire a Beijing hukou. The privileges and advantages that Beijing hukou 
holders enjoy were repugnant to him. He told me, “I don’t want to become that kind of person. 
The hukou system is too unfair. It will eventually be gone!” While criticizing morality and ethics 
in China, he wrote to me, “People nowadays are extremely selfish, weak, hypocritical, and 
arrogant.” He was distressed to live in a political system that did not allow him to “lead a life he 
                                                 
35 Although Fu Kang had lived in the compound for few years, he rarely interacted with her neighbors. He finally 
met some of his neighbors when he attended the activities of Smile Children in 2013.  
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wanted, to be himself.” If he had lived in a viable system “where the state takes care of pensions, 
education, and housing,” he could enjoy his own life.  
 Fu Kang was not merely a chef but also a dissident. His story illustrates liminality in the 
urban village as “a stage of reflection,” in which “neophytes are alternately forced and 
encouraged to think about their society, their cosmos, and the powers that generate and sustain 
them” (Turner 1970: 105). As Turner also argues, “liminality is the realm of primitive 
hypothesis, where there is a certain freedom to juggle with the factors of existence” (1970: 106). 
As I have argued, the spontaneity and unplanned nature of the urban villages conditions the 
space of extension. Such extensions are not limited to the material sphere. Extended identities are 
analogous to the extension built onto main houses. The suspended and extended space also 
constitutes multifaceted migrant identities. Extension helps migrant tenants make a living as well 
as make a life. Old Wang was a peasant, a landlord, and a poet. Liu Tao is an IT worker who 
wants to become a guitar player, and once ran a milk tea café. Mingyue明岳 quit his job in 
foreign trading and dreamed of becoming a singer. Sun Yi 孙益 is a writer but also a porter of 
water bottles. Gao Li 高立 is an automotive technician and a nutritionist. Gu Ting古婷, a 
domestic worker, told me she is a “libertarian” (ziyou zhuyi zhe自由主义者). It is the space of 
extension that allows migrant tenants to explore identities and that provides a shelter for “the 
uncategorizable.”  
THE MIGRANT NEW POOR IN THE “SMALL VILLAGE” 
In the following sections, I will consider the possibility and challenges of the politics of 
rental dwelling. To explore the possibility of a collective identity, I first analyze how migrant 
workers see, know, and define the marginalized place that they live. In the process of fieldwork, 
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I heed how migrant workers, local villagers, and even strangers describe, regard, and 
characterize Hua Village and its residents. In stark contrast to media coverage and the existing 
literature, tenants seldom remarked on the issues of migration, hukou problems, or class identity. 
Rather, their primary comment was on the low “level of consumerism” (xiaofei shuiping消费水
平). My interlocutors treat the village as a market and regard its tenants mainly as consumers 
rather than migrant workers. I pay special attention to contextualizing the significance and 
implications of consumerism in relation to migrant settlements. Inspired by Zygmunt Bauman’s 
approach, I ask how migrant workers come to be seen as the new poor and Hua Village as a 
society of consumers.  
Despite the buoyant economy in Hua Village, vendors and shopkeepers regarded tenants 
as “flawed consumers” who did not actively purchase goods and services (Bauman 2005). 
Throughout my fieldwork, I heard many unfavorable comments on the features of consumerism 
in Hua Village. At first glance, Hua Village was crowded and thriving, but the vendors’ direct 
knowledge revealed another side of the story. For example, a young migrant from Heilongjiang 
province, who dropped out of school at the age of 13, set up a roadside stall selling mugs, pots, 
and dishes on the main street of Hua Village. As an experienced vendor, he claimed that he could 
ascertain the economic condition of a neighborhood within a month. This village, according to 
him, “seemed populous, but most are window shoppers with little purchasing ability.” A popcorn 
vendor, who rented a room in Hua Village but ran his business at other places, told me that his 
products “are not selling” (maibudong卖不动) in the village because “it’s too poor.”  
From the perspective of migrant workers, they were not “poor” but unwilling to spend 
much on products and services. Fu Kang, who besides being a chef used to be a food stallholder, 
made shrewd observations about doing business in Hua Village: 
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Those who don’t live here don’t know the truth. Hua Village seemed to be full of people 
going to work and getting off work every day. They thought it was thickly populated so 
that they could have a big market here. But, if you look closely, those shops can’t run for 
too long and always have “shop for rent” signs. Why? To put it frankly, people who live 
here are poor. They would cook something at home rather than be dining out on the 
street.  
Many migrant workers in Hua Village were “tied down by one’s family” (tuojiadaikou拖家带
口). They came as a migrant household with at least four family members. They lived in Hua 
Village because of its low rent and living expenses, about a half or two thirds of Beijing’s.36 
Some migrants even complained that living expenses in their hometown counties were higher 
than in Hua Village, especially clothing and daily necessities such as shampoo and cosmetic 
products. Since they cannot settle down in Beijing, life in Hua Village is temporary and transient. 
They preferred to cook and eat at home to save money. It makes no sense to display their 
“purchasing ability” in Hua Village. 
Being poor in this context does not mean suffering from deprivation. The subtle 
difference between being deprived and having low purchasing power is noteworthy. Neither the 
vendors nor the tenants identify the living conditions in Hua Village as deprivation. Instead, my 
interlocutors emphasized their “low ability to consume goods or services” (xiaofei bugao消费不
高). Low “purchasing power” (goumaili购买力) is similar to what Bauman called “consumer 
inadequacy.” In a society of consumers, “the new poor” are “flawed consumers” who cannot 
fulfill their duties as “active and effective buyers” (Bauman 2005: 38, 113). The meaning of 
                                                 
36 For example, in 2014, pepper and beef over rice cost about 10 yuan in Hua Village, but it cost about 15 yuan in a 
fast-food restaurant in the central city. 
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“being poor in urban villages” has changed. From the perspective of the tenants, they are poor 
because they are inadequate in a society of consumers. To become urban is to become a perfect 
consumer.  
Not only are the tenants seen as “flawed consumers,” but Hua Village is also regarded as 
a flawed “society of consumers.” A milk tea shop, for example, opened on the main street in the 
fall of 2013. Two male migrants in their late twenties opened the shop because “this kind of 
place does not have a shop like this.” In the twenty-square-meter shop, there were sets of sofas 
that invited people to sit and talk. A few items were on the menu: instant coffee, popcorn, hot 
dogs, and milk tea with a couple of flavors. When I mentioned the newly-opened milk tea shop 
to Wu Yan吴彦, a driver of a local professional institution, he was pessimistic about its 
business. “It won’t work here,” he shook his head. He went on, “It makes more sense to open the 
shop in a ‘small district’ [xiaoqu小区] in the downtown area. The consumerism of this ‘small 
village’ [xiaocun小村] won’t reach that level.” Unfortunately, his prediction came true. The 
milk tea shop survived less than a half year. It successfully attracted some teen students but 
failed to find more tenants with high “purchasing power.”37 The owners had invested over 
100,000 yuan on the shop and were burdened with the monthly rent of 4,000 yuan. When the 
bitter winter came, most tenants went home directly, instead of making a stop for a cup of hot 
tea. The milk tea shop suffered from the drop in business during the Chinese New Year holidays 
as most migrant workers returned to their hometowns.  
                                                 
37 They did not explain what they meant by “this kind of place” but implied the answer in their target customers. 
One of the owners told me that they would not target construction workers. He said, “If they come, other people 
won’t come in.” Rather, they expected an unconventional group of consumers in the urban village: young migrant 
workers and students. Construction had been the primary occupation of migrant workers. In 2015, 21.1% of 
nationwide migrant workers worked in the construction industry (NBS 2017). 
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Interestingly, Wu Yan coined a term xiaocun to refer to Hua Village, rather than simply 
employing “rural village” (农村). Although the expression sounded awkward, xiaocun (small 
village) signified a meaningful comparison to xiaoqu (literally “small district,” usually translated 
as residential compound). As Bauman points out, the definition of poverty depends on the 
conditions of the society under discussion— “the kind of ‘us’ they are ‘with’” (2005: 2). “Small 
districts” are the primary residential construction sites in Chinese cities, for example, gated 
communities or communities of several high-rise buildings. A residential compound represents a 
tidily and regularly planned urban residential area, with street names, house and apartment 
numbers. Couriers can deliver mail by following the addresses. In contrast, a “small village” is a 
confusing place, straddling cities and villages.38 Unlike a residential compound, buildings, house 
numbers, and daily life, are “not planned” but suspended in an urban village. 
This ambiguity also applied to Hua Village’s “level of consumerism,” which was higher 
than rural areas but lower than urban areas. Moreover, what underlay the comparison was a 
presumption about the progression from the “undeveloped” countryside to the “developed” urban 
areas. Once I visited another urban village located northwest of Hua Village. There, low-rise 
apartment houses were ubiquitous. One seven-story building with an elevator impressed me. The 
friend who introduced and accompanied me to the village asked, “What is this? This village is 
more evolutionary [jinhua进化] than Hua Village, right?” In the progressive development of a 
consumer society, an urban village is less developed and thus more flawed than an urban 
community or “small district.” The juxtaposition of the small village and the small district makes 
the “inadequacy” and “underdevelopment” of the former salient.  
                                                 
38 Some migrants had better housing conditions in their rural villages than in Hua Village. A migrant woman from a 
rural village in Shandong province, for example, first visited Hua Village in 2008. The poor living condition 
astonished her. She recalled, “the houses here were even worse than the pigsty in my hometown!”  
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Comparing small villages and small districts reveals a paradox of migrant identity. On the 
one hand, migrant tenants regard unplanned urban villages as flawed, inadequate, and 
underdeveloped compared to a developed residential area with robust consumerism. On the other 
hand, it is the spontaneous growth of illegal construction and less regulated environments that 
allow low rent and living expenses in urban villages. The ecology of the migrant urban village is 
based on a symbiosis between shopkeepers and tenants. Vendors rely on tenant expenditures to 
make their livelihood. Residents easily find most cheap necessities in the village. Migrant 
tenants, however, expect the residents to be “adequate” consumers and judge Hua Village by the 
standard of consumerism. The “flawed” or less regulated feature that the residents reject, 
however, is inherent in the low living costs that they embrace. This paradox leads to migrant 
alienation from and suspension in the urban village.  
When tenants commented on the place and its residents, they never hid their contempt or 
disrespect, as if the comments did not apply to themselves. Every migrant tenant describes it 
from a distance but at the same time lives with what they themselves commented on. They step 
back from Hua Village, from where they live day after day. When I revisited Liu Tao in 2017, an 
IT worker in his late twenties living in Hua Village, he had just moved out of one demolished 
apartment house. I asked him what he would do if the whole village were to be demolished. 
“Moving outward,” he replied simply, meaning moving to an urban village even farther away 
from the city center. Then, I asked what he thought about the demolition in the urban village. 
“This [demolition] is better. Beijing should not have such a chaotic place. Both the traffic and 
public safety is bad [here].” His close friend, who was having dinner with us, echoed Liu Tao 
and added, “the city should have a city’s look. The countryside should have the look of the 
countryside.” In other words, the urban village, in between the rural and the urban, should not 
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exist. Liu Tao and his friend represent a prevalent discourse. Rather than engaging with the 
question from their personal, lived experiences in the village, they made comments on the 
demolition from the perspective of the authority or the country, which emphasizes the stability of 
the “overall situation” (daju大局). Migrant tenants tend to alienate themselves from being in the 
urban village. They stepped back from their distress and stood by the state’s interests. Thereby, 
they could stay in the mainstream and live at the center (see also the discussion on “imagined 
centrality” in chapter 5). 
This subtle distance, suspension, or alienation, allows migrant workers to work, live, and 
dream in a place with which they do not identify. They do not care about the hardship residing in 
Hua Village, not merely because they came from the countryside, not just because they do not 
care about the housing condition, but also because they treat Hua Village as being distant. 
Heidegger saw “the real dwelling plight” lies in that mortals “must learn to dwell.” Then, he 
asked us, “what if man’s homelessness consisted in this, that man still does not even think of the 
real plight of dwelling as the plight?” The solution, he said, is when “man gives thought to his 
homelessness (die Heimatlosigkeit)” (2001: 161). Die Heimatlosigkeit signifies “without a 
home” or “lack of homeland. Nevertheless, I read die Heimatlosigkeit as rootlessness, which is 
close to the dwelling plight of Chinese migrant workers, who are suspended in the urban 
villages. They live neither in the past nor the present. Instead, their life is suspended in the future 
tense: until the urban village is demolished, until they buy a home, or until they return to 
hometowns. 
AN EMERGENT SOCIAL CLASS OF MIGRANT TENANTS? 
The last part of this chapter considers the implications of informal rental dwelling beyond 
the scope of Hua Village. Can the interplay between suspension and extension condition a new 
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social class of migrant tenants? In recent years, the shortage of urban housing in Beijing has been 
a common but neglected problem. Researcher and reporters coined new terms to delineate the 
social groups who relied on cheap accommodation. Poor college graduates living in urban 
villages are the “ant tribe.” Migrants inhabiting basement apartments or one-room units are the 
“rat tribe.” The condition of tenants who live in the illegally subdivided apartments with poor 
partitions is called “group rental” (qunzu群租). Like migrant workers in urban villages, ant 
tribes, rat tribes, and the tenants of qunzu occupy various suspended urban places. So far, little 
attention has been paid to examining the living and housing conditions that the above groups 
share. How do we theorize the common experiences of cheap housing, informality, constant 
demolition, and forcible eviction? Would there be a collective identity based on the shared 
experiences of dwelling in the space of suspension? 
In the last section, I drew upon interviews with migrant tenants in Hua Village. Quite a 
few had experiences being qunzu, ant tribe, or rat tribe, which enables me to generalize about 
rental dwelling experiences across different social groups. My findings indicate a distance 
between how the tenants regarded themselves and how they lived. Paradoxically, migrant tenants 
lived in but also distanced themselves from the urban village. They suspend themselves from the 
place and the social class of migrant tenants.  
If a collective identity is hard to form, why do I propose the concept of migrant tenants as 
a class? In light of the mass campaign to demolish migrant settlements in late 2017, I will 
consider the potential for new class politics and its constraints. Current studies on the formation 
of a migrant working class pay little attention to how housing experiences may unite people 
across social groups. The difficulty of forging a class of migrant tenants, as I have argued, is that 
migrant tenants debase the urban village and are suspended in it. During recent mass 
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demolitions, however, there was widespread anger on social media. Soon after the city 
government launched the crackdown on illegal construction, social media overflowed with 
pictures and videos of migrant tenants carrying suitcases and bags of belongings on the streets on 
freezing cold days. The political slogan of “cleaning out the low-end population” (qingli diduan 
renko清理低端人口) rapidly spread and further stirred up a collective rage, despite the 
government’s negation of employing such a degrading phrase.  
Why did the evictions enrage people across social groups? What constitutes public anger? 
In what ways do the perceptions and affects of the protesters reflect transformations of society? 
One straightforward answer is that the criticism centered on the short-notice evictions and 
cruelty tenants experienced. But would there also be empathy with migrant tenants based on 
shared rental dwelling experiences? Remarkably, some organizations and individuals responded 
to the crackdown by offering evicted migrants help with moving and temporary 
accommodations. Intellectuals, artists, and NGO workers petitioned the government to halt the 
evictions, and they called attention to the equal “right” to live in the city (Lan 2017), reminiscent 
of Lefebvre’s “the right to the city” (1996). An old interview titled “Do not evict the urban poor” 
with Qin Hui (2008), a prominent Chinese liberal intellectual, was rediscovered, widely 
forwarded, and soon censored. The public anger, I believe, is based on shared experiences of 
rental dwelling and increasing concern about rights to housing. Further study of the politics of 
rental dwelling may shed light on collective grievances across different social groups.  
In the meantime, the campaign to crackdown on illegal construction serves as a warning 
about the formation of a migrant tenant class. The campaign is not a single incident. Instead, it is 
part of a broader campaign to “modify” (shujie疏解) the “non-capital functions” of Beijing, 
which I discuss in detail in chapter five. Under the mission of downsizing Beijing, new 
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municipal policies see migrant workers as laborers of “low-end industries” who are doomed to 
relocate. Demolishing illegal construction in urban villages had happened before the recent 
campaign. About one-third of the areas of Hua Village, mainly illegal construction on 
collectively-owned land, for example, were demolished in the spring of 2017. Before this large-
scale demolition, my informants often joked that were their homes to be demolished, they would 
move to Hebei province, which is regarded as the hinterland of the capital. But now, Hebei is no 
longer a joke or a metaphor but is becoming an inevitable destination. Against a backdrop of an 
overcrowded Beijing and constant demolition, the housing practices of migrant workers are 
increasingly individualized.  
 The above discussion acts as a bridge between this chapter and the remaining chapters. 
The implications for migrant tenants in urban villages are twofold. First, how can migrant tenants 
build a collective life based on the shared rental dwelling? In the next chapter, I will examine 
how nongovernmental organizations attempted to create migrant communities in urban villages, 
an effort to assert implicitly migrant “rights to the city” but also to contend with divergent ideas 
of “community.” Second, examining the social class of migrant tenants is crucial to 
understanding migrant homeownership in the hometowns. Based on the analysis in chapters one 
and two, chapters three to five will explain how migrant efforts to become homebuyers are 
associated with their failure in becoming urban in Beijing. Compared to the endeavor to build a 
migrant community in the urban village, housing practices in migrant hometowns are 



































































Figure 9. The Transformations of Old Wang’s Rental Houses from the 1980s to 2010s. 
Filled shapes indicate buildings with more than two stories. 
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Figure 10. Hand Drawn Map of Hua Village. Based on Baidu map, I drew this map for an extracurricular activity 
designed to help migrant children learn the community. The children were divided into four groups. Each group was 
responsible for exploring one type of business. They calculated the number of the stores and then marked the 
locations of the stores with stickers on this map. Blue stickers: supermarkets; green stickers: grocery and vegetables; 
green stickers with a triangle: cell phone stores; pink stickers: restaurants. 
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2. IN SEARCH OF COMMUNITY ON THE URBAN FRINGES 
 “‘Migrant children are grubby, and there’s all that trash flying in the sky.’ These 
descriptions are not false. But they don’t keep up with current conditions.” Xiaojuan, a longtime 
migrant NGO activist, referred to the most common accounts of migrant workers and urban 
villages. She went on: 
the literature focuses on the negative aspects of migrant lives and their basic level 
of needs. Indeed, migrants were more atomized, less connected, shared less in 
common, and minded only their own business. But now, migrant workers have no 
problem with having enough to eat and wear [wenbao温饱]. Their ideas and 
prospects have become more realistic, more constructive than before. 
The significant change, as Xiaojuan characterizes it, is a “big atmosphere of  doing community 
(zuo shequ做社区).”  
An expression commonly used among NGO activists, “doing community” is shorthand 
for carrying out the development of a sense of community among rural migrant workers. This 
chapter captures changes in the atmosphere of community development in urban villages.1 It tells 
a story about why and how the concept and practice of “community” has emerged. I examine the 
emergence of migrant community service centers (shequ fuwu zhongxin社区服务中心) and the 
trend of “doing community” in Beijing. The everyday life of migrant workers, as temporary 
residents in urban villages that are doomed for demolition, has been experienced as remote, 
alienated, and transient. Challenging such stereotypes, several grassroots service centers have 
been founded to create an atmosphere of solidarity. What does community development mean 
                                                 
1 To social workers and activists in China, “community development” is a broad term, which means community 
economic, social, and cultural development. In this chapter, the usage of community development tends to mean 
forms of solidarity building in migrant communities in Beijing. 
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for rural migrant workers who straddle rural and urban worlds? How is the boundary between the 
rural and the urban reconstructed through community development?  
I analyze the emergence of migrant community centers in Beijing by answering two 
related questions. First, why do NGO workers do community-based social work in urban 
villages? And what conditions do they search for to build a sense of community? I contextualize 
the boom in migrant NGOs in the social transformations occurring in migrant communities. 
Migrant NGOs turned their focus from specific occupations to the places where migrant workers 
live. Their approaches changed from one-dimensional to comprehensive and holistic, and 
activists began to include diverse social groups such as children, women, and youth. Lastly, 
changes in social work echoed the transformations of migrant life. With migrant workers 
increasingly inclined to stay in the city, migrant NGOs have sought to develop a “revolutionary 
base” there for solidarity.  
An analysis of migrant NGO booms leads to my second question. How is the increasing 
number of migrant community centers in the urban villages associated with community 
development in urban neighborhoods?2 And what does it mean to call an urban village crowded 
with migrant workers a community? I problematize the concept of community and grasp its 
significance in the context of the campaign of community building. 
Nowadays in China, “community” is commonly associated with urban, residential 
compounds (xiaoqu小区).3 David Bray’s (2005) detailed study on China’s danwei (work unit单
                                                 
2 As Tomba points out, “the very use of the English word neighborhood to describe Chinese residential areas is 
controversial. The Chinese expressions xiaoqu and shequ both contain shades of meaning that do not really 
correspond to those of the English word neighborhood” (2014: 4). 
3 A simple example illustrates this. In Microsoft Word, when users convert the traditional Chinese characters for 
community (社區) into simplified Chinese characters, 社區 is converted to “residential compound” (xiaoqu小区) 
rather than community (社区). 
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位) system reviews how the emergence of “community” in the 1980s linked to the decline of the 
danwei system. In socialist China, danwei was the basic unit of urban life, combining workplace 
and residential space. Danwei was responsible for work, housing, education, welfare, pensions, 
and it even defined residents’ identity. Economic reforms in the 1980s led to the decline of 
danwei. The state undertook the campaign of “community building” (shequ jianshe社区建设) in 
the 1990s and 2000s in response to a void of grassroots governance and social welfare. Since 
then, xiaoqu, residential compounds, have become the new unit of urban life. “Community” has 
also become closely associated with Residents’ Committees (jumin weiyuanhui居民委员会).4  
Several studies have investigated how residential neighborhoods are transformed into the 
focus of local governance (Read 2003; Bray 2005, 2006; Shieh 2011; Tomba 2014). Most 
research, however, has focused on urban areas and Residents’ Committees. My research situates 
the idea and development of “community” between the rural and the urban and between 
government and NGO. In contrast to residential compounds, urban villages occupy an 
ambiguous space between the countryside and the city. Rental houses have replaced farmland; 
local farmers have become landlords. It is not self-evident to call an urban village a community 
in terms of grassroots administration and governance. Moreover, different from studies on top-
down “community building,” I examine how non-state sectors understand and contribute to the 
idea of community in urban villages. It interests me how foreign NGOs affect activists in Beijing 
and how NGO workers localize foreign ideas of community work in the context of urban 
villages.  
To answer the above questions, I examine how community-based social work in urban 
                                                 
4 Residents’ Committees are the grassroots government organizations in urban areas at the same administrative level 
as Village Committees (cumin weiyuanhui村民委员会) in rural areas. 
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villages has guided an endeavor to contest different imaginations of community that reconstruct 
social work, migrant life, and urban governance in Beijing. First, I define general understandings 
of community (figure 11). To migrant NGOs, community is a revolutionary base for pursuing 
solidarity and collective action. To migrant workers, community is experienced within 
residential compounds or the administration of Residents’ Committees. To the Village 
Committees, community is a technique of governance and social management. 
 
Second, I theorize the dynamics of contested imagination through three categories of 
space: utopia, enclave, and bandit land. The emergence of migrant community centers indicates 
the growing needs and outspoken sense of belonging to a communal living space among rural 
migrant tenants. Migrant workers, however, understand the “community” that migrant NGOs 
create with their nostalgia for the rural past. To both migrant NGOs and workers, it is a utopia of 
togetherness. In the meantime, migrant NGOs’ ideal of community contends with the tightening 
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Figure 11. Contested Imagination of “Community.” 
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as outsiders. Increasing rents and lingering distrust constantly compress the space of NGO 
activities. Between the village government and the migrant NGO, community is constrained in 
the NGO enclave. Lastly, the Village Committees, in the name of “community-style 
management,” apply techniques of gating and surveillance to urban villages. To migrant workers, 
however, these safety or security measures are another excuse to profit from tenants in bandit 
land.  
The ethnographic materials in this chapter are drawn from interviews with activists and 
social workers from seven NGOs (table 1).5 Meanwhile, I use a case-study approach to gain a 
deeper insight into the practices of “doing community.” As a participant observer in Smile 
Children, I observed how migrant activists interacted with migrant workers and the village’s 
officers in Hua Village. I paid attention to how migrant NGOs used terms such as “community” 
and “community work” and how migrant tenants and village governments employed the ideas in 
different ways. Specifically, I analyzed a sushi event and a parking-fees event in Hua Village to 
explore how the imagination of “community” mobilizes various actors in urban villages.  
MIGRANT NGOS BOOM  
In September 2014, I attended a workshop at the Community Workers’ Culture and Arts 
Festival, that aimed to empower migrant workers and activists through cultural activities such as 
music performances, theater plays, and reading poetry. At the beginning of the festival, the host 
cheerfully remarked to her fellow NGO workers, “there were only four migrant NGOs in 2013, 
but now we have at least nine organizations in Beijing.” About 20 participants shared the  
                                                 
5 I interviewed 17 activists, including 12 in grassroots migrant community centers, three in NGOs for urban 
communities, and two in private foundations that supported migrant NGOs. Due to the limitation of scope, I focus, 
in this chapter, on seven interviews with activists with grassroots migrant NGOs.   
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Table 1. List of Migrant Beijing NGO Activists Interviewed.  









Services and Work 
1 Lifei立飞 Migrant 
Workers’ 
Home 
2002 Chaoyang Labor rights, culture, arts, 
collective economy, 
community education, 
migrant children’s school 
2 Mingfen明芬 Migrant 
Solidarity 
2004 Shijingshan Children, women, 
community development, 
community childcare, 
migrant kindergarten  





2006 Changping Children, women, migrant 
youth, community 
development 
4 Xiaojuan晓娟 Home for 
Hope 
2008 Haidian Labor rights, children, 
community development 
5 Qinhua沁华 Women 
Power 
2009 Changping Children, women, 
collective economy, 
community development 
6 Pang Li庞力 New Citizen 2009 Haidian Labor rights, community 
childcare 
7 Fangfang 芳芳 Rural 
Women’s 
Alliance 
2012 Changping Children, women, 
community development 
Source: Fieldwork in 2013-14. 
buoyant mood of solidarity. Most were activists and social workers from migrant Beijing NGOs.  
During my fieldwork between 2013 and 2014, such gatherings of migrant NGOs, including both 
formal and informal ones, frequently took place. In May 2014, for example, three NGOs held the 
first “Forum on the Development of Community Service Centers in the Areas of the Clustered 
Floating Population.” Representatives from eleven NGOs on migrant rights in Beijing attended 
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the forum. Lastly, my field materials show that, by 2014, at least fifteen NGOs were serving the 
diverse social needs of migrant workers in Beijing. Taken together, migrant NGOs have 
expanded in Beijing since the 2000s.  
This section will explore the conditions and contexts of migrant community organizations 
and their social significance. The exploding number of migrant NGOs indicates that migrant 
workers have become the primary object of social services. Migrant NGOs provide a wide range 
of social services that address labor rights, gender equality, children’s education, and community 
development. In addition to the increasing number of migrant NGOs, my interviews with 
migrant NGO activists point to the growing development of migrant community service centers.  
As early as 2003, the first community service center in Beijing was founded in Xiaojiahe
肖家河, an urban village with more than 20,000 migrant workers. A couple of artists-turned-
activists founded the “Migrant Workers’ Home,” hoping to “construct workers’ culture in the 
migrant community” (Xu 2009). In addition to the migrant organization, a private school for 
migrant children and the residents’ committee also joined in collaborating with the community 
center. They initiated services and activities by holding forums and theater workshops, 
organizing entertainment performances, and publishing a community newspaper. The center 
created an early model to “undertake cultural and educational activities for migrant workers in 
the migrant community (yimin shequ移民社区)” (Xu 2009). Although Xiaojiahe community 
center only lasted for a few years, its social experiments left an important legacy behind.  
In the early 2000s, Xiaojiahe community center became a social networking hub for 
many grassroots NGO workers in Beijing. Several interviewees told me that they gained a 
rudimentary grasp of community work through volunteering at Xiaojiahe community. Take 
Xiaojuan, for example. Before she visited the Xiaojiahe community center, her understanding of 
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community was limited to “that kind of community, you know, like residential compounds 
(xiaoqu小区).” Experiences with the Migrant Workers’ Home also inspired activists like Pang 
Li, Aming, and Mingfen to experiment with community development in different urban villages.  
In the early 2000s, there was only a slight sense of community. It took a few years for the 
boom in migrant community centers to take place finally. As Xiaojuan recalled:  
At that time [in Xiaojiahe], we more often used the phrase, “areas of the clustered 
floating population” than “migrant community.” Later, Migrant Workers’ Home 
started to employ terms such as “new citizens” or “new residents.” The 
atmosphere [of migrant community work] was not strong. It was relatively 
scattered, [because] the social relations were not that complicated. 
The tendency towards community development in urban villages was unclear. What had 
changed? What social conditions created the new atmosphere? There are three interrelated 
developments. First, the focus of social services changed from delivering them to specific 
occupations to where workers live. Second, the approach of migrant NGOs changed from one-
dimensional to holistic. Third, the ideas of migrant workers changed from returning to their 
hometowns to staying in the city.  
Migrant NGOs found their earlier approach, which focused on migrants’ working life, 
was insufficient. Fangfang explained why her NGO began founding a community service center 
in an urban village:  
Previously, our mode of service was in the form of legal aid. We gathered people 
[migrant workers] and provided them with activities and training. [Yet we] felt 
distant from the social group [shequn]…Then, we took root [zhagen扎根] in the 
community [shequ], to be close to the social group, so we can know their needs 
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better and then explore new directions.  
In providing legal aid, the NGO focused only on the needs of improving working conditions and 
labor rights. Activists felt disconnected from the daily and social life of the group that they 
served. Though both shequ and shequn can be translated as community, shequ (社区) is more 
related to a given geographical area, while shequn (社群) refers to a social unit or group with 
shared characteristics. Fangfang’s description implies a correlation between shequ and shequn. 
To get closer to shequn (the people), the NGO should live with them in their shequ (the place).  
The transition from the work site to the living community also links to the reshaping of 
the composition of migrant workers in the 2000s. According to Xiaojuan, there were more 
individual construction workers than migrant families before 2008. The NGO’s work and 
services took place on construction sites, camps, and dormitories. With the end of the Beijing 
Olympic games, the wave of massive construction work ended, as did the number of construction 
workers. Compared to workers living in factory dormitories or on construction sites, workers 
living with their families in urban villages are more accessible to NGO workers. Lifei explained, 
“by contrast to construction sites and factories, migrant communities allow [workers] more space 
and time. So, we decide to gain a foothold in the community first and then radiate [our influence] 
from there.” 
 In the meantime, activists began to consider social services and the life of migrant 
workers holistically. Their one-dimensional approach was attentive to a specific group of 
migrant workers, such as the construction workers, or it provided only a few specific services 
addressing gender equality, legal rights, children’s education, and poverty relief. Qinhua, a 
worker-turned-activist in the organization of Women Power, for example, had concentrated only 
on female migrant workers, an approach that proved to be fruitless. Later, she combined social 
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work for women and children. She observed, “in the [migrant] community, there are the elderly 
and children, not just one single group, but diverse groups.” By contrast, migrant community 
centers attended to the families of migrant workers. They provided “comprehensive” 
(zonghexing综合的) social services—collecting and selling secondhand clothing, afterschool 
and extracurricular programs for the children, childcare, and various clubs or learning groups—
to address diverse social groups and needs.  
Most important, migrant income has steadily increased, which in turn improved the living 
condition of migrant workers. Xiaojuan recalled her first visit to the “terrible” urban villages in 
the early 2000s. Also, the researchers’ views of migrant workers, children, and settlements were 
gloomy. Once Xiaojuan put down roots in the urban village, however, she found that migrant 
workers had considerably changed their “concept of consumption” and “vision of education.” 
For example, migrant parents now emphasize their children’s ability to manage social relations, 
instead of merely focusing on achieving good grades. Changes in migrant ideas were not limited 
to consumption and education. Xiaojuan’s intention to stay in Beijing revealed a changing 
situation: 
At that time, the whole group was in the condition of “lodging” [jiezhu借住]. 
Their ideas were all about making money, returning to hometowns, building or 
buying houses, and getting married. But now, if the village won’t be demolished, 
they would stay here forever. They expect to become a member of the city. I have 
done numberless interviews and surveys with them. They all told me, if the 
conditions allow, if they can manage to have their retirement, education, medical 
care in the city, this place could be home.  
To Xiaojuan, the fundamental change was how migrant workers envisioned their lives in the city. 
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Instead of returning to their hometowns, they wanted to stay in Beijing. And yet they expressed 
this inclination always with a what-if. “What if my children can go to school here? What if I can 
obtain social insurance here”? Their plans were conditioned by institutional restraints.  
Xiaojuan concludes, “if we still hold the same idea about doing [social work], we may 
not fit their real needs.” As a result, migrant NGOs created a community that migrant workers 
could stay and live in. Activists attempted to establish a “revolutionary base” (genjudi根据地) 
for migrant social services in the urban village (Xu 2009). Migrant Workers’ Home, for example, 
built a children’s school as its revolutionary base. Lifei explained: the school provided a space 
for classrooms and activity rooms for migrant children and workers. Through running the school, 
the activists could establish strong connections with migrant children and their parents. Xiaojuan 
hoped her community center would become a “platform” to connect with migrant tenants. She 
commented, “As for now, atomization [yuanzihua原子化] is prevalent. We want to organize the 
outsiders [migrant tenants] to participate in building the community. If the platform can get 
bigger, we will be more powerful.” Xiaojuan strived to create a comprehensive community 
center to encourage participation and “construct new citizens” (xingongmin jianshe新公民建
设).  
Like Xiaojuan, more and more activists imagined forming a new subject of migrant 
workers to replace the derogatory image of “rural migrant workers” (nongmingong农民工). 
Lifei’s organization aimed especially at empowering new workers (xingongren新工人) through 
a collective identity: 
What we do is to create a space. It may be as small as a classroom but opens up the 
possibility to connect with each other. The mainstream value and atmosphere of the 
whole society are to fragment the collective into individuals. We are exploring alternative 
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public space, how to organize workers, and how to construct workers’ culture. Only when 
workers have their cultural identity, then they can have their own organizations and 
conscious actions. With this urban village as a revolutionary base, we connect with 
workers nationwide.  
Noticeably, genjudi [revolutionary base] has connotations from China’s socialist past and 
warfare. It implies the urban village’s potential and vital role as a revolutionary base and link 
with more workers to counter individualized, mobile lives.  
Both zhagen (taking root) and genjudi (revolutionary base) share the word gen (根 root), 
a contrast with the term “floating community” (liudong shequ流动社区), an abbreviated form of 
“floating population’s community.” This odd, shortened name literally and figuratively 
highlights the rootlessness of migrant living space: not only are migrant workers floating, but 
also their very living place is unsettled. Great mobility easily and repeatedly breaks the 
established connections between the NGOs and workers. Migrant living space is gradually 
shrinking through the constant demolition of urban villages. “Floating community” then poses a 
question: Can a rootless urban village be a community? In the following sections, I will analyze 
how migrant NGOs’ ideas of migrant community contend with the views of migrant workers and 
Village Committees.  
“IT FEELS LIKE MY HOMETOWN!”  
In the last section, we saw how migrant NGOs explored ways to conduct community 
work to achieve social change. As the organizations fumbled for the community centers, 
international NGOs also played a role in shaping the idea of community. Oxfam Hong Kong, for 
example, funded music equipment for Migrant Workers’ Home in Xiaojiahe in the early 2000s. 
Activists credited exchanging ideas with NGO worker from Hong Kong and Taiwan for their 
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knowledge of community work and the concept of community development. Qinhua, for 
example, first learned about structures of community for empowerment from a few Hong-Kong 
NGO workers in the field of labor rights. She, however, did not “acknowledge” (renke认可) the 
migrant settlements in south China as a “community.” To her understanding, they were rather 
like “industrial areas.” She concluded bluntly, “community is a Western idea.” Pang Li, a 
worker-turned-activist, worked in the field of labor rights. He had attended international-led 
NGO training workshops but was also skeptical that the idea of community applies to urban 
villages. “We must first achieve equality between local Beijing residents and migrant workers, 
and then everything else comes,” he explained disappointedly. For now, community is an ideal 
“too far away” for migrant workers. 
Fangfang echoes Pang Li’s frustration. Her NGO organized workshops in a renowned 
Shanxi rural community, which successfully mobilized its villagers to devote themselves to their 
agricultural cooperative. In addition to the service, supply and marketing cooperative, the 
villagers also organized and supported the production of handcrafts, community education, 
elderly care, and cultural activities. Fangfang, however, was discouraged after the visit. She 
became aware of the differences between the traditional rural village and the urban village. “How 
could a migrant community [liudong shequ] accomplish that kind of comprehensive community 
development? It’s so hopeless!” she told me. Compared to the traditional rural village, the urban 
village lacks cohesion and sense of belonging. Fangfang explained to me, “It’s difficult to get the 
floating population involved. They don’t even know how long they will stay here. To the vendors 
and retailers, if business becomes brisk, they will move to another place. If their children can’t 
find a school, they may return to their hometowns. Their future is uncertain. If you want them to 
consider the interests of this community, that would be a ridiculous expectation.”  
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Fangfang, who studied social development in university abroad, explained how foreign 
foundations introduced the concept of community development to Chinese NGOs. She 
explained, “I feel it’s like a trend [fengchao风潮]. Due to this fashion, the view of development 
(fazhanguan发展观) is passed down from established funding organizations and international 
NGOs.” The boom in migrant community centers in Beijing was a product of the “trend” from 
the international NGOs and the big industry of development. This specific viewpoint of 
development, as Fangfang understood, emphasizes how to utilize the advantages and resources 
of the community to make the place better. 
The concept of community, however, was often lost in translation as the activists 
localized it. According to Fangfang, the title of the social program in her organization was 
“migrant children’s growing-up space.” In practice, the staff of Rural Women’s Alliance and the 
funding organizations simplified the name of the program as “doing community.” She 
commented, “It is like ‘labelled’ [koumaozi扣帽子, putting the hat] of community development 
on what we are doing.” Because of migrant tenants experience high mobility and an insufficient 
sense of belonging in the urban village, Fangfang sees her work as being at the stage of 
exploration. Despite being an early experiment, Fangfang’s social program had already “worn 
the hat” (applied the label) of community development. Long before a “mature” migrant 
community existed, many NGOs had put on the “hats” of community work on their diverse 
social programs or projects.  
Are ordinary migrant workers receptive to the concept of community from the migrant 
NGOs? In general, the idea of community development is dissociated from ordinary migrants’ 
understanding. Most residents in urban villages do not have an idea of shequ (community). Even 
those who have heard of it find the term “community” strange. Old Wang, my sixty-three-year-
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old Beijing landlord in Hua Village, for example, finds the term shequ repugnant: “What shequ? 
Sounds like maggot (qu蛆), so awful!” In Chinese, shequ combined two characters: she (社) 
means society and qu (区) means area or district. District and maggot have coincidentally the 
same pronunciation qu, which sparks off bad associations for Old Wang. Behind his aversion to 
“community,” however, is his skepticism towards becoming an urban resident in a community. 
When the government expropriates land, it turns the rural population into urban residents and 
transforms the Village Committee into a Residents’ Committee (juweihui), a process called nong 
zhuan ju (农转居). The idea of community, thus, reminds Old Wang of unjust land acquisitions 
and the disappearance of the rural village.  
To migrant workers, their idea of community is limited to urban residential compounds or 
Residents’ Committees. Interestingly, NGO workers interactions with migrant workers shape 
migrants’ concept of community. Lifei explains, “under our influence, some workers came to 
accept the term [community].” Activists told me, many migrants used “community” to refer not 
to the urban village they live in but to the “community service center” that they often visit. 
Qinhua, for example, noticed that if they employ the word “community,” it denotes specifically 
the community center or the NGO. Her observation also applies to my informants in Hua Village. 
One day I met Gu Ting, a 37-year-old domestic worker, and her eight-year-old son on the street. I 
asked where they were heading. “To the community,” she gladly answered, referring to the Smile 
Children community center. She uses “community” as a synonym for the NGO. 
Although the term community is strange and unfamiliar, migrant workers interpret 
community work with past rural experiences. When migrant workers participate in a 
heartwarming event that the NGO organizes, they effuse: “It feels like my hometown (xiang 
laojia yiyang像老家一样)!”  Qinhua describes the mutual trust she gained with an example. 
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When a migrant worker had emergencies at work, she left her child at Qinhua’s NGO for lunch. 
She explains, “it’s just like in a rural hometown, people entrust their children to their neighbors 
in the similar situation.” When a community center is bustling, it is often associated with 
migrants’ nostalgia for rural life. Before I ended my fieldwork in Hua Village, the staff in Smile 
Children threw a farewell party for me. More than forty people participated and together made 
dumplings. The organization divided the guests into several small groups, and each of them was 
in charge of one cooking task: making the dough, preparing the filling, placing stuffing in dough 
disks, boiling dumplings, and serving them. To serve so many guests, the workers had to borrow 
pots and pans from participants and neighbors. The delicious smell of dumplings mixed with 
pleasant conversation. A noisy scene, as many of them told me, recalled the atmosphere of 
Chinese New Year at home. They excitedly repeated, “It feels like at home,” a feeling that they 
hardly ever had in the city.  
Migrant workers frame their sense of community mainly with rural sentiments, especially 
the experiences of trust, support, and togetherness. It is a romanticized attitude toward family 
and home, toward the rural past, and toward a collectivistic life. On the one hand, migrant 
workers yearn for their rural childhood. NGO community activities evoke memories of rural life. 
On the other hand, ironically, this collective or collaborative life had been lost in rural China. 
Many migrant workers bemoan that the villagers in their hometown do not help each other as 
before. What remains for them in the rural hometown are obligations to give cash gifts at various 
social events. “The feeling of togetherness” that migrant NGOs create for workers is lost in the 
city and in the countryside. Several migrant workers, after attending Smile Children events, told 
me: “We should have one [NGO] in the countryside. My hometown needs it so much!”  
Thus, the communication between NGOs and migrants is established on the idea of 
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utopia. Migrant NGOs regard the migrant community as a home in the city where migrants live 
together and expect it to be a “revolutionary base” for broader influence. Migrant workers, 
however, interpret the interactions with the NGOs workers with a nostalgia for a bygone, ideal 
rural life. It is the mistranslation of “community” between migrant NGOs and migrant workers 
that produces the feeling of solidarity in urban villages. 
“YOU CAN’T EVEN MAKE A MOVE!”  
This section discusses the conflicting views that migrant NGOs and local village 
governments have of community. In theory, when migrant NGOs carry out grassroots activities 
from below, local government support is crucial. In practice, Village Committees hardly support 
NGOs. More often than not, the former stand aloof from the later. Occasionally, unpleasant 
encounters take place. 
Take the sushi event in Hua Village for example. On a Saturday in May 2014, two staff 
members of Smile Children started a temporary sushi stand on the main commercial street. Still 
early in the morning, about eight migrant children made sushi outdoors to earn activity fees, 
similar to the spirit of a lemonade stand in the United States (figure 12). A few residents bought 
sushi out of curiosity or caring for the assiduous children. After a while, a law enforcement 
officer (chengguan 城管) showed up and asked for a stall fee. The staff tried to negotiate with 
him, emphasizing that the sushi stand was set up for children’s “exposure to real life” (or social 
practices, shehui shijian社会实践). Yanling, a young staff explained, “this is a non-profit event. 
We will use the earnings to support children’s education. This is different from normal trading. 
Can you waive the fee?”  
The officer, however, insisted on charging the fees and responded in an offhand way: “I 
don’t care. Children’s business is not my business. You put up the stall here, then you have to 
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pay!” Irritated by his offensive manner, Wu Ping, the senior staff, fought back: “Children are our 
society’s future, everybody’s hope. It’s the whole society’s business!” More and more onlookers 
crowded around the stand. Some even joined the staff and chanted, “Supporting children’s social 
practices! Supporting charity sales for tuition fees!” As the argument escalated, one tenant, 
whose ten-year-old son visited Smile Children frequently, passed by the crowd and offered to 
pay the stall fees for the organization. The officer raised his voice, “for the sake of his mianzi (面
子 face), I won’t charge the fees this time,” and then he took the opportunity to get out of his 
predicament.  
“It’s the first time I can speak out!” Yanling said with enthusiasm, finally able to “express 
her voice” on the street. Although it seemed a remarkable triumph for the organization and 
Figure 12. Preparing for a Sushi Stand on the Main Street in Hua Village. 
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migrant children, staff members were ambivalent about the event. Although Yanling had heard a 
lot about fighting for rights, she still felt helpless when the confrontation arose. On the one hand, 
the staff felt that they were in the wrong because paying stall fees in the urban village had long 
been the custom. Yanling said, “After all, selling and buying did take place. We had made a little 
money. If we had to follow the market rules, …it was pretty normal to pay the stall fees in the 
village.” Wu Ping added that “there was nothing wrong with the stall fee itself.”  
On the other hand, the staff expected some latitude from the officer regarding the fees. 
Looking back on the sushi event, Yanling continued:  
It’s not the case that we didn’t observe market rules (shichang guize市场规则). If 
the stall fee is a reasonable demand (heli xuqiu合理需求) for market 
management, we should pay and would pay. What we fight for is the right 
attitude: dignity, equality, and mutual respect. When we feel our dignity and rights 
are infringed upon, we dare to stand up, express ourselves, and communicate 
genuinely! 
The staff claimed its dignity and demanded respect because they were concerned about the very 
legitimacy of imposing fees. Yaling expressed to me their concern about potential corruption. 
There was no official receipt for street vendors who paid the stall fees. Also, the local villagers 
complained to Yanling and Wu Ping that the villagers did not benefit from these fees. Thus, the 
stall fees were not a “reasonable demand.” The staff blamed the officer’s abominable attitude, as 
a way to defend themselves. After all, it was the village government that made the rules. The 
“market rule” was subject to the officer’s judgment. Wu Ping, thus, often made an analogy 
between the law enforcement officers and the “bandits.” As I will discuss in the next section, in 
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which I analyze the parking-fee event, both migrant workers and NGOs activist distrusted the 
legitimacy of management and law enforcement in the urban village.  
In addition to the confrontation between NGO workers and the village’s officials, the 
dynamics of the relationships between local Beijing farmers and foreign migrant workers are 
essential to making a migrant community. In general, few locals involve themselves in the 
migrant community centers. Old Wang, the Beijing landlord of Smile Children, is an exception. 
Distressed by unjust land expropriation and unfair compensation, he often sits in the community 
center, where his family used to dwell, grumbling to the activists about the corruption of politics 
and social inequality. Despite his friendly relationship with the activists, he is cynical about the 
effectiveness of NGO work. To him, a social organization will not change society or 
governments.  
Unlike Old Wang, some villagers are highly suspicious of Smile Children. The 
organization sponsors two local Beijing women, who organize a local “square-dancing” 
(guangchangwu 广场舞) assembling every evening between 7:30 and 9:00 on the square in Hua 
Village’s activity center. The dancers include both locals and migrant tenants, but the activity 
center is not open to events organized by outsiders such as Smile Children. The organization 
supports the women with the expectations that they not only promote community cultural 
activity but also establish connections with native residents. Despite the sponsorship of a pair of 
speakers and a new costume, the Beijing organizers rarely attend meetings with the activists. 
Only one time have I seen one of the organizers show up in the office. That time, she sat away 
from her NGO interlocutor on the same sofa, resting her elbow defensively on the side table and 
smiling but barely speaking. Her body language told the activist that she did not want to be 
involved in this “foreign” organization.  
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As Xiaojuan noted, the distance between the migrant NGOs and the village committees 
lies in the structure that encourages locals and outsiders to aspire to different futures:  
The sense of community [gongtongti共同体] is not evident here because 
everybody has different goals. The outsiders tend to maintain the status quo. They 
want to stay in this community. But many locals expect demolition and its 
compensation. It’s challenging to make them a community with the same goal. 
Landlords and tenants, including the migrant NGOs, make strange bedfellows, occupying the 
same “space of suspension,” as I argued in chapter one. The whole migrant settlement is built 
upon a complex of illegal constructions waiting for demolition. Thus, migrant strategy is 
centered on “wait-and-see” improvisation. The landlords, by contrast, are suspended in the craze 
for building and demolishing. As the dramatic changes of Old Wang’s houses in chapter one 
show, the village no longer has the texture of a hometown to the local villagers.  
Illegal construction in urban villages not only creates an unstable condition for daily life 
but also has been a politically sensitive subject. Qinhua shared with me a memorable story. A 
minister of education from a European country planned to pay a visit to the migrant community 
center. As soon as the local Village Committee learned of the visit, its official called and 
browbeat Qinhua into canceling the appointment. The officer told her, “I know what you’re 
doing. I also think you’re doing a good thing. But if you let them come here, you won’t stay here 
any longer.” Unwilling to sacrifice Women Power for the sake of an honored, foreign guest, she 
promised to cancel the visit. Out of curiosity, she then questioned the official closely why the 
village administration needed to turn away the foreign guests. “There are so much illegal 
construction in our village,” the official told Qinhua. “What if they visit, and then the journalists 
write nonsense about it!” After the incident, the Village Committee turned a blind eye to its 
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activities in its territory.  
The locals and the government commonly share their sense of aloofness towards Women 
Power. Most migrant NGOs I interviewed have uneasy relationships with their village 
committees. Xiaojuan had been trying to contact the secretary of the Village Committee: 
The party secretary is really fucking awesome [niucha牛叉]! You call him a 
thousand times, and it’s still impossible to reach him. After trying for a year, I 
realized he couldn’t give a shit. [I’ve] just dropped it. As long as they don’t 
intervene in our activities, we won’t make trouble for them either. Unless it is 
involved in the disputes over demolition, the village [committee] doesn’t care 
about us. 
Smile Children echoes Xiaojuan experiences. Whenever the staff attempts to establish a 
relationship with the officers, activists receive nothing but indifference. Its officials avoid 
requests for assistance from the organization, such as providing a venue or participating in its 
activities. Nor do Village Committee members come to visit Smile Children or pick a quarrel 
with it.  
Due to the indifference and mistrust, Qinhua is pessimistic about the prospect of creating 
a migrant community. Reflecting on the relation between Women Power and the local 
government, Qinhua notes that an NGO, as a complete outsider in the urban village, can hardly 
mobilize the locals and the village: 
It’s my understanding that only when they [migrant tenants] have permanent 
rights here, and when the local residents also participate in the social movement, 
can society building become vibrant. As for now, our projects don’t really apply 
the techniques of social work because you can’t connect with more residents to 
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participate, to change the community, to create an atmosphere of community. You 
can’t mobilize any resources in the community either. You said you want to 
change something or improve some aspects of the community. But you can’t even 
make a move! Even if you’re going to do some good things, you can’t even touch 
it. So, if I were a native, I could mobilize some local resources, and the residents 
might be involved more.  
The activists see what they want to change but dong dou buneng dong (动都不能动). In this 
context, the phrase means both that they cannot make a move and that they cannot touch the 
village at all. Qinhua delineates a common and strong feeling of restraint when working in the 
urban village. Resident participation is indispensable to create a community. Without bonding 
with locals, migrant organizations are limited to a small area, an enclave, a small portion of 
territory within the urban village. 
Two significant factors condition the NGO enclave within the urban village. First is the 
increasingly commercialized and commodified land in urban villages. When Wu Ping, a Smile 
Children staff member, shouts on the street that “children’s business is the whole society’s 
business,” she does not find a public place to realize her idea, to carry out a communal activity 
for the common good. Qinhua also describes changes in the “public space” in her urban village: 
“There is almost no public space. There was a square in the middle of the village, which was a 
senior center but had been taken up by construction waste. Once the waste was removed, a guy 
in food service rented that place. There was no place for them [migrant tenants].” The economic 
success of the urban village relies on rental business. Every piece of land presents an opportunity 
for profitability. The main street, for example, is divided into small stalls. Despite engaging in 
non-profit or social entrepreneurial activities, migrant NGOs must follow “market rules” and rent 
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houses for its office or community center. Rent is the major expenditure for migrant NGOs. Even 
if they can afford the rent, constant demolition and rebuilding force the organizations to move, 
again and again, shattering their base.  
The second factor is political risk and control. Take the village’s activity center for 
example. Even though the village’s government designed the center for public use, it strictly 
controls it and opens it only for uncontroversial activities like “square dancing.” Fangfang has 
had a hard time negotiating a place for her NGO to use: 
Many [public] places in the village had been rented or sold to private owners. I 
need a venue, so I thought I would borrow a storefront that was not in use. I told 
the private owner I could pay him rent. But that guy said the house belonged to 
the Village Committee. He needed a statement from the Village to avoid “safety” 
issues. So, I went to see the party secretary. He told me, “what?! That guy said so 
because he wanted an excuse to ask us to reduce his rent.” In short, they just 
passed the buck to each other.  
Xiaojuan attempted to utilize the after-hours of the public elementary school for extracurricular 
activities, but the government rejected it due to safety concerns. There was another spare place 
for the villagers to dance. The place was only occupied in the summer and wasted during the rest 
of the year. Village governments tend to leave spaces empty, rather than renting them to NGOs, 
to avoid political risks. As the Village government restricts both physical place and political 
space, migrant NGOs in urban villages develop and realize their ideas of community confined to 




BANDIT LAND  
The above analysis demonstrates the contradiction between NGO ideas of community 
and the Village Committee’s use of community. In this section, I discuss the discrepancy 
between the Village Committee and the migrant tenants in their understanding of community, 
through a story about parking fees in Hua Village. On December 5th, 2013, the Village 
Committee suddenly enforced a new parking regulation on all cars and trucks of non-local 
owners. The administration asked migrant tenant car owners to pay monthly 200-yuan parking 
fees. The village government installed barrier gates on all entrances, with bars in glaring white 
and red (figure 13). A few security guards, responsible for inspecting the parking permits, sat or 
stood next to the barriers. They raised the bars for the car owners with permits and denied access 
to those without. And yet the barrier gates were merely the beginning of a series of security 
measures in the following two months.  
Figure 13. Barrier Gates at the Main Entrance in Hua Village. 
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A few days later, the village administration designated parking places, such as parts of 
the sidewalks and vacant lots, painting the parking areas with bright yellow lines. The most 
prominent move, however, was to clean a vast triangle-shaped area for a parking lot. The 
changes created a bandit land, so-called because it was a space in which the government was 
“stealing” from the villagers. Before the city government expropriated it around 2005 for public 
transportation, the triangle space in the middle of the village had been collectively-owned 
farmland. Despite the expropriation, no construction took place. For a few years, the Old Wang 
couple, who lived next to the triangle place, even planted vegetables on the land. In 2012, the 
government enclosed the triangle with chain link fencing, and the couple no longer had access to 
the area.6 Slowly, the empty land became the only green open space in the village. In December 
2013, a bulldozer cleared away the withered grass. The Village Committee replaced the grass 
with a brand-new parking lot. Security guards waited at the entrance of the grass-turned-parking-
lot and inspected the parking permits. A few days later, a giant wolfdog in a metal cage appeared 
at the northeast corner of the parking lot.  
In the meantime, the Village Committee issued an announcement. 
                                                 
6 Old Wang complained to me that his wife became sick because the village administration took away their small 
farm on the triangle land.  
Announcement 
 
To improve our village’s community-style management and to clear 
passages for fire safety, all car owners please be aware you must remove 
your cars from the roadsides in the village and on the main roads by this 
Friday (December 20th), or else. 
 
Hua Village Committee 
December 17th, 2013 
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The announcement ended with a threat of “or else,” but most tenants with cars still took it one 
step at a time (see also chapter one). Within a week of the announcement, village officials began 
to fasten all “illegally” parked cars with yellow wheel locks. One week later, in addition to the 
wheel locks, many car owners found out that they had flat tires. They believed the village 
government was the perpetrator. The issue of parking fees then escalated into a crisis. Fu Kang, a 
migrant and chef living close to the main gate, told me that hundreds of tenants gathered at the 
gate and demanded the municipal or district’s police officers intervene. Condemning the 
imposition of parking fees, Old Wang called the village government, “bandits” (tufei土匪). He 
also recounted that some migrant tenants assaulted the security guards, who were also migrants. 
“These people worked as security guards just for earning little money. Now they were hit and ran 
away,” Old Wang sighed.  
During the peak imposition of regulations, the parking-fees event became the topic of 
conversations among the staff of Smile Children. Wu Ping made fun of the avaricious village 
government, “they almost took up class struggle [jieji douzheng阶级斗争] just for the small 
parking fees.” A Smile Children board member with a car was unable to drive into the village for 
several days. For an individual visit, a guest with a car could enter the village by depositing his 
or her license with the authorities. So, I asked the board member why he did not simply deposit 
his ID with the security personnel at the gates. Shaking his head, he declared, “I don’t ever want 
to give my license to them.” Wu Ping echoed him and said, “those people are simply robbers. I 
would never give [my ID] to them.” Notably, the criticism from the NGO workers was restricted 
to causal discussions and personal comments. There was no collective action contemplated, nor 
did any migrant tenants come to Smile Children for help or assistance.  
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 From the perspective of the village administration, the new measures were fully justified 
for public safety. During a recent village fire, engines could not get in because cars blocked the 
roads. Still, most migrant tenants found the parking regulations unreasonable. A parking permit 
was nothing but a flimsy excuse for profiting from the renters. Vehicles for drivers, home 
renovators, retailers, and others are a means of production. Some landlords were already 
receiving parking fees, so the new regulation was a surcharge. Fen Fang芬芳, whose husband 
was a driver, for example, had paid parking fees of 600 yuan per year to their landlord. She told 
her landlord that their family would just move out if they had to pay the extra parking fees to the 
Village Committee.  
Other migrant tenants criticized the “unplanned” (buguihua不规划) regulation. A 
migrant complained, “the Village is not like a residential compound. Its regulation is unreliable 
and not standardized. What if I pay, but the Village does not manage the parking space?” In their 
understanding, a residential compound has an established law and order (fazhi法治), while the 
administration of an urban village lacks formality and is unreliable. Even the local newspapers 
reported on the dispute between the tenants and the village government, citing a migrant’s 
complaint of its “unreasonable charge.” 
A few days after the village administration imposed the regulation, someone lodged a 
complaint against it with the municipal government. When I asked a young migrant about the 
regulation, she commented: “Some tenants paid the parking fees, but the services did not 
correspond to the payments. They felt the regulation infringed on their consumer rights 
(xiaofeiquan消费权) and reported it to a higher level of government.” Parallel to the concerns 
about law and order, Hua Village could not protect consumers’ rights. The tenants accepted the 
parking regulation and emphasized their roles as consumers. Hua Village, however, was a 
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“flawed” society of consumers that could not provide satisfactory products or services (in this 
case, planned parking spaces). This was not the only occasion in which migrant tenants drew an 
unfavorable comparison between the urban village and the residential compound. In chapter one, 
I discussed how migrant tenants belittled “low-level consumerism” in the urban village. To 
migrant tenants, parking lots, parking fees, and their corresponding management are linked in 
their minds to urban communities, not the urban village. 
Ironically, in the announcement, the Village Committee cited “community-style 
management” (shequhua guanli社区化管理) as the reason for imposing parking fees. What is 
community-style management and how is it related to urban villages? Except for the 
announcement posted on the walls in Hua Village, the administration never explained why the 
concept of “community” was relevant to imposing parking fees in the village. “Community-style 
management,” a term first appearing in the 2000s, was articulated in 2011 in an official 
document on “comprehensively propelling social construction” (hereafter, the Views) (CCP 
Beijing City 2011.) The document delineates the new layout of grassroots organizational 
infrastructure at the level of the urban community: The Party organization is the leader, the 
Residents’ Committee its agent, and the social services station the base for carrying out 
management and services. In the grand project of social construction, the Views designates 
community-style management in rural villages as “the foundation and infrastructure of social 
service management.” Community-style management is supposed to achieve the goal of “making 
social management more scientific.”  
Furthermore, the Views seeks to “standardize” this grassroots organizational 
infrastructure and eventually extend it to “communities in the urban-rural transitional zone” and 
“rural communities” (CCP Beijing City 2011). This is the political context that enables Hua 
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Village and several urban villages in Daxing district to justify their barrier gates with the slogan 
of “community-style management in villages.” In 2010, a few urban villages in the Daxing 
district of southern Beijing began to “wall” or “enclose” their territories.7 Village Committees set 
up checkpoints at main entrances and installed barrier gates with surveillance cameras. Villagers 
cited “enclosure management” (fengbi guanli封闭管理) among gated communities in urban 
neighborhoods as their source of inspiration (Ou 2012). The media widely reported the 
appearance of the “walled villages.” Also, the government actively promoted community-style 
management. The officers of the Daxing Branch of the Public Security Bureau further justified 
the regulations with an urgent plea for crime prevention in urban villages. To put it simply, 
community-style management in urban villages intended to control the flow of migrants with 
gating and surveillance techniques.  
These practices, however, reveal a discrepancy in the meaning of “community” between 
the municipal government and the district or village government. The Views from the city 
government included social management, such as population control and adopting information 
technology, and public services, such as social welfare and social insurance. The rationale of 
social construction is to provide for public services to the citizens through the conduit of social 
management. The mission of social construction in the 2010s can be traced to “community 
building” in the 2000s. The emergence of community building responded to “the collapse of the 
work unit system,” which, in the socialist era, had been responsible for distributing public 
provisions (Bray 2006: 536). The decline of the work unit system calls for reordering grassroots 
                                                 
7 The policy of “community-style management” was piloted in the Daxing district in 2010. Therefore, the test of 
“walled village” predated the publication of the Views in 2011. 
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organizations around “community” that “provides the foundation for re-incorporating the urban 
population within a manageable system of local governance” (537).  
The municipal government attempted to apply urban community social management to 
its rural communities, to establish a “standardized” and “manageable system of local 
governance.” This vision of community-style management, however, pays no heed to the 
differentiation in political and socioeconomic structures between rural and urban communities. 
In 2014, I accompanied Wu Ping to a press conference on collaboration between urban 
communities and NGOs. Over forty NGOs, including Smile Children, were invited to submit 
“community-building” proposals to solve the social problems that ten selected urban 
communities were facing. Wu Ping expected that urban communities would need her 
organization’s expertise in helping migrant workers. The most common and serious problems 
that urban communities encountered, according to the urban communities, were how to create 
space for parking and how to clean up dog poop in the neighborhood. By the end of the press 
conference, Wu Ping, cynically joked, “I really want to raise a question now. ‘Dear officers, in 
our community, we can’t even figure out how to make a living [yangren wenti养人问题, as 
opposed to the problem of feeding dogs]. You raised so many ‘questions about dog poop’ 
[goushi wenti狗屎问题, a pun on ‘shitty questions’], but do you really care about the needs of 
the floating population?’” 
As Wu Ping’s criticism demonstrates, the urban village community has to contend with 
different social groups and needs. It is little wonder that in the name of community-style 
management, social management in urban villages is reduced to gating and surveillance 
techniques, forgoing the functions of social provisions. Moreover, the village government and 
migrant tenants in Hua Village have different pictures of community in mind. To migrant 
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tenants, an (urban) community should have basic “law and order” and provide corresponding 
“services” to them as consumers, while the urban village uses the techniques in (urban) 
community to govern and profit from the migrant tenants. To migrant workers, the urban village 
“community” is the land of the bandits where strength is asserted with barrier gates, wheel locks, 
and a wolfdog. 
In this chapter I have shown how migrant NGOs, migrant workers, and village 
governments divergently frame the concept of community. Utopia, NGO enclaves, and bandit 
land represent spaces where images of community compete. Where do the three lines of 
community converge? What is the future of a migrant community that is simultaneously ideal, 
constrained, and arbitrary? In the chapters that follow, I will show how the search for a migrant 









PART II: THERE 
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3. DWELLING IN EMPTINESS: LEFT-BEHIND HOUSES AND SPATIALIZED IDENTITIES 
Located on the outskirts of Beijing, Fen Fang’s one-story, rental house was deeply 
ensconced in a big housing compound. Most of her neighbors worked as trash pickers. Each 
housing unit functioned as a miniature, informal recycling factory. Cans, bottles, papers, TVs, air 
conditioners, fridges piled up into rolling hills. To visit her, I had to step on rusting metal and 
decomposed plastic items from the machines scattered about the ground. Compared to her 
scruffy, if not slummy, rental house in Beijing, her shining apartment was located in a new 
residential compound (xiaoqu小区) in Qiu County, a small, quiet county seat in Hebei, about 
300 miles from Beijing. The buildings were seven-story, brightly painted, and surrounded by 
lovely gardens and exercise equipment. Wide, newly paved, tree-lined roads connected it to a 
nearby public park and, with a twenty-minute walk, to the county town. It exemplified an ideal, 
picturesque residential area for migrant homebuyers. Fen Fang dwells doubly, in Beijing and in 
her hometown.  
I met and came to know Fen Fang in Hua Village, an urban village in Beijing. Due to the 
exorbitant house prices, most migrants like Fen Fang are unable to put down roots in Beijing. 
Instead, they live in disreputable urban villages with low rents and poor living conditions. As my 
fieldwork proceeded, I realized that many of them left newly-rebuilt or refurbished houses 
behind in their rural hometowns. Some even managed to purchase houses in towns or counties. 
While they reside at the periphery of the metropolises, their rural houses are empty and left 
behind. What drives them to spend life savings to build or buy a house that they cannot live in? 
How do they make sense of left-behind houses? And, how do migrant workers dwell in empty 
places?  
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Housing shortages have long been an issue for migrant workers in cities. While existing 
studies point out the structural and institutional root causes of migrant housing problems, there is 
little information about how migrant workers experience their housing plight. Moreover, few 
studies attempt to investigate how the ambiguous identities of migrant workers relate to housing 
and dwelling. Migrant workers often find themselves neither in the city nor in the countryside, 
but always here and there. How do they live in the two lifeworlds? Does double dwelling 
transform migrant identities? My study draws attention to how the double existence of migrant 
workers, as both peasants and workers, is spatialized in home-making practices. I focus on how 
rural migrant workers attempt to bridge and reconcile the separation of their lifeworlds by 
building or buying and especially furnishing a home. The wasted houses, however, constantly 
unsettle how migrant workers make sense of their changing lives. 
I have taken Beijing, where I have been tracing the developments and transformations of 
suburban villages since 2007, as my project starting point (Roy 2003: 33). I came to know and 
locate my informants through activities held by Smile Children, a grassroots NGO in Hua 
Village. Over half of the 35 migrant families that I interviewed have rebuilt, refurbished, or 
bought houses. Seven of them have bought houses in towns or counties near their hometown 
villages. I used a multi-sited urban and migration studies research approach (Gaetano 2015) to 
capture the complexities of migrant houses. During two-year as a participant observer with 
migrant workers in Beijing, I traced key informants’ roots to their rural hometowns. I made five 
fieldtrips to the small cities, towns, and rural areas in Hebei, Hunan, Anhui, and Henan whence I 
investigated dwelling and housing conditions and particularly the roles of houses in the migrant 
lifeworld. 
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 This chapter begins with a review of existing studies of housing problems. I argue that the 
concept of dwelling is needed to highlight the relationship between migrant houses and 
identities. To identify the prominent features of migrant houses in Chinese society, I connect my 
cases to those in transnational migration studies. By examining decorations and furniture in Fen 
Fang’s house, I explicate how the lived experience of fruitless migration prompted migrant 
workers to acquire their own places. I continue by analyzing how migrant workers employ the 
discourse of waste to conceal the plight of dwelling. At the end, I examine how dwelling in 
emptiness characterizes the relationship between migrant workers and the places in which they 
dwell. 
THE PLIGHT OF DWELLING  
When I asked my informants why they left their Beijing houses behind, the answer often 
revealed a widening gap between the rural and the urban. As Fen Fang told me, “The place in 
Beijing is rented, small, and squalid. But what can we do? It’s all about making a living. One can 
easily earn at least 3,000 yuan per month in Beijing yet at most one to two thousand in the rural 
hometown. How can you earn a living there?” The weak job market and low earnings available 
in their places of origin mean that they better make a living in big cities.  
Previous studies, however, have discovered an underlying reason for the problem. Based on 
a Marxist theory of class formation, Pun and Lu identified “a spatial separation of production in 
urban areas and reproduction in the country side” (2010: 5) as the root cause of incomplete 
proletarianization. Migrants’ housing problems were a result of “unfinished proletarianization,” 
in which rural migrant workers fail “to turn into an urban population, to take roots in cities, to 
form one’s own community, and to become a new working class” (Pun and Ren 2008: 27). As a 
consequence of the hukou (户口 household registration) system, a “rural migrant worker” 
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(nongmingong农民工)” is both a farmer (nongmin农民) and a worker (gong工人). Although 
production happens in cities, migrant workers in cities cannot access most social goods and 
services (Pun and Lu 2010: 5). Rather, both employers and the state transfer migrant workers’ 
social reproduction, especially housing, children’s education, and medical care, to individual 
rural families. This institutional discrimination allows the state to employ an abundant labor 
force to boost the economy without bearing the enormous cost of workers’ reproduction. The 
unfinished proletarianization further leads to the ambiguous identity of Chinese migrant workers. 
Living through incomplete proletarianization, rural migrant workers are both peasants and 
workers, and neither peasants nor workers. 
Ching Kwan Lee recognized the plight of migrant workers as a double existence, which is “at 
once economic, political, and cultural” (2007: 204-5). Social reproduction in the countryside 
provides subsistence to the production of migrant workers. Political repression from local cadres 
and the poverty that migrants experience in rural hometowns influences how they understand and 
resist injustice in their work places. The world of labor is tightly connected with the world of the 
farm. The farmer’s and the worker’s identity both constitute rural migrant workers. Thus, seeing 
from the vantage point of “a holistic livelihood” (Lee 2007: 204), dagong (selling labor to a boss
打工) is not merely a particular working condition but an existential condition as well.  
Previous political-economic analyses convincingly define the highly ambiguous, marginal, 
and fluid subjectivities of rural migrant workers (Pun and Ren 2008: 30). The very ambiguity of 
identity in the unfinished process of proletarianization, however, is often left unquestioned. 
Instead of focusing on working-class identity, I consider multiple identities that rural migrant 
workers develop in home-making practices. Then I ask how the identity of being workers and 
peasants is negotiated, reinforced, or transformed through building or buying houses. 
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Specifically, I relate being a worker to being a peasant, being urban to being rural, and being a 
homeowner to being a tenant. I examine identities at different levels and contexts to show the 
intricate patterns in which “ambiguous” migrant identities are shaped. 
Moreover, approaching dwelling as the very foundation of existence, I am interested in how 
the experiences of dwelling consolidates or transforms the process of class formation. It is the 
lived experiences of being “neither here nor there but always and here and there” (Gielis and van 
Houtum 2012: 803) that remains unclear in existing studies. This chapter looks into how the 
double existence of migrant workers is formed in the “ongoing, form-generating” processes of 
dwelling (Ingold 2002: 173, 187). As Lee (2007) argued, dagong is “a way of life that straddles 
two worlds.” I ask, then, what form of dwelling accompanies this “straddling” way of life. If 
“man is insofar as he dwells” (Heidegger 2001: 147), how does double dwelling characterize 
migrant existence? What is the issue that the plight of dwelling poses for rural migrant workers?  
To answer these questions, I revisit how Heidegger explores the connections between 
dwelling and existence, which inspired my approach to migrant houses and identities. As 
Heidegger reminds us, “the real plight of dwelling does not lie merely in a lack of houses” but in 
learning to dwell (2001: 161). In recent years, the concept of dwelling has attracted much 
attention. Despite nationalism and rustic romanticism, Heidegger has greatly influenced the 
discourse on dwelling (Harrison 2007: 626) and writings on the home (Brun 2016: 427). 
Heidegger (2001) argues that to dwell does not merely mean to occupy a house or “to take 
shelter” in a building. The houses in themselves do not hold any guarantee that dwelling occurs 
(Heidegger 2001: 146). Rather, dwelling is the basic character of human existence (Heidegger 
2001: 215). Dwelling occurs in the fourfold, namely “in saving the earth, in receiving the sky, in 
awaiting the divinities, in initiating mortals” (Heidegger 2001: 151). As Ingold (2002, Heidegger 
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2001: 146-7) rephrases him, dwelling “encompasses the whole manner in which one lives one’s 
life on the earth.” To be a human being means to be a dweller.  
Heidegger’s concept of dwelling allows an investigation into the interplay between 
dwelling, housing, and identity. In Harrison’s words, dwelling theories are to “think the event of 
space” (2007: 627). Theorists employ dwelling as “a middle term” to name “the twisting and 
crisscrossing of interiority and exteriority” (Harrison 2007: 628). For example, Gielis and van 
Houtum (2012) studied the migrants from the Netherlands who built spacious houses in 
Germany but continued to live in both countries. To consider the form of dwelling on 
borderlands, they juxtaposed “monadic” dwelling with “nomadic” dwelling. The border, they 
argued, ontologically constructs the lifeworld of the migrants. The cross-border dwelling is in a 
continuum between enclosure and endless becoming. The border became the definition of their 
own existence. Similarly, Brun employs the concept of dwelling both as a residence and as “a 
way of being, a way of doing and a way of relating” (2016: 426). The concept of dwelling helps 
her explore how constant moving between rental accommodations affected the home-making, 
temporary identity, and recognition of internally displaced persons in Tbilisi, Georgia.  
The concept of dwelling is helpful to tackle housing practices that occur in and between 
multiple places—in the rural hometown and in the urban villages—and dwellers that live in an 
in-between state, as a peasant and a worker. In the following section, I explore how the practices 
and places of double dwelling ontologically inform their changing existence and identities by 
examining home decorations and furniture.  
WHY DO MIGRANTS BUILD HOUSES?  
In this section, I situate the questions of migrant houses in studies on transnational 
migration to highlight the characteristics of migrant houses in Chinese society. Research on 
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migrant houses usually begins with a question of building: Why do migrants build? The primary 
aim of transnational migration is to save money for house construction back in their sending 
countries (Erdal 2012; Dalakoglou 2010; Miller 2007). Many transnational migrants wish to go 
back and reside in the houses they have built. These houses, however, are usually left behind and 
the promise of return becomes a myth. Similarly, the belief in returning to one’s hometown is 
widespread and strongly held in China, although most migrants spend most of their lives in 
cities. If migrants cannot live in the houses they own, why do they still invest money, time, 
energy and emotion in building them? What exactly fosters “the myth of return” for migrant 
workers in China? 
Some migrants build for practical reasons. They have a place to stay when they visit their 
countries of origin. Migrant houses are also an investment. The owners can operate small 
businesses in the houses or rent them out for profit. Upon further explorations, however, migrant 
houses are never a mere place of residence. Rather, they are interconnected with migrant 
belonging and identity. Migrant houses are “relational places.” They are not only the 
materialization of remittances but also an “agent” of social relations. A migrant house, as 
Dalakoglou (2010) argues, is a “proxy presence” that allows its owner to be present in their 
hometown despite considerable distance. Migrant houses are both functional and symbolic. They 
embody the social status and the life histories of their owners.  
Despite being products of internal migration, migrant houses in China share similar features 
with the houses of transnational migrants. Most owners work in metropolitan areas and leave 
their rural houses behind. The imperative to build migrant houses in China, however, is strongly 
associated with incompetence. Yun Fei, a migrant worker from Henan, for example, once 
complained to me about her bad neighbor, who was an allegedly irresponsible father. She blamed 
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him for being a bad influence on her children, but she simply inferred “a failed family” from 
their three “shabby tile-roofed houses” (powafang破瓦房). For Yun Fei, housing is an indicator 
of ability and competence. When most villagers had rebuilt their rural houses with materials like 
concrete or bricks, a tile-roofed house indicated a family’s ineptitude.  
Such feelings of inferiority about housing conditions are especially heightened during the 
Chinese New Year. A middle-aged man, for example, was discomfited by my request to visit his 
home. He turned me down because he had not yet rebuilt his house. Despite owning an old rural 
house, he felt that he had “no [adequate] place” to receive visitors. Although he already had 
shelter, he felt like he was “homeless.” His neighbors, on the contrary, were comfortably and 
proudly sitting in their newly refurbished houses during our conversations. The neighbor’s 
family had celebrated Spring Festival several times in Wenzhou, Zhejiang until they finally 
rebuilt a three-story village house and marked its completion with a banquet for all villagers. 
Many rural migrants are so daunted by invidious comparisons between rural houses, which 
represent owner’s social status, that to avoid embarrassment they choose to stay in the cities 
where they work rather than celebrate the New Year in their hometowns. 1   
Moreover, houses and social status in China have a strong association with marriage. Due to 
the imbalance of the sex-ratio, the result of the one-child policy, young men face major social 
pressures to marry. Take Yun Fei for example. She had her heart set on seeing her teenage son 
go to college. “If he can’t make it [attend college],” she told me in a worried voice, “I instead 
have to spend my life savings on buying him a house. Otherwise it will be hard for him to find a 
wife.” Her son should prove his competence with either a college degree or by owning a house. 
                                                 
1 During Spring Festival, it is obligatory to give relatives and neighbors cash and commodities such as cigarettes, 
wine, fruit, or food. Comparisons are not limited to competition over each other’s housing conditions. Rather, 
villagers compare levels of achievements, from romantic partners, job, salary, to car.  
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As Wei et al. (2012) argue, the excess of bachelors has led to increasing housing prices in China. 
A house as “a marker of status” has motivated Chinese male migrants to go so far as to work in 
Ethiopia just to afford a home in China’s metropolises (Driessen 2015). A rural family with a 
potential bridegroom but no house will be at a disadvantage when negotiating a marriage. 
The worry of being left behind further intensifies a craze for building or buying a home. 
When I ask my informants why they and their fellow migrants aspire to build or buy homes, 
many attribute it to a prevalent mentality of panbi (攀比). Panbi means to compare and compete 
with someone higher in disregard of one’s capacity, with a pejorative connotation of vanity or 
irrationality. Lu (2007) interpretes the enthusiasm for house-building among villagers from a 
historical perspective. In his analysis, the craze had its roots in China’s collectivist era, when 
villagers believed that “everybody is a commune member. No one is inferior to anyone else” (Lu 
2007: 163). In a similar “mentality of egalitarianism,” villagers in the 1990s argued for building 
a house in this way: “The trend is there. There’s no way you aren’t gonna build. The situation 
demands it of us!” (Lu 2007: 162). The phrase panbi signaled well that one must have a house 
regardless of its feasibility. If migrant workers have no houses to leave behind, other villagers 
will leave them behind in the competition.  
Why does internal migration in China have features similar to transnational migration? 
China’s hukou system sets boundaries between migrant workers and urban hukou holders. It 
prevents most migrants from putting down roots in the cities in which they work. As a leading 
migrant activist, Sun Heng (Sohu 2011), explained, migrant workers “inhabit temporarily” their 
own “motherland” (zai ziji zuguo zanzhu在自己祖国暂住). Unable to gain residential status and 
hence a settled life, many migrant workers find the migrating life fruitless. “We did almost 
everything,” Fen Fang recalled, reviewing their migrant route over the past twenty years. Back in 
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the 1990s, she had worked with Wu Yan, her husband, in Shenzhen’s factories and then as sweet 
potato vendors in Guangzhou. In the early 2000s, Wu Yan recycled computers in Qiqihar, 
Heilongjiang Province, while Fen Fang took care of two children in her hometown. Since they 
moved to Beijing in 2007, he has worked as a driver, police assistant, and milk deliverer while 
she had worked as a waitress. Fen Fang concluded their history of dagong with a strong sense of 
fruitlessness. Although they worked nearly everywhere, they felt like that they had accomplished 
nothing.  
This feeling of futility from constantly moving and changing work places is closely tied up 
with housing and dwelling. No matter where they went to work, they always stayed in rented, 
temporary accommodations. “We were always drifting, without a sense of home,” Fen Fang told 
me. “I had already dreamed of buying my own house one day while my children were still very 
young.” Recently, in Beijing, Wu Yan had fortunately landed in steady jobs. As a driver for a 
local public institution, he earned about 4,000 to 5,000 yuan a month. The couple, like millions 
of rural migrant workers in China, was unable to afford a home in Beijing. Instead, they bought a 
three-bedroom apartment in their rural hometown in 2011 for 1,680 yuan/square meter, about 25 
USD/square feet, with their life savings and money borrowed from family and friends. 
The motive in building or buying a home is not just about enhancing one’s social status. 
Rather, it is a way to substantiate the futility. As Fu Kang, a migrant worker from Anhui told me, 
migrant workers like him know well that they will stay at the house they built for only eight or 
ten days a year. Building a house, he told me, is “all about consolation” (xinliweiji心里慰借). 
As occurs with transnational migrants, a migrant house materializes the labor that they devote in 
their migrating lives. An Albanian migrant worker who built a house in his hometown said he 
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did not want others to think that he “went to Greece and did nothing” (Dalakoglou 2010: 765). It 
is a desire to have a home rather than simply to live in it. 
Ironically, it is also the characteristic of living like a transnational migrant in one’s own 
country that makes double dwelling possible. Even though migrants leave the houses behind and 
uninhabited, they maintain close ties with their houses. Moreover, the rural dwelling and the 
urban one are interconnected. In the next section, my analysis moves from the buildings into 
home interiors and decorations. Through examining Fen Fang’s furniture, I explain how dwelling 
occurred in the process of decorating and furnishing.  
“IT’S FUTILE TO DO SO!” 
I first saw Fen Fang’s newly purchased rural hometown apartment through her WeChat 
profile picture.2 Smiling radiantly, she was lying on a soft, bright red carpet. Pleasant sunshine 
slanting on a low-slung, leather sofa behind her brightened the living room, where her family had 
just celebrated the Chinese New Year. Right after she returned to Beijing, I visited Fen Fang in 
Hua village. Sitting in her rental residence, she spoke about their new property. “Staying in the 
hometown is much better than here. There is heating and floor-to-ceiling windows, so warm and 
extremely comfortable,” she sighed. Compared to her brand-new apartment, Fen Fang’s home in 
Beijing seems to be dull and cramped. The room was heated by a simple coal-burning stove. Its 
three brick walls without windows blocked out most sunlight. Out-of-date and incomplete sets of 
furniture took up most of the 150-square-feet. This small strip of a place functions as the living 
room, the kitchen, the bedroom, and children’s study room all at the same time. The splendid, 
                                                 
2 WeChat is an instant messaging app developed and beloved in China. 
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spacious home in the picture and her slightly beaten-up home in Beijing are from two different 
worlds.  
In the summer of 2014, I paid a visit to Fen Fang’s hometown in Hebei and eventually 
experienced the wide gulf between her double dwelling. When I sat in her apartment, she 
proudly introduced her interior decorations with an anecdote. Her neighbor once wished to have 
similar designs and requested an introduction to Fen Fang’s decorators. “It is futile to do so,” she 
told the neighbor with a hint of disdain. “We bought almost all the pieces of furniture in Beijing, 
even those ceiling lamps.” She meant the three sets of delicate lamps, all in classic Chinese style. 
The main ceiling lamp, for example, consisted of a dark red, polished, wooden frame and seven 
dainty, blue-and-white porcelain lampshades. To protect the fragile items, Fen Fang drove with 
Wu Yan several times to move the furnishings from Beijing to Qiu County. 
The gulf between the two lifeworlds appeared to be widening when I looked around the 
exquisite furnishings in the apartment. Although they stayed only a few days a year in the bought 
home, the couple still spent 100,000 yuan, about a quarter of their total housing costs, on interior 
design and decorations.3 In addition to the contemporary-styled red carpet and leather sofa in the 
living room, Fen Fang also carefully selected the floral wallpaper, king-size bed, modern 
wardrobes, and decorative lighting. Through meticulously investing in the furnishings, she built 
an exclusive place where she acquired security and comfort. Gielis and van Houtum (2012: 797, 
800) argue that the Heideggerian concept of dwelling is a “nest-like” place where people “open a 
space of being” to take shelter from the outside world. From this perspective, her refusal to her 
                                                 
3 Unlike most of the neighbors, who were locals, Fen Fang and her husband, as a migrant family, dwelt mainly in 
Beijing’s modest home and left their model house behind. They visited the apartment only during holidays. In 2013 
and 2014, Fen Fang suffered from a lung disease and came to her apartment routinely to escape Beijing’s serious air 
pollution. Therefore, I had a chance to visit her during the summer.  
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neighbor signals an inclination for an enclosed life. If she had shared the ideas of decorations 
with her neighbor, she would lose the feeling of intimacy and security with her surroundings. 
Fen Fang’s dwelling as a nest-like place was also where she reinvented herself. When 
introducing the pieces of furniture to me, Fen Fang repeatedly told me that she wanted the 
furnishings to be “classic and generous (daqi大器).” She in no way wanted a “rustic” (tuqi土
气) style. Through personalized decorations, Fen Fang developed a new identity. Yet she was 
certainly not an exception. During fieldwork, I was often impressed by migrants’ decorating 
sense in their rural new homes: LED TVs, spiral stairs, and kitchens that automatically play 
music when someone walks in. Through a creative imagination of decorations, a dwelling place 
becomes “a space of being” where migrant workers forge new identities.  
Moreover, the acts of dwelling transform migrant identities. It is no longer a choice between 
being a farmer or a worker. Rather, dwelling practices blur the distinction between the rural and 
the urban. Through the exquisite, blue-and-white-porcelain lamps, Fen Fang defined her 
furnishing style as daqi (classic and generous) and deliberately contrasted it with the tuqi (rustic) 
style. Tuqi is often associated with low suzhi (quality素质) (Gaetano 2015: 30-1, 82-3) and 
hence the antithesis to a sophisticated, urban lifestyle. In China, the suzhi discourse is used to 
create a “social hierarchy” (Kipnis 2007: 390-3) between despicable, “low quality” subjects and 
desirable, “high quality” ones. Low suzhi is referred mostly to rural populations and migrant 
workers. With a carefully cultivated style of furnishings, however, Fen Fang destabilized the 
stereotype of “rustic, low suzhi” migrant workers. Space and place, as Sun (2009) reminds us, 
are omitted but crucial dimensions in the discourse of suzhi. Her analysis demonstrates that the 
discourse of suzhi never works in a homogenous way. Rather, suzhi was spatialized in different 
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contexts.4 Thus, I argue, the challenges or resistance to suzhi discourse should be located in 
spatial practices. Fen Fang blurred the distinction between the rural and the urban through her 
home-making practices.  
Ironically, the very dwelling experience in Beijing is the origin of both her futility and 
pride. On the one hand, Fen Fang rewarded her years of fruitless dagong life with hand-picked 
furniture in her rural home. Houses and furnishings materialize the efforts that rural migrant 
workers have put into their migrating lives but are unable to display in Beijing’s tiny, rental 
houses. Eye-catching and tangible, the luxurious lamps make amends for the frustration of living 
in Beijing. On the other hand, the hint of disdain that Fen Fang expressed to her neighbor 
revealed how she prided herself on the lived experiences that she has acquired in Beijing. Interior 
design and decoration brought from Beijing were a valuable source of her self-realization.  
Not just decorations, everyday practices in Fen Fang’s apartment are closely related to her 
daily life in Beijing and demonstrate the traces of her urban dwelling. One night, when we made 
dumplings together, I realized she brought all the seasonings from Beijing. “The ingredients 
from Beijing are purer,” she told me. Like many rural migrants, Fen Fang was acquainted with 
Beijing more than with her own hometown.5 She built two “modes of domesticity” (Bendix and 
Löfgren 2007: 14) and linked the two modes through dwelling. Goods from her hometown are 
scattered in her rental house in Hua village, while her rural dwelling is filled with clues about her 
                                                 
4 Sun’s main argument is about how “spatial markers of difference” are deployed to further distinguish a Sichuan 
domestic worker from an Anhui one (2009: 637). Anhui, for example, is associated with the stereotype of a rural, 
less developed and hence a “low suzhi” province. Even though a migrant worker may move from Anhui to a city, the 
move itself does not guarantee her social mobility. Rurality and low suzhi are inscribed in the migrant body. 
5 Fen Fang’s remark also reflected a growing concern about food safety issues in China. 
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family’s life in Beijing.6 Rather than being entirely split, urban and rural dwelling intertwine in 
migrant daily lives.  
Fen Fang’s story illustrates precisely the living conditions that many migrant workers 
accept with deep resignation. She leaves her nice, comfortable house behind and stays in shabby 
urban villages instead. She attempts to substantialize the pride and futility of dagong by means of 
the exquisite furnishings. Her home decorations not only illustrate the gulf between the rural and 
the urban dwelling but also bridge the two. 
THE DISCOURSE OF WASTE  
In this section, I explore the relation between migrant homeowners and their empty houses 
through the discourse of waste. “Why does the best furniture go to the house you can’t live in?” I 
answered Miller’s (2007) good question by examining furniture in Fen Fang’s newly bought 
house. My analyses have shed light on why villagers build or buy houses in the first place, but I 
have yet to investigate thoroughly how migrant homeowners maintain or relate to their left-
behind houses. It is common that a rural migrant goes to work to raise money for a home. 
Because of debt for construction costs or a mortgage, he or she must go out again. Before 
building or buying a house, migrants know perfectly well that their houses are going to be left 
behind and that they will become debtors and absentee homeowners. How does a wasted house 
become part of their life? How do absentee homeowners dwell in their left-behind houses? 
But first, let me elaborate the above questions through a migrant worker’s contradictory 
remarks about her left-behind house. “A house is all about investing. The market value of urban 
houses will increase. Nobody wants to buy a rural house,” Lan Ying兰英, a saleswoman in a 
                                                 
6 See also Boccagni (2014) on how the immigrant homes in Italy bear resemblance to homes in Ecuador.  
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Carrefour supermarket in Beijing, spoke about her newly purchased house in a businesslike tone. 
She is forty-two and brisk. Despite having a new three-bedroom apartment in her hometown, Lan 
Ying had neither decorated it for moving in nor rented it out. Instead of returning to Henan 
anytime soon, Lan Ying plans to stay in Beijing, where she has worked since 1993. After 
learning this, I asked her, “How about improving the condition of your home here?” I meant her 
slightly beaten-up house in Hua village, where she lived with her husband, a daughter, and a 
married son and his family. “No, I won’t,” she answered flatly. “To improve [the house] is to 
make my renminbi [money] suffer” (zheteng wode renminbi 折腾我的人民币), she joked. “So, 
you will stay in this tiny house and won’t be living in your own apartment for many years. Isn’t 
it a waste?” I wondered. In a roundabout way, she responded to my question, “There is an old 
saying in our hometown: The width of a mind is better than the width of a house (neng yao xin 
kuan bu yao wu kuan 能要心宽不要屋宽).” 
 Lan Ying’s evasive reply seemed to be at odds with her early stance regarding a house as 
merely an investment, material property. When I asked whether it was a waste to leave the house 
behind, she returned to “the width of a mind” and suggested “everything will be fine.” I was 
puzzled by her reply. If a big house indeed were not as good as a carefree mind, she would not 
even have bothered with a house. She measured the breadth of a house against the width of a 
mind. By doing so, she evoked two sets of seemingly incommensurable spatial feelings: How 
does an economic, pragmatic viewpoint of housing coexist with a positive-thinking, self-
motivational attitude of dwelling?  
A careful consideration of what waste means makes the contradictory statements of Lan 
Ying intelligible. When I ask migrant workers who do not own a house about their plans, many 
of them employ a discourse of waste to argue for not having built or bought a home. The usual 
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reply is: “We don’t know yet. You know, now we’re working in Beijing. If we have a house but 
stay there for only a few days a year over the Chinese New Year, isn’t it a waste?” Interestingly, 
the answer oftentimes ends with a rhetorical question: “Isn’t it a waste?” This query, a message 
sent back to the questioner, accentuates the uncertainty rooted in their double dwelling. On the 
one hand, given the increasing pressure of building or buying a home, going an entire life not 
owning a house is almost unthinkable to most rural migrants. Thus, they were probably not 
sincere about seeing a left-behind house as a waste. Rather, the reply reflects the unpredictable 
migrant life. Due to the hukou system, migrants are uncertain about when and where to have 
their houses. The remark about waste is a temporary excuse to justify their current decision-
making. On the other hand, the rhetorical question reveals their uncertainty and discomfort in 
delaying home ownership. “Isn’t it a waste?” is another way to say “what would you do if you 
were me?” Deploying a discourse of waste, they are asking for the interlocutor’s sympathy and 
affirmation of their reasoning.  
For many migrant workers, a wasted house signals hesitation and uncertainty. For some 
migrants, however, a wasted house means a decline in rural family values. Gong Li, for example, 
rejected the idea of buying an urban home unequivocally. Originally from Guangdong, she built 
a big house in rural Sichuan, her husband’s hometown, to reside with her parents-in-law. Gong 
Li had worked in southern China’s factories, as a domestic worker, a salesperson in advertising, 
and lately has run a small online store. Her husband, a technician in Beijing, earns comparatively 
good money. In our conversations, Gong Li first compared her own view with migrant 
homebuyers. Her family could well afford to buy property in her county seat, but an urban home 
was a waste to her. “It costs 400,000 to 500,000 yuan to buy a house. I also spent 400,000 to 
500,000 yuan to build a big, rural house. But three generations can live here altogether!” She 
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went on, “You go back to the countryside mainly for your parents. They are peasants and won’t 
get used to living in big cities.” Buying an urban house is wrong to her. “You can’t buy property 
in the city just for your own enjoyment. If you do so and then stay only for eight or ten days in 
the house, what’s the meaning of this (you yisi ma有意思吗)? [You simply] place the money 
there [in the house] and prevent your parents from enjoying it at all!” She strongly showed her 
disapproval of buying but wasting a house. 
Interestingly, Gong Li responded to me with a rhetorical question. But unlike other 
migrants, her rhetorical question did not imply any uncertainty. You yisi ma sounds similar to 
“What’s funny about that?” than “What’s the meaning of it?” Buying a house but not living 
there, for Gong Li, was “not funny at all.” She even highlighted it with a second-person narrative 
to make her addressee stressful. Waste is a reason for blame. The urban house becomes a real 
waste because the parents can neither live with their children altogether nor “enjoy” the house. A 
rural house is not only for inhabiting but also for holding onto rural family values. To waste a 
house is to evade filial responsibilities. Moreover, a migrant house is the materialized form of 
money. Thus, an urban home is associated with selfish, young, migrant couples who “place the 
money there” merely for their own “enjoyment.”  
What do we talk about when we talk about a wasted house? A discourse of waste, I argue, is 
used to conceal the real use of houses and the meaning of dwelling and life. Whereas Gong Li 
emphasizes the importance of filial duty in her housing choice, Lan Ying focuses on the market 
value of housing. They seem to represent two distinct views on becoming urban in China’s 
changing economy. One preserves rural family values, while the other strongly feels the lure of 
booming urban real estate. Both, however, employ a discourse of waste to conceal the 
predicament of dwelling. Lan Ying evaded my question about her wasted house by saying that 
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“the width of a mind” is greater than “the width of a house.” Although Gong Li took on filial 
responsibilities and built a big, rural house, ironically, she had no intention to go back. She told 
me unsurely, “All our social networks are here and our foundations are here (in Beijing). [We 
won’t return to the countryside] unless our living conditions become ideal or when we become 
old.” Her house, just like numerous empty houses in rural China, is left-behind and resided in 
only by the elderly. Both Lan Ying and Gong Li evaded the question of waste and avoid 
recognizing their real plight of dwelling. 
Life in Beijing is the other side of the coin. When having a house elsewhere is the most 
important goal, the dwelling in Beijing becomes liminal and transient. To avoid unnecessary 
“waste,” they make only a modest investment of time and energy in their rental accommodations. 
Most migrants merely make do with furniture that was second-hand or pieced-together. In the 
previous section, Fen Fang felt at ease investing in decorations in her bought house, a place of 
her own. Her rental house in Hua village, on the contrary, had merely plain furniture, let alone 
decorations. Liminality, as Li Zhang (2001) points out, characterizes the living conditions of 
rural migrant workers in urban villages in Beijing.7 Since the accommodations in Beijing are 
rented and temporary, it is reasonable to minimize investments in furnishings there. Lan Ying 
made fun of the idea about improving her poor housing condition. As mentioned earlier, to 
improve her house is to make her money suffer. She saw the investment in Beijing as a 
“torment” (zheteng折腾) to her money (renminbi). Money is personified, with an echo of its 
owner’s migratory, fruitless life. Her half joke is a blank refusal to confront the meaning of 
dwelling in Beijing. The discourse of waste conceals the very emptiness of the migrating life, 
                                                 
7 The experiences of internally displaced persons staying in rental housing in Georgia also showed that the sense of 
security was directly linked to the feeling of home (Brun 2016). 
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both in the rural and urban dwelling. Migrant workers inhabit in Beijing rental accommodations 
that they do not fully dwell in. They dwell in the left-behind houses that they do not actually 
inhabit. In either way, they live elsewhere and for another moment rather than in the present. The 
concealment initiates dwelling in emptiness.  
DWELLING IN EMPTINESS  
I end this chapter by developing the concept of emptiness in relation to waste and dwelling. 
The preceding section began with Lan Ying’s elusive remarks on her wasted house. I scrutinized 
the strong evasion, uncertainty, alongside blame that they expressed when confronting the 
problem of wasted houses. The discourse of waste, I contend, is a way to avoid and conceal 
dwelling in emptiness.  To discuss this point, I examine what “the width of a mind” represents 
and means. “The width of a mind,” Lan Ying argued, was better than “the width of a house.” 
One can easily take “the width of a mind” as a synonym for carefreeness or being broad-minded. 
She took a positive-thinking, self-motivational attitude towards housing. Noticeably, she spoke 
about the span of the human mind and compared it to a house, as if a mind is an airy place that 
can be measured and inhabited. Both interpretations are pertinent to the concept of dwelling in 
emptiness. 
Transnational studies on migration help us to situate “the width of a mind” in a broader 
context. Despite focusing on different countries, a few studies discussed the “migrant cosmos” in 
relation to migrant houses. The “cosmological imperative” to build a home in the Caribbean, 
Miller (2007) argues, explained why immigrants devote their best furniture to Jamaica rather 
than in the United Kingdom, where they live in. Dalakoglou (2010) argued, based on 
Heidegger’s notion of dwelling, that “building these houses should be seen as a material 
fragment of the many ways that migrants dwell within their migratory cosmos” (772, emphases 
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added). Making a house, he continued, is a way to remake a “new ontology of pre-existing 
relationships” and “make sense of the transnational and transitional world” (2010: 772). These 
interpretations remind us of a neglected viewpoint when we discuss the Chinese migrant houses: 
the cosmos and ontology in relation to migrant workers and their houses.  
These studies, however, did not clearly explain why migrants must remake a new ontology. 
To put it differently, what was the old migrant cosmos order? What is disturbed or what does not 
make sense to migrants so that they need a new order? What is the new ontology? How do 
migrants remake it? Emptiness (kong空), I argue, is the key element linking migration, houses, 
and dwelling.  
The lived experiences of migration and dagong are the underlying causes of Lan Ying’s 
conflicting views. Excluded by the rural-urban division, her lifelong migration can hardly yield 
an official, urban residential status. Nor does long-lasting dagong, simply selling labor to bosses, 
provide her with a recognizable, worker’s status. When years of dagong and migration come full 
circle, owning a home is a valiant attempt to fight against a sense of futility. Her indirect answer 
to my question reveals an impasse embedded in double dwelling. As Pun and Lu (2010) point 
out, being both peasants and workers characterizes the incomplete process of proletarianization 
among Chinese migrant workers. The unfinished proletarianization, furthermore, leads to strong 
emotions such as anger and resentment among young, rural migrant workers. In my observations, 
the deep emotions that migrant homeowners display is an urgent desire for consolation. Fen Fang 
prided herself on exquisite decoration and furnishings. Lan Ying’s left-behind house offered her 
more comfort than sheer practical value. A house is not merely a sign of social status, triumphing 
over one’s neighbors (Lu 2007) or merely benefiting a future family (Sargeson 2002; 2004). 
Palpable and visible, a house materializes and substantiates the futility of dagong and migration.  
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 Such a desire to overcome futility often makes migrant workers feel like “having no choice 
but to buy a home.” Su Qian, another migrant homebuyer, for example, has been crowded into a 
small, rental room with her family for ten years in Beijing. Depending on a monthly wage of 
4,000 yuan, in 2011 Su Qian bought, astonishingly, a 370,000-yuan apartment in her hometown 
county of Hebei Province. “It’s the most classic housing in town,” she responded to my surprise 
at the price. “With elevators!” she added proudly. Given her monthly mortgage payment of 5,000 
yuan, plus a newly added car loan, I was puzzled by how she can settle all her debts in her early 
thirties.8 “You got to have what you got to have” (gai you de hai shi yao you该有的还是要有), 
Su Qian curtly replied to me as if she had no other choice.  
The imperative to own a house is gradually shaping a new order in the migratory cosmos. 
No matter what decision they make, migrant workers face an ambivalent future. If they buy a 
house, it “wastes” money on a left-behind house. If they do not buy one, they cope with the 
anxiety of being left behind and resist in anguish the command of “you got to have what you got 
to have.” Sometimes, such imperative demands a break from the past. Wu Ping, a migrant-
turned-activist, for example, bought a one-bedroom apartment in 2013 for 410,000 yuan in 
Yanjiao, a bedroom community of Beijing. When I asked about her motive, she told me 
sheepishly, “A friend asked me to buy it.”9 Huang Li, Wu Ping’s senior, ardent friend, convinced 
her to buy a home far away from her hometown, Heilongjiang. “A house, sooner or later in your 
life, is a must,” she told Wu Ping, as if there were no other choice. With an imperative note in 
                                                 
8 Su Qian paid the mortgage and additional expenses altogether with her husband whose income was around 10,000 
yuan (see also chapter 4).  
9 Originally from Heilongjiang Province, Wu Ping had been a teacher in private schools for migrant children in 
Beijing and then worked in a grassroots NGO for migrant workers in 2009. Given her relatively low monthly wage 
(between 3,000 and 4,000 yuan in 2013), the 2,000-yuan monthly mortgage payment was an onerous burden. Huang 
Li wanted a good companion in Beijing when she grew old. Huang Li insisted on lending her 50,000 yuan. Wu Ping 
felt embarrassed about her decision to buy a house and told me, “Having [support from] such a good friend, how can 
I not to buy it?” I explore the uncertainty behind similar rhetorical question in the preceding section.  
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her voice, Huang Li went on, “Stop thinking about whether you’ll return or not, just buy it!” 
Huang Li’s persuasion was powerful. What she asked Wu Ping to do was not merely to buy a 
property. Rather, it meant a rupture with her rural past. “The myth of return” (Erdal 2012) has 
haunted rural migrant workers. But, now, Huang Li dispelled the myth by saying that “stop 
thinking about whether you’ll return to your hometown or not.” A new house and thus a new 
place means a new life. It disturbs the old migratory order and creates a new “cosmos.” This 
potential rupture from the past also explains why Gong Li, in the preceding section, found an 
urban house disturbing. The new house signals a break with filial duty and thus risks changing 
her cosmos. 
Ironically, Wu Ping had never thought about buying a home. “I just wanted a place to stay 
when I became old and a place to lie down when I was sick.” She told me about her original 
visions of the future, and then she sighed, “all I wanted was a place to quietly rest” (an shen zhi 
suo安身之所). Huang Li, however, criticized her, “Look how little ambition you’ve got!” 
Ambition epitomizes the ethos of contemporary China. A new house embodies such aspirations 
and becomes a challenge to Wu Ping, who wanted a place simply to rest her body. The 
destination of her life journey, as Wu Ping once imagined, was not necessarily a property. 
Instead, it was a malleable place. It could be as small as a single bed or a tiny room. She would 
feel reassured in a place where she could rest and calm herself. By contrast to “a house as a 
must,” Wu Ping’s wish was an inclination to “stay with things” (Heidegger 2001: 151). “To 
dwell, to be set at peace,” Heidegger (2001: 149) explained, “means to remain at peace within 
the free, the preserve, the free sphere that safeguards each thing in its nature.” She tried to remain 
within a “free sphere” that preserves the nature of the bed or the room, which functions simply as 
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a place to lie down, without its social, cultural, or economic attributes. This is where she can 
place her body (and mind) safely, quietly, and tranquilly and thus to “spare and preserve.”  
Emptiness (kong空) links fruitless migration, wasted houses, and double dwelling. If, as 
Heidegger (2001: 157) argues, the relationship between man and space is dwelling, then the 
relationship between migrant workers and their space is dwelling in emptiness. Against a 
backdrop of rural-urban division and top-down urbanization, migrant workers attempt to dwell 
but find their existential meaning in emptiness. Although migrant workers build or buy houses, 
they fail to constantly “stay with things.” Rather, what they “get through or persist through” 
(Heidegger 2001: 156) is emptiness. Straddling two worlds, they lose their relationship with 
either the wasted, rural houses or the rental, urban home. They fail to “remain at peace” and thus 
have no other choice but to resign to a dwelling in emptiness.  
 When emptiness became the new order of the migratory cosmos, Lan Ying called for a 
positive-thinking, self-motivational attitude to balance such emptiness. “Positive thinking” is a 
way that migrant workers dwell between two worlds. “The width of a mind” becomes a location 
that provides for space. Only a carefree mind can “admit and install” (Heidegger 2001: 158) the 
emptiness. It transcends the waste of houses and, thereby, reconciles the plight of double 
dwelling. 
THIS chapter tackles a set of multilayered and entwined questions in the relations between 
migration, materiality, and identity. I start with why migrant workers build houses and end with a 
discussion of dwelling in emptiness. Migrant workers aspire to substantiate their fruitless life of 
migration and laboring by building or buying a home. Migrant houses, once they are built, are 
soon left-behind and wasted. They not only embody the pride and futility of their owners but also 
become a medium of emptiness. How do migrant workers negotiate the urge for owning a place 
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and the loss of its waste? A discourse of waste, I contend, is prevalent in China and conceals the 
dwelling of both migrant houses in hometowns and rental accommodations in Beijing. 
Elusiveness, hesitation, and evasion exemplify the relationship between migrants and their 
wasted houses. Furthermore, it signals how migrant workers shape a new order to dwell between 
two lifeworlds.  
Dwelling in emptiness provides a new viewpoint to investigate how migrant workers in 
China go through diverse places and spatial experiences. The housing plight of migrant workers 
has long lay in their ambiguous identities of being both peasants and workers and yet neither 
peasants nor workers. Meanwhile, migrant workers live in a way that is both here and there but 
neither here nor there. This chapter contributes to existing studies by taking the very status and 
situation of living in such an impasse as its subject. Ambiguous identities and double dwelling, I 
argue, are mutually constituting processes. Migrant houses, on the one hand, allow their migrant 
workers to bridge and reconcile uncertain identities. The ambivalent residential status, on the 
other hand, constantly unsettles dwelling practices. The two processes eventually lead to 
conformity and conflicts in the “migrant cosmos.” To make sense of the unstable processes, 
migrant workers dwell within intensified emptiness.  
This argument is further sharpened through a dialogue with international migration studies. 
Despite participating in internal migration, Chinese migrant workers show comparable 
characteristics to transnational migrants. Because of the hukou system, rural migrant workers in 
Chinese metropolises face exclusion in ways similar to how transnational migrants live in 
receiving countries. Migrant houses in China are functional, symbolic, and parallel with the 
houses of transnational migrants. Behind similar housing practices, however, each society is 
remaking its own “migratory cosmos,” individualized, diversified, and culturally logical 
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(Dalakoglou 2010: 772). While the English-styled houses of Caribbean immigrants are not 
accepted in Jamaica (Miller 2008), Dalakoglou (2010) observed “fluid socio-cultural and 
aesthetic conditions” in Albania. “Material dynamism” in Albania, Dalakoglou argued, bridges 
the gap between the immigrant homeowners and the local villagers through the processes of 
making houses. In postsocialist China, the social conditions are not as fluid as in postsocialist 
Albania. The postsocialist character of migration is contingent on the hukou system that has long 
prevented migrant workers from acquiring full urban residential status. Due to the hukou hurdles, 
openness and fluidity are not prevalent in China. Instead, it is futility, evasiveness, and emptiness 
that characterizes migrant ontology in China. Dwelling in emptiness does not mean that migrant 
workers cannot create novel practices or remain flexible in the places they inhabit. Rather, 
dwelling via “the width of a mind” allows migrant workers novelty and flexibility to interact 
with institutional discrimination barriers.  
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4. GENDERED DWELLING: THE DOUBLE MEDIATION OF MIGRANT FAMILIES AND MOTHERS 
Born in Inner Mongolia in 1994, Da-long has had a long history of migration between his 
hometown and big cities. His parents sent him at nine months of age to Anhui to stay with his 
grandparents. At three, he reunited with his parents in Inner Mongolia. When seven, he went back 
to Anhui again for elementary school, while his parents migrated from Inner Mongolia to Beijing. 
When I met him in Beijing in 2008, he had just transferred from a middle school in Anhui to 
Beijing. Da-long’s story is the epitome of the plight of Chinese migrant children. While migrant 
parents rely on jobs in the city for their livelihood, the city keeps most migrant children away from 
public schooling. The conflict between unavoidable outmigration and discriminatory educational 
policy leads to family separation and the unsettling experiences of migrant workers. 
My primary aim in this chapter is to examine how migrant workers come to terms with this 
conflict. How do migrant parents respond to institutional barriers to their children attending public 
schools in the cities? How do migrant families mediate the clash? To address these issues, I use a 
case study of “study mothers” (peidu mama陪读妈妈), who return from Beijing to their rural 
hometowns to pursue a better education for their children. They give up their jobs and live 
separately from their husbands in Beijing. Once independent workers, migrant mothers now devote 
themselves to caring for their children, especially as they prepare for high-school and college 
entrance exams. I ask: What roles do mothers play in relation to migration? How do female migrant 
workers mediate the conflict between their aspirations for independence and their responsibilities 
as mothers? What does the mediation tell us about the reconfiguration of the migrant family?  
In the 1950s, the Chinese state established the hukou (household registration) system and 
divided its population into urban and rural populations. Public goods and services such as 
employment, housing, insurance, and education were allocated based on the hukou system. The 
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state strictly controlled rural-to-urban migration until the late 1970s. The reform-and-opening era 
inaugurated a postsocialist transition, initiating an unprecedented flow of migration. By 2016, 
China’s Bureau of Statistics had categorized about 280 million people as migrant workers with a 
rural hukou (NBS 2017). In the last four decades, the state has adopted substantial and wide-
ranging hukou reforms. The tragic death of Sun Zhigang in 2003, for example, brought to end the 
notorious “detention and repatriation systems” against rural migrants. The significance of the 
“temporary residence permit” (zhanzhu zheng暂住证) as an essential identification paper that 
allowed rural migrants to stay in cities has also declined.  
Nevertheless, funds for education are allocated according to household registration. In Da-
long’s case, he is entitled only to public education in his hometown, Anhui. Without a Beijing 
hukou, he is unlikely to attend a public school in Beijing, where his parents work.1 The 
institutional barriers lead to the separation of children from their parents. Some migrant workers 
opt to entrust their children to grandparents in rural hometowns, where their children can attend 
public schools. Some migrant parents choose to bring their children to Beijing, where they make 
                                                 
1 In 2015, about 78% of the migrant children, who accompanied their parents to the cities, attended public schools in 
Beijing (Zhao and Wei 2017). The statistics seem to be counterintuitive and refute the statement that migrant 
children are unlikely to attend public schools in Beijing. Based on my fieldwork research, I have found that, first, 
socioeconomic status and educational background factor into the ability to secure public schooling. Four of my 
informants, for example, successfully sent their children to public schools in Beijing. Their educational degree or 
socioeconomic conditions are unrepresentative of migrant workers in Hua Village, though. Fu Kang’s wife is a 
Beijing rural-hukou holder. Wan Jie runs her own moving-help company. Zhang Hai and Ding Tao are college 
graduates, and both have white-collar jobs. Second, to apply for public schools in Beijing, migrant parents must 
prepare “five certified documents” (wuzheng五证). One of the five certified documents, “a letter of employment,” 
for example, is not applicable to migrant workers in the informal labor sector. Third, the implementation of 
educational policies and reforms differ in districts. Some districts, where most migrant workers in Beijing live, tend 
to limit their considerable educational resources to Beijing hukou holders. These educational bureaus set additional 
requirements or procedures to the basic “five, certified documents” (see footnote 14). Four districts in 2014, for 
example, require the proof of social insurance payments. Also, some districts accept only the “temporary residence 
permits” acquired within specific dates. Arguably, migrant parents with higher socioeconomic status and educational 
backgrounds are more capable or tend to fulfill the requirements than menial workers. Four, policies and regulations 
change over time. Since 2014, the municipal government of Beijing considerably tightened its control over private 
schools for migrant children (H. Zhao and Wei 2017). Lastly, the statistics may understate the total number of 
“invisible” migrant children who, because of the obstacles listed above, are left behind or move back and forth 
between Beijing and their hometowns.   
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do with private schools for migrant children (dagong zidi xuexiao打工子弟学校), which are 
infamous for poor infrastructure and educational quality.2 In either case, the discriminatory 
system adversely affects migrant children and their families. Given the negative influence of 
family separation, mainstream media and research institutes often label rural migrant families as 
belonging to two dysfunctional patterns. According to a 2013 national report, about 61 million 
children were “left-behind children” (liushou ertong留守儿童) who stayed in their rural homes, 
while 35 million children were “floating children” (liudong ertong流动儿童) who lived in cities 
with their parents. 
While a growing body of studies has focused on migrant children, I recount the story of 
migration from the perspective of female migrant workers, who mediate the desire and distress 
of migrant families in their role as mothers. My research explores how their desires and identities 
as independent workers are entangled with expectations for their children’s educational 
attainment, familial duty, and resignation to the hukou system. I delineate three figures of 
migrant mothers—a good mother, a single mother, and a reconciled mother—to examine the 
varying ways in which migrant mothers reconcile their desire and expectation with institutional 
constraints and familial conflict. The everyday life of a socially defined responsible mother, for 
example, centers around daily activities such as dropping off and picking up children, grocery 
shopping, cooking, and housekeeping. She negotiates intangible anxiety, expectation, and 
ambition by devoting herself to day-to-day housework. Gendered dwelling mediates 
multilayered conflicts that arise not only between female migrants and their families but also 
                                                 
2 According to my fieldwork, there were more than 300 migrant children’s schools in Beijing in 2008. In 2014, 
according to Xingongmin (2014: 15), the number of migrant children’s schools in Beijing has dropped to 130 with 
about 95,000 students. The 67 licensed private schools had about 50,000 students, while the 63 unlicensed schools 
had about 40,000 students.  
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between migrant families and the state.  
I met Meng Na孟娜, Chen Ling陈玲, and Su Qian苏倩 in Hua Village, Beijing and traced 
their paths back to their hometowns in Anhui, Henan, and Hebei, respectively. The three figures 
represent different aspects of migrant motherhood. Through their stories, I explore the 
relationships between migration and motherhood by engaging with the issues of desire, housing, 
and education. 
GENDERED DWELLING 
How does migration affect the meaning of motherhood? Seen through the lens of family and 
motherhood, what are the new implications of migration? Highlighting the roles of migrant 
families and mothers, I strive to make three interventions in the fields of migrant labor, family, 
and education in contemporary China. First, I clarify how frequent migration between rural 
hometowns and cities has reconfigured migrant families. The dynamism of migrant families is 
more significant their dysfunction. Despite seemingly widespread family separation, rural-urban 
visits and migration happen far more frequently than before. Take Da-long for example. He 
experienced being a left-behind and floating child. In some cases, parents leave some of their 
children in the rural homes but bring other children with them to the city. Greater mobility and 
migration produce various family formation patterns that can be hardly subsumed under the 
categories of “left-behind” or “floating” rural families. Instead, left-behind children and floating 
children are two sides of the same coin. The greater mobility and flexibility of migrant families 
are associated with the greater precariousness of migrant labor.  
Second, I analyze the reconfigurations of rural migrant families through the lens of migrant 
mothers. Existing scholarship has explicated how young rural women become female migrant 
workers, especially factory workers and domestic workers and how their subjectivities are 
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shaped by the state, market, and rural family (Gaetano and Jacka 2004; Jacka 2005; Pun 2005; 
Yan 2008). Few studies, however, discuss how the multiple and conflicting roles that women 
play in the Chinese family are influenced by gender, migration, and the state. Gaetano (2015) 
carefully followed a group of rural women from their early twenties to their late thirties. She 
demonstrates the different ways in which the same migrant woman at different stages of life 
negotiates her rural-urban experiences and identities. 
To advance Gaetano’s study, I focus on rural female migrants who are both workers and 
mothers. A female migrant worker can be a daughter, a wife, or a mother, or all three. From the 
vantage point of an extended rural family, she can also be a sister, a cousin, or a daughter-in-law. 
Rosenbaum (2017: 11) argues, “an individual’s worth and social value, her sense of belonging … 
span several selves, temporal horizons, and categories of labor.” My study focuses on the tension 
between an independent self and the family, between prior and current dwelling experiences, and 
between the value of productive labor and reproductive work.  
Third, I explore the contested desire and feelings of resignation behind migrant parental 
expectations. High expectations and anxiety over educational achievements are common for 
Chinese parents. Children are expected to study hard, get good grades, go to college, and 
eventually have a better life. The state’s citizenship policies dishearteningly dampen the parental 
expectations of migrant workers. Many Chinese families, however, still see a college degree as 
the only hope for social mobility. As many of my informants told me, “I don’t want to see my 
children end up doing the same work as I do.” This narrative epitomizes the prevailing belief of 
migrant parents in the link between education and social mobility. They tend to attribute their 
unskilled jobs to a low degree of education and then regard a college degree as the only hope for 
social mobility in the next generation.  
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Parents from the countryside believe the failure to obtain a college degree consigns rural 
migrant workers to a lack of social mobility. In fact, dead-end jobs are more likely the result of 
the institutional barriers of hukou, cultural discrimination, and other structural causes. This 
prevailing belief in education further gives rise to a simplistic account of migrant desire. Migrant 
workers often say, “We migrate to make money, which is to make a better life for our children 
and family.” The primary motivation behind their hard work in big cities is to provide their 
children with better education and hence a promising future. It is, however, as oversimplified as 
the claim that migration is only about earning money. In the following sections of ethnography 
and analysis, I will demonstrate how migrant desire should not and cannot be simplified as one 
single yearning—making money. Rather, migrant desire is situated in and shaped by familial 
obligations, aspirations for independence, and changing rural-urban identities. 
INCREASED MOBILITY, GREATER PRECARITY 
In this section, I attend to the processes in which migrant families negotiate separation and 
reunion. I argue for the dynamism in rural migrant families on the move, rather than a simplistic 
view of migrant workers. The typology of “dysfunctional” families assumes an ideal rural family 
whose members should live all together in an idyllic village. This assessment of migrant families 
implies a linear goal of urbanization or proletarianization that should be shared by all migrant 
workers. It regards the experiences of migration and dwelling merely as part of a transitional and 
liminal stage. It reproduces and reinforces the long-standing rural-urban divide. Moreover, the 
categories of left-behind and floating families fail to account for the increased mobility of 
migration, which is manifest in migrant families. Such a typology fails to consider how migrants 
identify or how their attitudes toward “rural homes” have been transformed in the processes of 
double dwelling in the city and the countryside.  
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By contrast, I highlight how the lived experience of migration changes the “organizational 
arrangements” of the migrant family (Hondagneu-Sotelo and Avila 1997). Table 2 is a 
comparison of family arrangements based on my fieldwork in Hua Village in 2013 and in 2017. I 
categorize my informants into three types of arrangements: floating, mixed, and left-behind. 
Demonstrating the “macro” changes, the columns are the number of migrant families in each of 
the three types, in 2013 and 2017. When I began my fieldwork in Hua Village in 2013, many of 
my informants, 23 of 35 families, were floating. They brought all their children and resided 
together in Beijing. Eleven migrant families were mixed, with at least one child in Beijing and 
one child back home. Only one family left all her three children in the hometown.3 My follow-up 
research of 21 migrant families, however, shows considerable changes in each type of family 
arrangement. Within three years, many of the children return home to attend public schools. The 
number of family with only floating children dropped from 23 to 7. In contrast, the family with 
only left-behind children increased from 1 to 9.  
Table 3 aims to show a detailed composite picture of family arrangements. Based on the 
same data as Table 2, I explore how the composition of each group changed in 2017. The group 
of floating families from 2013 turned into seven floating families, six left-behind families, and 
two mixed families in 2017. The group of mixed families in 2013 turned into three mixed 
families and three left-behind families in 2017. The transformations in Tables 2 and 3 
demonstrate increased mobility and frequent migration. They also reveal that the differentiation 
                                                 
3 Due to the nature of my fieldwork, I had greater access to floating than left-behind children. I worked with Smile 
Children, an NGO targeting the extracurricular activities of floating children (liudong ertong流动儿童) and 
providing migrant families with social services. Most families who visited Smile Children resided with their 
children in Hua Village, and the children went to schools in Beijing. Those parents who left all their children back 
home in the countryside had less contact with Smile Children. Fortunately, I had the opportunity to meet left-behind 
children during summer vacations. While migrant parents still worked in the summer, many managed to pick up 
their left-behind children from their hometowns for a summer reunion in Hua Village. 
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Table 2. Macro-Changes in Migrant Family Arrangements from 2013 to 2017. 
 2013 2017 
Type of Arrangement Number of Families Number of Families 
Floating 23 7 
Mixed 11 5 
Left-behind 1 9 





Table 3. Mirco-Changes in Migrant Family Arrangements from 2013 to 2017. 
2013 2017 
Type of Arrangement Number of Families Type of Arrangement Number of Families 
Floatingi 23 
(Remaining) Floating   7ii iii 
Left-behind 6 
Mixed 2 
Not applicableiv 8 
Mixedv 11 
(Remaining) Mixed    3vi vii 
Left-behind 3 
Floating 0 
Not applicable 5 
Left-behindviii 1 Not applicable 1 
 
Source: Dissertation fieldwork from 2013 to 2014 and follow-up research from 2014 to 2017. 
 
                                                 
i A family with all children in Beijing. 
ii Fen Fang and Wu Yan returned to Hebei with their grandchild while their two children stay in Beijing. 
iii Bao Kang studies in Yanjiao. 
iv Family information was not updated in 2017. 
v A family had at least one child in Beijing and one child back home. 
vi In 2013, Sun Yuan’s daughter was in Beijing while her son was back home. In 2017, they swapped the 
arrangement. 
vii In 2013, Meng Na lived with Yangyang in Beijing while Shanshan stayed at home. In 2014, Yangyang stayed in 
Anhui. In 2015, Meng Na brought Yangyang back to Beijing again.  
viii A family has all its children back home. 
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between floating and left-behind children is only justifiable from a synchronic, not diachronic, 
perspective.  
It is commonly assumed that Chinese migrant workers only visit their hometowns during 
the Chinese New Year. In mass media, the enormous flow of migrant workers traveling during 
the Spring Festival reinforces the image and impression of “alienated” migrant workers. Migrant 
workers usually tell me they return home once a year. A close observation of migrant life, 
however, indicates a complicated picture. My informants often omit mentioning their short-term 
visits—inspecting the process of building a rural house, paying a visit to sick family members, 
helping with the spring or autumn harvest, or attending family weddings. 
Gu Ting古婷, a live-in nanny in Beijing, for example, took only three days for a roundtrip 
between Beijing and Anhui, about 650 miles away from the capital, roughly the distance from 
New York to Indianapolis. She took an overnight train to Anhui on a Friday, picked up her nine-
year-old son on Saturday afternoon, returned by another overnight train and arrived in Beijing on 
Sunday morning.4 Her boy would stay with her at the employer’s three-bedroom apartment for 
the summer vacation.5  
Greater rural-urban mobility gives rise to changing modes of migration and family 
reconfiguration. The ability to migrate frequently does not mean, however, less pain and 
suffering. A close-up view of Gu Ting’s family reveals convoluted migrant family stories. When 
I met her family in 2013 in Hua Village, Beijing, Gu Ting was a live-out nanny specializing in 
                                                 
4 This was not the first time that Gu Ting hurried back to her hometown. Since her son moved back to live with his 
grandparents in 2015, he often had stomach pains. When he had appendicitis in 2016, Gu Ting quit her job and 
stayed a few months in Anhui. 
5 I was surprised by the benevolence of Gu Ting’s employer and read it as a win-win situation for both Gu Ting and 
her employer. According to Gu Ting, her employers struggled to find a stable live-in nanny and the change of 
nannies has made the child anxious. Allowing Gu Ting to reunite with her son and keep her job, the employer 
retained the same nanny.   
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newborns and infants for middle-class families. Her husband was a self-employed home 
renovator, mostly working on the south side of the capital. Her teenage daughter was attending a 
vocational high school in suburban Beijing. Her little boy went to a private kindergarten for 
migrant children in Hua Village. Even though family members worked or studied at different 
places in Beijing, they all managed to come back to Hua Village for family dinner. Gu Ting often 
invited me to their small rental room. The temporary home was made up of two beds, two 
cabinets, a low table with three plastic stools, and a tiny kitchen in which even a skinny woman 
like Gu Ting could barely fit. During dinner, she chatted with her daughter while the boy 
watched TV and cuddled up to his father. Dining with her family was a window for me into their 
intimacy, which the image of “floating children” could not capture. 
Two years later, however, the family went separate ways. Neither fully left-behind nor 
merely floating, her family scattered to four sites. Gu Ting sent her son back to Anhui for a better 
elementary education. Her daughter graduated from the high school and found a job in a photo 
studio, located in a remote county of Beijing. Meanwhile, her husband decided to try his luck at 
running a business in Xinjiang province, the northwest frontier of China. Gu Ting, living alone in 
Beijing, took the job of a live-in caregiver, a higher-paying job than a live-out nanny. Gu Ting 
kept a small rental unit in Hua Village, about 150 square feet, sharing the rent with her friend, 
Pan Li潘丽, whom she met in a domestic-labor employment agency. The tiny rental room 
became a place for Pan Li and Gu Ting to recharge. They usually had Sundays off. During 
holidays, Gu Ting’s daughter stayed in the room with her mother. Her husband also visits when 
his business in Xinjiang is slack.  
When I visited Hua Village in the summer of 2017, Gu Ting, living with her employer, 
offered me her room and asked Pan Li to take care of me. Pan Li explained that Gu Ting 
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manages to meet her husband despite the distance and family separation, “We alternate our stays, 
so the couple has some private time.” A chubby and candid woman in her late forties, Pan Li 
explained that despite being an urbanite and a former state-enterprise worker from Anhui she 
became a nanny to pay off her gambling debts and save for the cost of marrying her two sons. 
With great hospitality, she introduced to me this small but fully furnished home, with a TV, a wi-
fi router, a fridge, a toilet, and a kitchen installed with shower facilities. She enjoys her own time 
making side dishes to go with a few glasses of beer or liquor. Although her employer welcomed 
her to stay the night, she preferred returning to the rental house to be on her own. 
The migrating trajectory of Gu Ting’s family, though less common, is not exceptional. 
Rather than merely stuck in a hometown or helplessly uprooted in a city, as the labels left-behind 
and floating suggest, increased mobility shapes different aspirations among family members and 
demands dynamic family formations. Gu Ting’s family shows that greater mobility makes 
flexible laborers for a changing economy possible. My statistics on migrant family arrangements 
as well as the analysis of Gu Ting’s story provides new insights into the “flexibility” of the 
migrant family. On the one hand, Chinese labor market flexibility is conditioned by the 
“flexible” family arrangements of migrant workers—a home renovator in Xinjiang, a live-in 
nanny in Beijing, and a photo-studio clerk in the suburbs of Beijing. On the other hand, the 
flexible roles of female migrant workers condition the resilience of rural migrant families. As a 
mother, a wife, and a daughter, a female migrant worker mediates the contested desire generated 
by unsettled family life. In the following sections, I will unpack how increased mobility and 
flexibility reshapes migrant families and how migrant women make such flexibility possible in 
their families.  
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PART ONE: A GOOD MOTHER 
Meng Na’s migrant history started in 2002 in Shanghai, where she worked with her husband 
as a construction worker. Since her birth in 1998, Shanshan姗姗, her first child, has stayed with 
her grandparents in their hometown, Anhui. In 2005, the couple migrated from Shanghai to 
Beijing, where Meng Na gave birth to a son, Yangyang阳阳, in 2008. We first met in 2013 
through Smile Children’s activities in Hua Village. Accompanied by a five-year-old boy, Meng 
Na introduced her family to me, “This is my little son, Yangyang. I have a big daughter back 
home in Anhui. She is an excellent high-school student.” Meng Na was especially proud of her 
daughter but also had wrestled with a guilty conscience about being an absent mother. For 
thirteen years, she left Shanshan with grandparents in their hometown. In her first two years in 
the high school, Shanshan lived without any family members, renting a room in the county seat. 
Only on summer vacations and the Chinese New Year holidays was Shanshan reunited with her 
parents and little brother.  
Meng Na and Shanshan represent the “mixed” family arrangement among my informants, 
whose teenage children remain back home with grandparents while their younger siblings go to 
schools in Beijing (see Tables 1 and 2). These migrant parents face a serious challenge when 
their “left-behind children” become teenagers. Grandparents can no longer substitute for parents 
and provide the children with appropriate discipline. Wan Jie万婕, for example, left her first 
daughter, Yaoyao瑶瑶, with her grandparents in Henan province when she first left to work with 
her husband. Years later, they worked as movers, had two more children, and settled down in 
Beijing. Wan Jie found it challenging to bring Yaoyao to Beijing while taking care of two 
toddlers. Also, the educational barrier was even more daunting. Even if Yaoyao had transferred to 
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Beijing, she should return to Henan soon.6 When I met Yaoyao in Hua Village in 2014, she was 
becoming a teenage girl. She had endured the pain of separation and just wanted to be with her 
parents, like her younger sister and brother, and refused to return to Henan. When she eventually 
went back, she ran away from home. Unlike Wan Jie, Meng Na was lucky that Shanshan had not 
dropped out of school.  
In the fall of 2014, Shanshan would be in 12th grade, a decisive year in the college entrance 
exam cycle for all Chinese high-school students. In the meantime, the government tightened, 
once again, the regulations on migrant children’s education, which would further restrict 
Yangyang’s educational development in Beijing.7 Meng Na decided to give up her job as a 
domestic worker and left her home-renovator husband alone in Beijing. In July 2014, she 
returned with Yangyang to her hometown in Anhui, to be a supportively present mother, a 
responsibility that she had not been able to fulfill for over a decade.  
A Stranger in Her Hometown 
Two months after Meng Na left Beijing, I took an overnight train from Beijing to visit her 
family. Looking exhausted and anxious, she compared her life in Ping County to her time in 
Beijing and described the days back home as “being in prison.” On her trip from Beijing, she 
couldn’t stop imagining how many years she would have to wait until she could work again. 
                                                 
6 Migrant children cannot take high-school entrance exams in Beijing. Moreover, the contents of the textbooks in 
Beijing differ from those in Henan, which impacts the focus of exam questions. Thus, migrant children should return 
to their hometowns to prepare for the exams, ideally before the eighth grade.  
7 In 2014, the Chinese state began to require nation-wide electronic registration (dianzi xueji电子学籍) of all 
students in compulsory education, comparable to issuing identification cards to all citizens. Unfortunately, informal 
migrant children’s schools, i.e., private schools without certification from the District Bureau of Education, were not 
authorized to register their students either with documents or electronically. Theoretically, these migrant children 
had been “black students” outside the formal educational system. Their informal degrees did not prevent them from 
continuing education in their hometowns. The new policy of nation-wide electronic registration, however, obstructed 
all black students. Those without electronic registration cannot enroll in junior high schools or attend national 
entrance exams. 
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Meng Na recalled her thoughts on the journey, “I have been in Beijing for so many years. Now, I 
am going back. When can I leave again?” The day before I arrived in Ping County, she had just 
called her husband, “I told him I almost couldn’t bear [kang扛] it anymore!” Then she explained 
her concern about her husband: “We had always been together. How many years of hard times 
should I endure [ao熬] until we are together again? Maybe until Yangyang finishes his entrance 
exams? But I will be very old then. How many years can I still work?” Eventually, she resigned 
herself to the separation and unsettled life. With a heavy sigh, she told me, but more likely 
herself, “I’ll just sit slowly in prison.”  
The elusive and evasive desire implied in Meng Na’s narration is entangled with 
multilayered anxiety. She was worried about her husband. Without Meng Na being around, he 
had to take care of himself alone in Beijing. Meng Na, like many female migrants, only 
implicitly expresses her feelings towards her husband. She refrained from showing intimacy 
through naming and referred to him indirectly as “that person of our family” (wo men jia na ren
我们家那人), rather than as “my husband” or “my hubby.” Her expression, “being put in a 
prison” or “endurance” of endless loneliness, nevertheless, registered her strong affection for 
him.8 Moreover, since her husband became the sole breadwinner, Meng Na has constantly 
worried about spending a lot yet not earning anything. “I brought 22,000 yuan when I left 
Beijing. He brought 20,000 yuan when he visited us a while ago, but now I have only a little 
more than 10,000 yuan left.” For relocating back home and Shanshan’s education, they had spent 
almost a year’s savings over a summer.  
                                                 
8 Meng Na’s husband had to refrain from interacting with me, his wife’s female friend. After my short visit to her 
home in Hua Village, Meng Na pulled me aside and told me in a low voice, “Don’t bother about him. That person of 
our family is always like that [looking unfriendly], but he is a nice person.” Quite the opposite to rudeness, his 
coldness to me should be read as fidelity to Meng Na. 
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She rented an old three-bedroom apartment next to Shanshan’s high school, for 14,000 yuan 
a year, which was double what they paid in Hua village, Beijing. To make extra cash, she sublet 
one bedroom for 350 yuan a month to two young women, who worked as salesclerks in the 
county. The girls, probably under 18 years old, often came back late from work and took a 
shower late at night, which sometimes conflicted with Shanshan’s study schedule. Meng Na 
debated whether she should ask the subtenants to move out. She wanted to insulate Shanshan 
from family finance worries and entirely concentrate on studying for the entrance exams.  
There is a constant tension between her role as a study mother and her aspiration to move, 
to migrate, to go out again. She was burdened with her new role but could not help much as a 
stay-at-home mother, which made her feel uneasy. When I had first met Meng Na in her humble 
house at the periphery of Beijing, she had described herself as a competent and proud domestic 
worker. She highly valued her “reproductive labor” (Rosenbaum 2017). She maintained her 
employer’s home spotlessly. She never took unattended money or valuables from the working 
place. She distinguished herself as a decent worker, despite her employers’ condescension.  
After living in Shanghai and Beijing for more than 15 years, she felt displaced in her own 
hometown. Even at the butcher’s, she was frustrated by the price of pork, which was higher than 
in Beijing. For a small amount of lean meat, she compared three different meat vendors for the 
lowest price. The seller, however, secretly mixed the piece of meat she chose with excessive fat. 
“People here just mess around with strangers [qifu欺负],” she told me in anger. As a “country 
person” (xiangliren乡里人), she felt looked down upon by urbanites (chengliren城里人), who 
had retired from the late socialist state-owned enterprises. The contempt, however, was mutual. 
Meng Na derided the male, urban retirees playing Chinese chess on the sidewalk. “Look at 
them,” she asked me, “What contribution are they making to the country? What they do all day is 
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just play chess, but the state’s money pays them!” Unlike those urban retirees who relied on the 
pension, Meng Na was proud of making a living through her labor.  
Back in her hometown, her source of livelihood had disappeared, so had her assurance and 
assertiveness. The joy of being with her children back home was mixed with a sense of restraint, 
anxiety, and even strangeness. Similarly, Wu Yan, whom I introduced in chapter 3, could not 
accustom himself to living in his hometown county. “I can’t fall asleep in your home,” he once 
half joked to his wife, Fen Fang. Wu Yan had been used to earning money every day in Beijing, 
Fen Fang told me. They spent a lot without making any money for each day that they stayed in 
the hometown. He could not stand the hometown idleness and was always eager to get back to 
Beijing. He felt life in the county was like a birdcage. Everything he had built was in Beijing: his 
jobs, social networks, and even dignity. No matter how shabby their temporary rental housing in 
Hua village, it was the basis of their migrant life. Meng Na, like Wu Yan, lost confidence and 
control over life in her hometown.  
Doing Chores as Mediation 
For Meng Na, life in Ping County centered around the activities of “study accompanying”—
high rents and house prices, skyrocketing living expenses, and countless women who come from 
nearby towns and villages to accompany their children. When we walked on the street, Meng Na 
often identified “studying accompany mothers” to me. “They are here for study accompaniment 
too,” she pointed out a row of middle-aged women in front of a school. Each of them held a big 
paper bag and were about leafletting on the street. “The part-time job will get you 60 yuan a 
day,” she added on. “How do other mothers spend time when their children are in school?” I 
asked curiously. “Some play mahjong all day long. Some even put children aside and go out on 
dates,” Meng Na said with strong disapproval.  
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Conversely, Meng Na devoted herself to playing the role of a study mother. As the name 
“study accompanying” suggests, she took on the full-time job of keeping her children company. 
Her primary responsibility, identity, and even existence was to attend to their educational 
attainment. Her daily life was made up of activities that supported their study, sending and 
picking them up, cooking, and housekeeping. She arranged her daily life into a busy timetable. 
At 6 am, Meng Na began her morning by sweeping the floor and preparing for breakfast. At 
seven, Shanshan went to school, and Meng Na woke up Yangyang, who had to get dressed, eat 
breakfast, and arrive at the kindergarten by 8 am. After she returned from the kindergarten, she 
hurried to wash the dishes and shop for groceries. Before Shanshan returned home for lunch 
break at 11:30 am, Meng Na had to finish cooking and pick up Yangyang from his kindergarten. 
In the afternoon, she repeated the tasks of sending and picking up her son, cooking a meal, doing 
laundry, and tidying up the apartment.  
Meng Na could finally rest after the dinner. When Shanshan returned to school for the 
evening’s study, Meng Na would stroll in the park with Yangyang. The park is the hub of leisure 
activities in the county seat, for men, women, the elderly, and children. People exercise, walk, 
dance, play, sing, and chat in and around the park. Dancers divided into several small groups: the 
most popular are square dance, waltz, and street dance. In the few evenings that we went to the 
park together, Meng Na did not join any of them, aside from casually exercising from time to 
time. She had to watch out for Yangyang, who was having fun in the playground. “Here, kids can 
easily go missing,” she told me, somewhat worried. She noted that good study mothers have little 
free time.  
Meng Na’s story highlights the tension between aspirations for children’s education and the 
desire for migration. More important, it displays how good motherhood is conceptualized as a 
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role that mediates the conflict. Mediation, however, can fail. Negotiating the conflict by doing 
chores is unstable. On a cloudy morning during my visit, Meng Na found out that Shanshan’s 
bedsheet was stained with menstrual blood, which added one more chore to her busy schedule. 
She managed to wash the bed linen and bring it out for air drying with other clothing. Given her 
busy timetable, it was time for grocery shopping, so she asked me to watch out for the clothing. 
After she left, I was writing fieldnotes on my phone and did not notice that the clouds were 
slowly turning to gentle rain. Meng Na ran back with bags of grocery and rushed out to get the 
washing in. My mistake, unsurprisingly, displeased her, but she could not be mad at a guest, an 
unpleasant fact that further frustrated her. 
When mediation fails, Meng Na’s deep worry about being a good mother comes to the 
surface. Shanshan, who is 16, is close to Meng Na. Nevertheless, Meng Na is worried that she 
has missed so much of her life and does not understand her. After I had interviewed and recorded 
her life stories for three days, Meng Na joked and cajoled me into interviewing Shanshan. 
Feeling shy and embarrassed, Shanshan rejected her mother’s idea right away. Meng Na coaxed 
her daughter gently, “Come on, tell your aunt what you think about your Dad and Mom.” The 
next day, Meng Na talked about the idea of the interview again, this time only to me: “I really 
want to know what is on her mind.”  
What strikes me most in Meng Na’s story, is not merely how seriously Meng Na considers 
the housework, but also how she distinguishes herself from other mothers—those who do not 
take chores seriously, those who play mahjong, and those who have an affair. From her point of 
view, they are irresponsible mothers. The difference between Meng Na and other mothers, at the 
same time, is the projection of her uncertainty: What should I do in this familiar but strange 
county seat? Will I be a good mother again? Before Meng Na can tell herself what it means to be 
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a good mother living in her alien hometown, she differentiates herself as a responsible mother 
from the “irresponsible” ones. Devoting herself to doing housework is her attempt to separate 
herself from them. In Beijing, she had already been a skilled, confident domestic worker. In her 
hometown, her pride comes from managing chores. Gradually, her house mirrors her workplace. 
In the chores, she regains control over the order of her new life, overcomes her sense of 
strangeness, and escapes from the figurative prison.  
PART TWO: A SINGLE MOTHER 
Originally from Henan Province, Chen Ling first came to Beijing in her early twenties as a 
nanny. In 1996, she married and returned home. It was a disastrous two-year marriage that left 
her with a little daughter, Tingting婷婷. Her ex-in-laws were poverty-stricken. Confrontations 
with her ex-husband went from quarrels to fights. After her divorce, she lived with her parents 
and younger siblings in her natal village, relying on a few odd jobs. In 2006, she returned to 
Beijing with Tingting and found a clothing factory job, where she later met her current partner. 
The heavy work of sewing blurred her vision, left her hands gnarled, but granted her a sense of 
security, and allowed her to be an independent single mother. Her quiet life with Tingting in Hua 
Village was satisfactory. The mother and daughter crowded into a metal bunk bed in a tiny rental 
room in Hua village, with little but a desk, a few drawers, and cabinets. Her temporary home in 
the city served to protect her from bad memories from her past and where she had found 
fulfillment. 
In the summer of 2014, Tingting graduated from a private school for migrant children in 
Hua Village and was in the seventh grade. Beijing’s educational policy, however, required from a 
migrant child like Tingting daunting procedures and paperwork to enter a public middle school 
(see footnote 1). To improve Tingting’s education, Chen Ling gave up her stable job in the 
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clothing factory and returned to her hometown, Zhu County, about 560 miles away from Beijing. 
When I visited Zhu County in the autumn of 2014, Chen Ling had just started a new life, after 
failing to earn a living as a fruit vendor. She worked as a grocery clerk in a local supermarket. 
Due to her shift work, she sent Tingting to a boarding school in the county seat.9 She lived in a 
two-bedroom unit in a dilapidated building near the school. Although the apartment was larger 
than her tiny room in Hua Village, the house was makeshift and disorderly. When she returned 
from work, she washed herself then directly went to bed. “I have really made a mess of my life 
[huo de hen zao活的很糟],” she sighed and asked me to excuse the mess. While Meng Na 
devoted herself to being a meticulous mother, Chen Ling directed her attention to her new work 
and life and reduced her expectations to maintaining merely functional lodging. She learned to 
reconcile her aspirations with the hardships she was experiencing and often made fun of herself. 
She told me, referring to my visits, “I am poor, but I can make good friends.” 
In contrast to Meng Na and Wu Yan who felt restricted in their hometowns, Chen Ling 
finally felt relieved when she returned to her home county. She experienced satisfaction and told 
me, “I am finally able to settle my mind, with no more desires for wandering. My heart is so near 
to my mother. Now, no matter whether I move to the north of the town or the south of it, it’s still 
my home.” Nevertheless, she showed ambivalence towards her life in between the rural and 
urban. As a divorced daughter working alone away from home for eight years, Chen Ling had 
not only strong ties but also tense moments with her natal family. On the one hand, family 
members supported her for a few years after her divorce. She felt obliged to accept her family 
responsibilities. On the other hand, when Chen Ling returned home, family quarrels inevitably 
                                                 
9 Again, this is an example of the unstable categories of “left-behind” and “floating” children. Chen Ling moves 
back and forth between the rural and the urban, and whether Tingting was a “left-behind child” or a “floating child” 
changed along with her mother’s tortuous migratory route. 
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and directly involved her. 
Through Chen Ling’s story, this second part of the chapter explores the role of a single 
mother in an extended migrant family, notably how she mediates conflict between herself and 
family members. In probing contestation and mediation, I propose a method centered on the 
social significance of family disputes, especially how migrant women mediate conflict that 
results from migration and contested desire among family members. Family fissures illustrate 
otherwise ordinary migrant family lives and open a window onto the expectations, aspirations, 
and configurations within a family.  
As a single mother, a divorced daughter, and a migrant worker, Chen Ling’s agency is 
embedded in her extended family. She relies heavily on family support, especially her sister and 
cousin, the daughter of Chen Ling’s maternal uncle. Her younger sister worked, married, and 
bought a home in Beijing. With more financial wherewithal, her sister supported Chen Ling and 
Tingting during their eight-year residence in Beijing. Since 2014, when she returned to Zhu 
County, Chen Ling has had the backing of her cousin, Luo Ye罗叶, a middle-school teacher who 
eased the transfer of Tingting from Beijing to the county. In exchange, Lu Ye expected Chen 
Ling to help look after her second daughter.10 During my visit, Chen Ling complained to me that 
she was struggling with Luo Ye’s requests. She attempted to live autonomously and was 
unwilling to take on the responsibility. “Why don’t you just turn her down?” I asked Chen Ling. 
She said she was indebted to Luo Ye for putting Tingting into a good school. Caring for Luo Ye’s 
daughter is “for the good of the whole family.”  
The day after arriving at her rented house, I witnessed another tense moment in the 
                                                 
10 Her girl was born before China’s one-child policy phased out in 2015. Luo Ye, as a public-school teacher, risked 
her career to have a second child. To avoid trouble, she kept a low profile and sent her daughter to live in the 
apartment with the baby’s grandmother and Chen Ling.  
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extended family. Chen Ling’s mother had just taken an hour-long bus ride from their home 
village to the county town. The elderly mother asked Chen Ling to buy a train ticket for her to 
visit Chen Ling’s younger sister in Beijing. Airing her grievances, her mother concluded with a 
weak voice, “I just want to walk away, as far as possible.” The old woman suffered bitter 
quarrels with her daughter-in-law over caring for the grandchildren. Afterward, Chen Ling 
repeatedly told me, “if I were in Beijing, these petty family squabbles wouldn’t come to me.” 
At first glance, Chen Ling’s family quarrels seem to be similar to the travails of any family. 
Chen Ling was facing a conflict rooted in the changes in rural life that migration caused. Given 
the high living expenses of raising his three little daughters in the city, Chen Ling’s brother chose 
to stay with his wife in their home village. In addition to farming, he raised hundreds of pigeons 
to increase their household income. Still, it was barely financially viable for a household of 
seven.11 Along with their hardscrabble existence came feelings of shame and inferiority for being 
left behind in the village, even though they did so voluntarily. In his early thirties, Chen Ling’s 
brother was one of the last young men in the village. Most remaining rural residents were the 
elderly, women, or children. Since the economic reforms, Chinese rural society no longer has 
economic, cultural, or even ideological value for its urban counterpart (Yan 2008). Liang (2010) 
has portrayed rural China as a decaying society. It is against this backdrop that I understand why 
an elderly, rural woman like Chen’s mother would walk away from her family and village. This 
was a family stifled by the invisible “incarceration” of being unable to go out to work.  
Compared to her family members, frequent shifts between migration and returning home 
shaped Chen Ling’s ambivalent feelings towards her future. How then, does Chen Ling see 
                                                 
11 Chen’s brother is a breadwinner for seven family members, including himself, his two parents, and his wife along 
with three children. 
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herself?  
I still feel like a peasant, but I don’t want to live in the village. I don’t see myself as an 
urbanite (chengliren城里人), but living in the city, even though I have to work harder, is 
better than farming. I don’t look down on the people in the countryside, but their life is too 
onerous for me. 
Like most of my informants, Chen Ling did not consider Hua village her home, despite the eight 
years she had lived there. Meanwhile, her rural hometown became simultaneously familiar and 
strange to her. She finally felt relieved when she returned to her rural home, to be near to her 
mother. But a rural home is loaded not only with comfort and assurance but also stress and 
unease. It is against the backdrop of her ambivalence towards her rural home that Chen Ling 
embarked on the life of a migrant homebuyer.  
House, Home, Family 
Knowing her sister’s vacillation between staying or leaving, Chen Ling’s younger sister 
urged her to buy a home in the county, even a previously owned one, “then you don’t have to go 
back [to the rural village].” In 2012, Chen Ling bought a small apartment in Zhu County for 
200,000 yuan, about 2,350 yuan per meter square. She received personal loans from her sister 
and Luo Ye to pay a good-faith deposit of 60,000 yuan. Chen Ling’s monthly wage in the 
supermarket was 2,000 yuan, an average working-class wage in the county but less than half of 
what she could earn in the clothing factory in Beijing. Nevertheless, she remained optimistic 
about the future. She told me, “Once I deposit the wage in the bank, I can buy my house.”  
When I visited Chen Ling in 2014, her building in Zhu County was still under construction. 
A year later, she had yet to become a real homeowner. The developers suspended construction 
due to land disputes with local villagers. In 2016, a few property owners organized through a 
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WeChat group started negotiating with the developer over resuming construction. As I revisited 
Chen Ling in the summer of 2017, the property owners were meeting. She wanted me to join her 
at the meeting; “you must know the law better. Give us some advice and suggestions!” Knowing 
nothing about defending rights (weiquan维权), I went to the meeting out of curiosity about the 
processes of becoming a migrant homebuyer in Zhu County.  
Seventeen property owners showed up at the gathering. Most were middle-aged men and 
women, from the county and its surrounding towns and villages. At first, when they drew up an 
agenda, the number of men and women were equal. Later, when the owners moved from a 
private venue to the developer’s sales office to “demand a reasonable explanation” (taoshuofa讨
说法), only men participated in the lengthy and serious negotiations. While the male property 
owners were quarreling with the managers in the conference room, Chen Ling and other female 
property owners were sitting and chatting in the reception area. A few protesters attempted to 
disturb potential homebuyers by sharing their discouraging experience. Not long after, Chen 
Ling decided to leave her fellow homebuyers, an act that baffled me. “It’s okay to leave,” she 
said, “the others will take care of it.” Chen Ling was like a cheerleader, offering support but not 
actively engaging in the fight. 
On our way out of the real-estate sales office, I asked Chen Ling why people in Zhu County 
bought houses. She told me, “Some happen to have some savings. Some are about to marry off a 
son.” My question reminded her of an incident she witnessed in the same sales office. A young 
couple hurried in to buy a house. Their parents had the documents ready for them. “They’re just 
signing one after another contract, nonstop, for a half hour,” she recalled. There was even a car 
waiting outside to ensure that couples could catch the train back to the city where they worked. 
She concluded, “Rural people just bought blindly [mangmu盲目].”  
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Likewise, Chen Ling had not entirely made up her mind about the house. She felt weighed 
down by her responsibilities as a single mother for several years. A place of her own was security 
that she needed as a single mother and a migrant worker. She agreed with her younger sister 
about owning a house, but she was never on the front line in terms of keeping her home. Her 
quarrels with her longtime partner made her wavering apparent. Although they had been together 
over a decade, their plans for a house diverged. Li Fei, a divorced man in his early forties, had 
just built a house in his home village, spending all his savings from four, hardworking years in 
Algeria. To him, buying a house in Zhu County was a bad idea. When Chen Ling first decided to 
buy a house, Li Fei had prodded her to reconsider the decision. He asked, “If you are going to 
buy a house in the city, what will you eat? What will you drink?” She disagreed: “If you’ve got a 
place to live, you’ve got something to eat.” She added, “a residential compound [xiaoqu小区] 
needs a janitor. Can you find a janitor job in a rural village?” Chen Ling was confident of 
becoming a self-sufficient homebuyer. Later, they had another quarrel over dinner. Chen Ling 
mentioned the down payment on her unfinished house, expecting Li Fei’s investment. But he 
replied with heavy irony, “Why don’t you buy two houses?” He was insinuating that Chen Ling 
could hardly afford even one house. Buying a house is the last thing that she should do. Annoyed 
by the note of sarcasm in his voice, she immediately took his dishes away, as a warning. A few 
days later, Li Fei showed up, handing two thousand yuan to Chen Ling. He said it was to fund 
Tingting’s high-school tuition fees. They made peace.  
Recalling the quarrels, she complained to me, “Each time, I must ‘squeeze’ [ji挤] him a 
little bit; then he gives some money.” She did not borrow money from friends or relatives 
because Chen Ling is in a relationship with Li Fei. A male partner was supposed to support her 
financially. If she asked other people for money, it might embarrass him. Chen Ling stood at a 
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crossroads. On the one hand, she wanted her lover to invest in the apartment, which, 
romantically, signaled his commitment to their relationship. On the other hand, deep in her heart, 
Chen Ling wanted a place of her own. She figured, whether or not the relationship flourished, 
that she could at least have her own “family property” (jiadi家底). Buying a house might 
mediate the conflict between herself and her extended family and reduce the conflict over her 
rural and urban identity.  
PART THREE: A RECONCILED MOTHER 
Failed Attempts 
In the summer of 2017, I took a five-hour ride on a shared van from Beijing to visit Su 
Qian, who moved in 2015 to her husband’s hometown, Yu County. Su Qian, like Meng Na, lives 
as a stranger in the county, a highland region of northwest Hebei Province. Originally from 
Shijiazhuang, she does not speak the dialect of Yu County, even though both areas belong to 
Hebei. On our way to a tourist destination, the taxi driver asked Su Qian, “Are you from Yu 
County?” She replied concisely: “I am from Shijiazhuang, worked [shangban上班] for many 
years in Beijing, and will now settle in [dingju定居] Yu County.” This simple introduction not 
only sketched out her migrating history but also revealed her shifting identities.  
Su Qian does not see herself as a migrant worker (dagongzhe), which in China is often 
equated with a menial worker.12 An instructor and supervisor, she is tall and strong, sometimes 
quick-tempered, always confident. She graduated from a teacher’s university in Shijiazhuang in 
the early 2000s. While her parents expected her to become a teacher in her hometown, she met 
                                                 
12 Migrant workers usually describe their life of laboring as dagong (selling labor to the boss), rather than shangban 
(go to work). They would say, for example, “I go to work (shangban) on Friday.” If someone asks them what they 
have been doing in the cities, their reply often would be dagong.  
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the man who would become her husband right before graduation and joined him to work in 
Beijing. For almost a decade, she worked as a teacher then school manager in a few private 
schools for migrant children in suburban Beijing. When we met in 2013 in Hua Village, Su Qian 
had become an NGO worker in Smile Children, living with her five-year-old daughter, Mimi米
米, and her husband, who worked as a tour guide.  
A teacher and an NGO worker in Beijing, Su Qian did not identify herself as a migrant 
worker. Her living conditions in Beijing, however, differed little from typical migrant workers. 
For a decade, she lived in a single-room apartment for 650 yuan per month in an urban village on 
the periphery of the capital. It was a giant concrete three-story building. Each floor had about 
twenty identical rental units that all shared one public toilet. Most of her neighbors were rural 
migrant workers working in a nearby wholesale market.13 Like most migrant parents, her biggest 
worry was Mimi’s education. Without a Beijing hukou, a migrant child was unlikely to attend a 
public school in Beijing. Su Qian, however, sent Mimi to a public elementary school by spending 
80,000 yuan on backdoor connections and arrangements.14  
The admission, however, did not mean a stable and bright future in Beijing. In Mimi’s class, 
Su Qian’s income was the lowest among all parents. At the school talent show, she was recording 
Mini’s performance with a simple digital camera, while other parents were using cameras with 
                                                 
13 This famous market was demolished in 2015 under the campaign for “alleviating the non-capital functions of 
Beijing,” which I discuss in chapter 5.  
14 Money alone cannot guarantee admission to a public school in Beijing. Based on my field observations, formal 
applications and backdoor connections are also crucial. Su Qian established her relationships with intermediaries 
and officials while she was a teacher in the private school for migrant children. The first step to enter a public school 
is to submit an online application. The Education Bureau of Beijing has general guidelines for admission. The 
Bureau in each district, however, has different requirements and often requests additional documents. According to 
Mr. Liu, a migrant teacher and middleman between migrant parents and public schools, the so-called “five certified 
documents” (wuzheng) are composed of 17 permits, certifications, and official documents. Migrant parents may 
need backdoor connections for requiring some documents or permits. See also footnote 1. 
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fancy zoom lenses. Mimi spoke to Su Qian in a murmur, “Mom, how about shooting with your 
phone?” Mimi showed talent at the dance performance, but her family financial status 
embarrassed her.15 After Mimi had been a first grader for a while, Su Qian realized that Mimi’s 
educational identification (xueji学籍) was registered in Hebei, rather than in Beijing, as her 
broker had promised. At first, she was outraged. Later, she decided that it was better to return to 
her hometown if the family did not belong to Beijing.  
Su Qian contacted an elementary school in Yu County, where, in 2011, they bought a three-
bedroom apartment (see also p. 123). In the transitional period, Mini took exams in the county 
while continuing her study in Beijing. In 2015, Su Qian resigned from the social-welfare 
foundation in Beijing and transferred Mimi back to Yu County. Since then Su Qian has worked 
as a substitute teacher in a public kindergarten, with a 750-yuan monthly income, which is much 
lower than the minimum wage in Hebei, but she can now pick up Mimi. In the meantime, she 
runs a small afterschool at her apartment to subsidize the living expenses.  
In one afternoon visit, I witnessed a fight. Mimi tried to make her bed after an afternoon 
nap. “Mom, I can’t make the bed,” she shouted from the bedroom, while I was chatting with Su 
Qian in the living room. After a while, Mimi came out greatly frustrated. After Su Qian 
explained with gestures how to fold a quilt, Mimi returned to the bedroom for another try. Later, 
Su Qian left our conversation to check how Mimi was doing. The daughter vented her frustration 
on her mother, who was also boiling with rage. Suddenly, Su Qian berated Mimi for her attitude. 
After the fight, she suggested a walk to a nearby souvenir shop, while Mimi stayed home to do 
her homework.  
On our way out, she explained her rage. Despite the hardship in Beijing, Mimi had been a 
                                                 
15 Mimi was learning salsa dancing when I visited her family in the summer of 2017. 
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sensible and capable girl. Since they had moved back to the county, Mimi seemed to have taken 
the better environment for granted. Su Qian’s apartment is at the heart of the county seat, with a 
view over the new park. When the family renovated the house in 2015, Su Qian designed the 
interior and decorations. The apartment is much more spacious and comfortable than their 
dwelling in Beijing. But better material support, on its own, may not bring about a better learning 
environment. Su Qian is frustrated with parenting Mimi alone. She feels like a single mother 
because her husband is not often around. Working as a tour guide, her husband earns more than 
10,000 yuan per month. Based in Beijing, he rents a small room in an urban village and seldom 
visits the county. Similar to Chen Ling, she shoulders responsibility for parenting all by herself.  
Su Qian experiences the tension between the high expectations for her child’s achievements 
and the self-fulfillment of an independent worker. Still, compared to Meng Na and Chen Ling, 
Su Qian’s story has a sense of deep and layered resignation. With a college degree and white-
collar jobs, she wants to be different from other migrant workers, but she has hardly succeeded in 
differentiating herself. She has strived to make Mimi different from other migrant children, but 
her attempts have been foiled. In the following section, I will explore the subtle but crucial 
differences in the forms of resignation among Meng Na, Chen Ling, and Su Qian. 
“Fight All the Way Back to Beijing!” 
How do migrant parents reconcile expectations with reality? A broad spectrum from 
acceptance to defiance exists among migrant workers. Su Qian relied on a Chinese idiom to 
reconcile herself to the failure of her attempts. She told herself, “a forcibly-picked melon can’t 
be sweet” (qiang zhai de gua bu tian强摘的瓜不甜). As opposed to “ripe fruits falling 
naturally” (gua shou di luo瓜熟蒂落), her failed attempts are like “forcibly-picked melons.” 
They come without ideal conditions and do not yield good results. Resigning herself to an “un-
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ideal” reality is her way to mediate the conflict between the expectations of her child’s 
educational achievements and the institutional exclusion that makes Mimi a “migrant” child.  
Su Qian’s analogy between her failed attempt and “a forcibly-picked melon” indicates the 
ambiguous status of migrant workers and children. The state no longer denies rural-hukou 
holders’ rights to migrate. Although the abusive “deportation and repatriation systems” have been 
terminated, the influence of the hukou system has not yet disappeared. Restricted access to 
public goods and services discourages migrant workers from staying in large cities. Furthermore, 
the everyday experience of ceaseless discrimination and exclusion reproduces the differentiation 
that was characteristic of the hukou system. In the domain of education, for example, the state 
cannot deny migrant children’s rights to compulsory education. Big cities like Beijing, however, 
put the “ideal conditions” for migrant access to public schooling out of reach. Changing and 
daunting procedures discourage migrant parents from attending public schools. Meanwhile, 
municipal governments tear down migrant children’s schools, licensed and unlicensed. 
Demolishing migrant children’s schools, without accommodating the students in public schools, 
conflates “illegal schools” with “migrant children.” It further makes migrant children “quasi-
legitimate” students. The discriminatory practices in post-reform grey areas give migrant 
workers no choice but to resign themselves to an attainable target, or an “eatable” melon. The 
delicious melon is not—or not yet—for them.  
It is little wonder that Su Qian told me when she recalled her decision to leave Beijing, “if it 
is meant to be yours, it will be yours” (shi nide jiushi nide是你的就是你的). To most migrant 
workers, if staying in Beijing is not meant to be theirs, then it won’t be theirs. Deep down, rural 
migrants feel that they do not belong to the city. “A forcibly-picked melon can’t be sweet,” or “if 
it is meant to be yours, it will be yours,” are explanations that help migrant mothers reconcile 
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themselves to where they do not belong.  
Meng Na, like many migrant workers, internalized the differentiation between rural 
migrants and urban citizens. Unlike Su Qian, Meng Na did not attempt to send Yangyang into 
Beijing’s public schools. Neither did she complain about the unfair system. “So it is” was what 
she said about the institutional barriers. She cares more that Shanshan will be a good person than 
that she gets good grades, a contrast to the mainstream parental expectations. Meng Na believes 
that a society cannot function if everybody is a college student, so there must be a division of 
labor. When Shanshan was a little girl, she once refused to help put the garbage out, which vexed 
Meng Na. She explained to Shanshan that garbage collecting was a decent job. Her expectations 
of Shanshan and Yangyang are highly moral: “As long as they rely on their labor to make money, 
not on stealing or robbing [bu tou bu qiang不偷不抢],” a moral principle that she applies to 
herself. Being a good mother, a good worker and expecting her children to be good people and 
citizens is her way of mediating the conflict between herself and social exclusion.  
Although Chen Ling was resigned to staying in her hometown, she never resigned herself to 
(bu ganxin不甘心) the fact that she and Tingting will not return to Beijing. When I revisited 
Chen Ling’s family in the summer of 2017, Tingting had just passed the entrance exam and was 
admitted to the second best high school in Zhu County. Chen Ling was already fantasizing about 
what she would do after Tingting starts her college life. One of Chen Ling’s dreams is to work in 
a factory in Guangzhou, a place full of golden opportunities. Her highest ambition, however, was 
to go back to Beijing. She repeated what she told me three years ago—she and Tinging will 
“fight all the way to Beijing.” But this time, she emphasized something else: 
At that time [three years ago], we had no choice but to leave. Beijing didn’t allow us to stay. 
I hope Tingting can study hard and be admitted to [a college in] Beijing [kao hui Beijing考
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回北京]. Then, we will imposingly fight all the way back to Beijing [tang er huang zhi堂
而皇之地打回北京去]! 
What Chen Ling aspires to is not merely to return to Beijing. Rural migrants, admittedly, can 
stay in the cities as ordinary workers, as most do. Chen Ling does not count this approach as a 
legitimate one. She wants to fight back to Beijing imposingly, in an open, carefree, and grand 
style.  
Chen Ling’s wish reveals a unique understanding of legitimacy and rights. If Tingting 
becomes a college student in Beijing, they will be entitled to stay in the capital. Unlike selling 
one’s labor (dagong) in Beijing, Tingting’s college admission is the official way to return. Her 
words imply a mixed resignation. On the one hand, Chen Ling, similar to Meng Na, has partially 
internalized the institutional and ideological barriers that prevent migrant children from attending 
public schools. On the other hand, she has not wholly resigned herself to the obstacles of hukou. 
Instead, she has attempted to defy the barriers, either through da hui Beijing qu (going back to 
Beijing by fighting all the way) or through kao hui Beijing qu (going back by excelling in the 
college entrance exam). The road returning to Beijing involves fighting because there are 
obstacles that prevent them from returning. She wants to “fight” the barriers, to return gloriously, 
to stay legitimately in Beijing.  
In different forms of resignation, migrant mothers mediate the conflict between the 
individual and the state’s identification system. Su Qian resigns herself to an “un-ideal” 
condition, in which her attempt is “fated” to fail. Meng Na internalizes the rural-urban 
differentiation but also finds the significance of life in morality. Chen Ling defies exclusion 
legitimately. The spectrum of acceptance and defiance indicates the strength and frailty of the 
double mediation of migrant mothers and families. 
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DOUBLE MEDIATION  
This chapter highlights the role of motherhood in mediating the conflict between 
outmigration to make a living and the discriminatory citizenship system. As Meillassoux (1981) 
argues, studies of capitalist production often neglect social reproduction. Land expropriation and 
forced migration may initiate primitive accumulation, but without the functions of family and 
kinship, capitalist production cannot be maintained. Meillassoux emphasizes how the domestic 
economy is mediated through women, especially the exploitation of women. It is the domestic 
economy, the reproduction of labor power through households that stabilizes and sustains the 
labor force.  
Drawing ideas from Meillassoux, I read the mediation of migrant families and migrant 
mothers at two levels. At the level of the national economy, migrant families mediate the conflict 
between postsocialist production and reproduction. Pun and Lu forcefully argue China’s 
booming economy is based on the “spatial separation” of production and reproduction of migrant 
workers (2010: 5). While migrant workers engage with production in cities, their social 
reproduction takes place in their rural homes. The state and employers transfer the costs of social 
reproduction to migrant workers and their rural families. In other words, China’s capitalist 
production could not be sustained if migrant workers did not rely on rural families and society 
for their social reproduction. I advance Pun and Lu’s argument by illustrating how the flexible 
family formations of migrant workers sustain the social reproduction of migrant workers and 
hence production in the cities. The increasing mobility and precarity of migrant families mediate 
the conflict derived from radical social transformations.  
How do we see the exploitation and autonomy of Chinese female workers? At the level of 
the family, the conflict and contestation that results from migration and labor exploitation is 
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mediated through various roles that women play in the migrant family—as daughters, wives, and 
mothers. Interestingly, Meillassoux argues that women, while exploited by men, also have 
autonomy (1981: 76). I expand the framework of Meillassoux’s domestic economy by exploring 
how migrant mothers negotiate love and desire in the domestic domain. As Hondagneu-Sotelo 
and Avila (1997: 549) point out, building transnational motherhood is “a brave odyssey, but with 
deep costs.” Chinese migrant mothering does not cross national borders. Migrant mothers, 
however, are also “improvising strategies for mothering” (549) to span the rural-and-urban 
divide. Flexible motherhood mediates the contested desire between self and migrant family. 
Without the increased mobility and flexibility of migrant families, capitalist production in China 
would not be possible. Without the mediation of migrant mothers, double dwelling, namely the 
spatialized existence of migrant workers both on the edge of cities and the countryside, would 
not be possible.  
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5. IMAGINED CENTRALITY: SELF-HELP URBANIZATION IN YANJIAO 
I first heard of Yanjiao (燕郊) in the summer of 2013 when I just began conducting 
fieldwork in Beijing. I was an NGO volunteer for a group trip with several migrant families from 
Hua Village. While the migrant children were busy preparing for their music performances, I 
was chatting with a small group of parents. Someone gossiped that Li Mei’s李梅 family had just 
bought a house in the Guomao (国贸) area. “Guomao!” I almost screamed. It is the central 
business district of Beijing with extremely steep house prices, more than 50,000 yuan per square 
meter. An ordinary Chinese family could never imagine buying a property there, not to mention 
a migrant worker. I was eager to meet her and hear her story.  
Li Mei, with slight embarrassment, clarified that her apartment was in “Yanjiao,” not 
Guomao. Yanjiao, a small township of Hebei province, is located about 20 miles east of 
Guomao—Chaobai River acts as the border between Beijing and Hebei province. In 2009, Li 
Mei’s family bought a sixty-square-meter, studio apartment in the south district of Yanjiao. She 
recalled why they decided to become homebuyers: “At that time, everybody from my hometown 
was buying a house. House prices were skyrocketing. If we didn’t buy, we were afraid we could 
never afford it.” For 8,000 yuan per square meter, the price for the house was 520,000 yuan. 
Despite a monthly household income of 10,000 yuan, buying a house was a heavy burden. The 
couple took out a mortgage of 200,000 yuan and rented out their new apartment. Instead, they 
stayed in a tiny, humble house in Hua Village. Li Mei even worked as a domestic worker for four 
different employers a week. 
Unlike most of my informants who sought a house in their rural hometowns, Li Mei bought 
her apartment in Yanjiao, about 700 miles away from her hometown in Anhui province. Why did 
she choose Yanjiao? Why does a migrant worker like Li Mei aspire to homeownership? How 
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does buying an apartment in Yanjiao change the identities of migrant homebuyers? I explore 
how migrant homeowners seek urban residential status to provide for their retirement. Buying a 
home, I argue, has become a common way of self-help urbanization, in opposition to government 
directed urbanization. This chapter shows how buying a home in Yanjiao, an alternative to one’s 
hometown and Beijing, complicates the identities of rural migrant workers. Rather than settling 
in cities, migrant homebuyers ambivalently took up a different path towards their future. 
Housing in Yanjiao is much more affordable than in Beijing city but more expensive than in 
rural hometowns. Migrant homebuyers were more burdened with debt than those who bought a 
house in a rural county seat. They tended to keep their rural land as security, a decision that 
further bounded their lives between the rural and the urban.  
How do we understand the strategies of self-help urbanization? Based on the stories of 
Yanjiao homebuyers in the first half of this chapter, the second half focuses on how migrant 
homeownership in Yanjiao signals new developments in China’s rural and urban transition. I 
outline the tensions migrant homebuyers experience in Yanjiao and Beijing. What attracts 
migrant homebuyers is the location of Yanjiao, its proximity to the Tongzhou District of Beijing 
City. Migrant aspirations to live at the center of the country, however, conflict with the state’s 
top-down urban policies. The state’s urban planning aims for strict population control in 
megacities like Beijing. It regards the areas surrounding Beijing as places for absorbing 
unwanted population and carrying out “non-capital functions” such as energy consuming 
industries as opposed to “capital functions” such as a center of politics and culture. Recent urban 
policies, I argue, underestimate how urbanization in the capital brings about the marginality and 
underdevelopment of Yanjiao. A core-periphery structure characterizes the relationship between 
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Beijing and its migrant settlements. Like other migrant settlements, Yanjiao cannot become the 
ideal center where Wu Ping aspires to dwell. 
A core-periphery structure is a relationship that exists in multiple ways: Beijing to Yanjiao, 
“Pekingese” to rural migrant workers, capital function to non-capital function, and a city-
centered hukou (household registration) system to bottom-up, self-help urbanization. In buying a 
house in Yanjiao, migrant homebuyers relate their marginalized position to the centers. 
Imagining living at the heart of the nation, I argue, is how migrant workers reconcile the tensions 
that they embody. Through the concept of imagined centrality, I continue discussions on 
housing, dwelling, and identities from previous chapters.  
This chapter is based on field research and textual analysis of China’s recent urban policies. 
I met and “discovered” Yanjiao homebuyers in Hua Village, an urban village where I conducted 
16 months of fieldwork. Sun Yuan孙源, for example, became a Yanjiao homebuyer during my 
fieldwork. Among 25 migrant households I interviewed in Hua Village, four bought houses in 
Yanjiao. Three Yanjiao homeowners had children in elementary or junior high schools. All 
Yanjiao homebuyers, however, did not live in Yanjiao. They rented out their new apartments and 
stayed in rental units in Hua Village. Thus, I explore the experiences of migrant homebuyers 
from the perspective of double dwelling. I ask how becoming a Yanjiao homebuyer is entangled 
with their dwelling between Hua Village and rural hometowns. While relying on interviews with 
migrant homebuyers in Hua Village, I also made a field trip to Yanjiao. 
“WE AREN’T LIKE PEKINGESE.”  
Who are migrant homebuyers? What motivates a marginalized, rural migrant to buy a house 
in Yanjiao? What can migrant homeownership tell us about China’s urbanization? This section 
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contextualizes “self-help urbanization” by contrasting migrant homebuyers with “Pekingese”—
local urban residents, local peasants, and workers in the formal labor sector in Beijing. I will 
show the characteristics of migrant homebuyers by comparing them with other social groups. 
These features and conditions, I argue, motivate migrant workers to pursue self-help 
urbanization. 
I begin this section by analyzing a casual but meaningful remark from a migrant 
homeowner. Originally from Henan province, Lan Ying 兰英 came to Beijing in 1993. In the 
early years, she worked with her husband in recycling. Her husband now works in construction, 
and Lan Ying, besides working in a Carrefour supermarket, takes care of her granddaughter. 
“We did everything but earn money,” she made fun of her history of migration and work. Her 
humble words belie the three-bedroom apartment that she bought in her rural hometown for 
200,000 yuan without borrowing a penny. Although she already had a house for retirement in her 
hometown, she has no idea when her family will leave Beijing. Speaking about her plan, she 
sighed:  
We aren’t like Pekingese [Beijing ren北京人], who have this, have that [youzhe younei有
这有哪]. If we don’t strive hard, we have nothing to eat.  
Who exactly are those “Pekingese who have this, have that”? What do the Pekingese have and 
what exactly does Lan Ying not have? I interpret the Pekingese to which she referred as three 
groups of Beijing inhabitants: natives, peasant landlords, and workers in the formal labor sector. 
In contrast, rural migrant workers are outsiders, tenants, and workers in the informal sector.  
First, as a migrant from another province, Lan Ying is an outsider (waidiren外地人). Her 
counterparts are urban natives (bendiren本地人) of Beijing, who usually inherit valuable houses 
from their parents. The stark distinction lies in owning housing. Urban natives usually have 
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houses and need not worry about buying one. Also, people with a Beijing urban hukou are 
entitled to municipal public goods and services. Migrant children, however, have only restricted 
access to public schools. Besides salient housing and educational resources, being an urban 
native embodies cultural capital derived from Beijing’s status as the cultural and political center 
(Gaetano 2015: 84).  
Second, the Pekingese to which Lan Ying referred are local peasant landlords. The rural 
natives of Beijing are entitled to fewer public goods and services than the urban natives of 
Beijing. The pension and medical coverage of rural Pekingese, for example, is less than that 
enjoyed by urban Pekingese. The livelihood of rural Pekingese in Hua Village mainly depends 
on renting out their houses to migrant workers. Although rural migrants and Beijing’s peasants 
both have inadequate pensions, most rural migrants, like Lan Ying, are from less developed 
provinces such as Henan. The latter can hardly turn a profit by building a house in their home 
villages and renting it out. 
Third, as a worker in the informal sector (dagong de打工的), Lan Ying sees her situation 
differently from those local and foreign inhabitants in Beijing who have regular, stable jobs with 
pensions (zhigong职工). Even though Lan Ying worked for more than twenty years in Beijing, 
she received no pension at all. Among 250 million rural migrant workers, Lan Ying is certainly 
unexceptional. China’s hukou system denies many rural migrant workers public goods and 
services such as pensions, housing, education, and healthcare in the cities where they live. 
According to a national survey (NBS 2015), less than one-fifth of migrant workers had pensions. 
Migrants who worked in the informal economy such as construction workers, home renovators, 
domestic workers, recyclers, and vendors usually had limited or no social insurance. Because it 
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is a hassle to draw on a pension when leaving a city, some migrant workers decide not to 
participate in the social insurance system.  
In her early forties, Lan Ying had already begun to plan for her retirement. Her plan was 
closely tied to the location of her future home. Where to buy a house, however, was not a snap 
decision for Lan Ying. She faced pressure from neighbors in their home village in Henan. Out of 
a hundred households, only three families had not yet rebuilt their houses into two or more story 
buildings. Lan Ying’s brother also built a handsome, three-story village villa for 400,000 yuan. 
Originally, Lan Ying wanted to purchase a house in Yanjiao. Her husband, however, aspired to 
settle in his hometown and planned to buy a house in the township. Actively expressing her 
disapproval, Lan Ying believed that a house in the county seat was the right, far-sighted 
investment. Her primary concern is “the level of consumerism (xiaofei cengci消费层次),” which 
is higher in a county area than in a village. “With a house in the county,” she said, “we can 
provide for a decent retirement by owning a small business.” Speaking about her rationale, Lan 
Ying rejected the idea of building a rural house outright. “Nobody wants to buy a house in the 
village,” she told me frankly and repeatedly, “Nobody wants it!”  
Why does nobody want to buy a house in the village? Why is a rural house no longer an 
option? Lan Ying’s blunt words reflected a considerable change in how rural migrants saw their 
rural homes. Lan Ying highly prized the market value of houses in county seats and the greater 
“level of consumerism” prevalent in county seats. By contrast, most migrant workers whom I 
first met in Beijing urban villages around 2008 had barely earned a living. At that time, buying 
an urban home seemed like a distant dream for poor migrants. A topic like the increasing value 
of housing property was rarely brought up in daily conversations. For villagers in the 1990s and 
early 2000s, building a rural house was “an investment in the family’s future”—such as creating 
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more space for different generations, a marriage of a son, family division, and more funds for 
investment (Sargeson 2002: 945). A rural house in the 2010s, however, ceased to be a smart 
investment. When some migrant workers became relatively well-off, they managed to buy 
houses. The market value of houses is based on a spatial hierarchy of cities and decreases from a 
county seat, to a township, then to a village. Lan Ying’s situation demonstrates a marked change 
in how migrant houses are viewed: If a house is a significant investment in a family’s future, it is 
better to be in cities.  
Lan Ying’s decision to buy an urban home becomes part of her self-help retirement plan. 
Social security, hukou, and housing are significantly correlated, especially for migrant workers. 
The systems of hukou and social security marginalize migrant workers. They have no alternative 
but to rely on their efforts and abilities to solve (zili jiuji自力救济) the problem of retirement. 
Faced with a wave of urbanization, rural migrants without pensions, like Lan Ying, consider 
buying a house as their retirement plans. Becoming a homebuyer is a self-help strategy that rural 
migrants have adopted to explore blind alleys that result from their double existence as rural 
migrant workers. In this section, I defined the feature of self-help urbanization. The next two 
sections will give an overview of Yanjiao and analyze the aspirations and worries of its 
homebuyers.  
BECOME A YANJIAO HOMEBUYER  
On a hot day in June 2014, Wu Ping吴萍 said, “I am going to pick up my house keys this 
weekend in Yanjiao,” and asked me, “Do you want to come?” It was a half year since I learned 
she had bought an apartment. Wu Ping was a migrant worker from Heilongjiang and had worked 
in Beijing for over fifteen years. I had many times expressed my interests in visiting her 
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apartment, but her building had been under construction. Finally, it was time to “collect her 
house” (shoufang收房). The procedure was broken down into several steps: paying the deed tax 
and property management fees (wuye guanlifei物业管理费), picking up keys, and inspecting the 
quality of housing construction.  
In the early morning, I met Wu Ping at a Beijing subway station on the East 4th Ring Road. 
Her good friend in Beijing, Huang Li黄莉, accompanied Wu Ping and her husband, Yang Fan. 
Huang Li’s daughter, Lily, drove her car to pick us up. I soon realized that everyone in the car, 
except me, was originally from Heilongjiang province and became Yanjiao homebuyers. Huang 
Li bought her first Yanjiao apartment in 2013 and sold it out to purchase a better one. Lily’s 
husband has an apartment in Beijing. They later bought a small apartment in Yanjiao for her in-
laws.1 Huang Li successfully persuaded Wu Ping to become a Yanjiao homebuyer in 2013. As 
experienced homebuyers, Huang Li and Lily would mentor us through the day of “collecting” 
Wu Ping’s house. Soon after we all buckled up, Lily suggested that we stop by a supermarket 
before we get on the highway. They swiftly picked some loaves of bread, a package of ham, and 
a giant watermelon. I helped to load the car with bags and imagined we would have a picnic in 
Yanjiao.  
The highway connected the east part of Beijing city and Yanjiao. Beijing was formerly 
known as Yanjing (燕京). Due to its proximity to the capital, Yanjiao (燕郊) means “the 
outskirts of Yanjing.” The mayor of Sanhe (三河) City, to which Yanjiao had belonged, once 
urged that the city should transfer this “advantage of location” into the “advantage of 
                                                 
1 With a college degree and one-year experiences of studying abroad, Lily worked as a young professional and did 
not belong rural migrant workers (nongmingong) whom I study. She had a private car and had not taken a bus in 
Beijing for many years. She had limited experiences with where rural migrant workers lived. On the way to Yanjiao, 
we stopped by an urban village for public toilets. She said with contempt, “I have never been to such a ‘poor’ [po
破] place in my life.” 
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development” (Li 2008). In the past two decades, both local governments and the state have 
drawn up grand plans to foster Yanjiao’s industrial base. In 1999, Yanjiao was earmarked for a 
provincial “high-tech industrial development area.” As early as 2004, China’s National 
Development and Reform Commission hosted a conference on overall planning of Beijing-
Tianjin-Hebei development (Zhu 2004). In 2010, the state further promoted Yanjiao into a 
national industrial development area. Most important, in early 2014, the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei 
Coordinated Development Policy (jingjinji yitihua zhengce京津冀一体化政策; hereafter the 
Policy), which aims at spurring the economic development of the three cities and provinces in 
northern China, put the national spotlight on Yanjiao.  
The planning, however, hardly worked. Its failure was evident in a huge mismatch between 
industrial and residential property development. Yanjiao exemplifies the pitfall of China’s 
development zones (kaifaqu开发区). Its planning mainly favors industrialization, rather than 
utilizing the whole urban space for “mixed-use real-estate projects” (Hsing 2010:104). The vast 
area of Yanjiao is disconnected from its feeble industrial zone. Instead, numerous property sales 
offices, construction sites, and newly-erected high-rise buildings dominate the area. We were 
lucky to avoid the morning peak and took about an hour to arrive at Yanjiao. Upon arriving, I felt 
overwhelmed by the number of real-estate companies and advertisements. One ad, “Within a 
Half-Hour Commute of Beijing,” told well its role as a bedroom community.  
In the early 1980s, Yanjiao’s population was 26,033 (Hebeisheng 1984: 70). It is now over 
750,000 and only one-third of its population hold local hukous (Yanjiao 2017). In the past two 
decades, its house prices have shot up along with the development of Beijing’s eastern districts, 
including the Guomao area and Tongzhou district, which were designated as a “subsidiary 
center” of the Beijing municipality. In the early 2000s, house prices were 1,800 yuan per square 
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meter (Mao 2003); now they are over 10,000 yuan. About 400,000 residents rely on the highway 
to commute every day between Yanjiao and Beijing (Zhongguo Jingji Daobao 2014). The media 
named Yanjiao a “sleeping town” (shui cheng睡城): most residents only sleep but do not live 
there. The heavy traffic had been prominently featured in press reports on Yanjiao (X. Du and 
Xiang 2014). The need for public transportation was so strong that elderly residents woke at 
dawn and stood for hours in line to guarantee a bus seat for their children who worked in Beijing 
(Johnson 2015).  
Our first stop was the real estate office where Wu Ping bought her apartment. In the middle 
of the first floor was a large exhibition room with several building models. Like the installations 
Figure 14. Building Models in a Real Estate Sales Office in Yanjiao. 
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in every property sales office, there was a detailed, scale model of the residential buildings and 
their surroundings (Figure 14). To pick up the house keys Wu Ping had to pay taxes and fees. 
She was occupied by the extra financial burden and not that enthusiastic about becoming a 
homeowner. But standing in front of the building models, Wu Ping finally became excited. She 
searched and pointed out the miniatures of her future home. Next to the building models, the 
sales office promptly displayed a newspaper page about the Policy, attempting to create an 
incentive for potential homebuyers. Next to the exhibition room was a reception lounge, where 
prospective homebuyers met their real estate agents. Lily led us to one seating set and unpacked 
our shopping bags. I realized that Yanjiao was not a good place to have a picnic. While cutting 
open the big watermelon, Lily explained that eating loaves of bread and ham in the reception 
room was a better option than dining out in Yanjiao. Unlike lively Beijing, affordable restaurants 
were scarce in Yanjiao. 
After lunch, we headed for Wu Ping’s future home. It was in a massive housing complex 
with more than thirty buildings. The property developer had designed two apartment layouts to 
attract buyers from different social strata. Huang Li, for example, bought a “Mini Villa,” a 
duplex apartment in a three-story building for 9,000 yuan per meter square. Wu Ping got a 
“SoHo,” a one-bedroom apartment in a ten-story building for 6,500 yuan per meter square. 
Several lovely gardens joined the low- and mid-rise buildings (Figure 15). While strolling to the 
second stop in the residential compound, we saw a man in his fifties holding a garden spade and 
standing in his front yard. Instead of planting colorful flowers, he plowed the field and grew only 
green vegetables. After briefly chatting with the man, Wu Ping joshed, “that small piece of land 
was more enviable than the house itself.” Her half-serious joke showed her ambivalence toward 
becoming a homeowner in a strange town. On the one hand, an urban home signals a new life. 
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On the other hand, Wu Ping no longer owned a small piece of land. When her family left their 
village in Heilongjiang fifteen years ago, they kept a dilapidated rural house but gave away their 
farmland to close relatives. That little farm evokes her nostalgia for an idyllic life in her rural 
hometown.  
Before arriving at the next stop, we saw only a few residents in this brand-new residential  
compound. The property service center (wuye fuwu zhongxin物业服务中心) was at the edge of 
the compound. Here, homebuyers paid property maintenance fees and requested support 
services. We waited for about a half hour while Wu Ping filled out paperwork to pick up her 
keys. With the keys in hand, she finally entered her own house and carried out the process of 
Figure 15.  “Mini Villa” (Middle) and “SoHo” (Sides). 
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“house inspection” (yanfang验房). Homebuyers were supposed to bring their tools to examine 
the condition of building construction, such as using a hammer to test the quality of the walls. 
Without bringing any tools, Wu Ping, Yang Fan, and their two friends walked around the new 
one-bedroom apartment and checked it out with their bare hands. They soon spotted a big gas 
pipe suspended from the ceiling that made the tiny kitchen even more cramped. Huang Li and 
Lily advised Wu Ping to ask the property managers to remove the pipe. Wu Ping politely 
declined and sighed, “We got only so little money, just such as it is (yejiu buguo ruci le也就不
过如此了). Other people are indifferent to us (bu kan zai yan li不看在眼里).” It was like 
saying, “Who do you think you are? They won’t care about us.” There was no trace of 
excitement in her voice. Instead of a fresh homeowner, she was tired of struggling and resigned 
to what she had.  
At the end of the day, I told them that I wanted to see more of Yanjiao, so Lily drove us to 
an earlier developed and more prosperous community where Huang Li had bought her first 
apartment in 2009. Wu Ping walked with me on its plaza and recalled how excited she was when 
she first visited the place. “What a lovely community it was,” she told me repeatedly. The “rich 
flavor of life” (shenghuo qixi生活气息) once attracted her so much. “The little river used to run 
here,” she pointed to a channel parallel to the sidewalk which seemed to have dried up long ago. 
Several children were chasing around in the garden, but I found it hard to imagine it in its former 
glory. The reality is that every “lovely” community needs care and maintenance; so does 
homeownership.  
The day after Wu Ping received her keys, I asked how it felt to be a woman of property. She 
responded with distress, “I couldn’t fall asleep. All I thought about was my mortgage payment 
and property management fees!” She woke up in the middle of the night and worried about what 
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to provide for her and her husband’s retirement. Her total house price was 410,000 yuan. She 
borrowed more than 100,000 yuan to make a down payment of 210,000 yuan.2 The monthly 
mortgage payment of 2,500 yuan plus property maintenance fees worried Wu Ping. A grassroots 
NGO worker and her husband a cook, neither had a pension. She puzzled over what they could 
depend on when they retired. “Maybe we can sell lunch boxes in Yanjiao?” she thought, settling 
on a retirement plan for her chef husband.  
The “picnic” scene in Wu Ping’s property sales office mirrors the conditions of many 
migrant homebuyers. It explained why Wu Ping had mixed feelings toward her big day. Wu Ping 
did not simply transfer herself into residential status through self-help urbanization. Unlike 
wealthy middle-class homebuyers, exorbitant house prices and huge mortgages leave migrant 
homebuyers with little for living expenses. With mortgage payment and property management 
fees yet without any pension, she must work hard to maintain her urban residential status. In the 
following section, I analyze the burdens of debts and insecurity that Yanjiao homebuyers face 
and how homeownership affects relationships with their rural hometowns.  
DEBT, SECURITY, LAND  
Buying a house is a way to provide for one’s retirement. Those Yanjiao homebuyers prove 
that rural migrants did not have to choose either their rural hometown or an “arrival city” 
(Saunders 2010). They nudged their way to a third place: a bedroom community. Mortgage 
payments and property maintenance fees, however, become another problem. House prices in 
Yanjiao are higher than the rates in rural counties. When these families pursued a new path to 
urbanization, it also meant that they felt trapped by the burden of debts and mortgages. Amid all 
                                                 
2 Huang Li alone lent Wu Ping 50,000 yuan. 
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the uncertainty, migrant homebuyers relied on rural hukou and farmland as social security. 
Despite having a new, urban home, Yanjiao homebuyers were still in an identity bind, straddling 
between rural hometowns and urban homes.  
Surprisingly, all Yanjiao homebuyers I interviewed chose to stay in Beijing rather than in 
their new houses. Income is lower in Yanjiao than in Beijing, but the living expenses in Yanjiao 
are higher than that in Hua Village. That Wu Ping, Huang Li, and Lily brought loaves of bread, 
hams, and watermelon reflected the different costs. Instead of living in Yanjiao, they skimped on 
their rental budget by crowding into rooms in urban villages. Li Mei, whom we met at the 
beginning of this chapter, for example, rented out her Yanjiao apartment for 1,500 yuan per 
month as a partial payment on the monthly mortgage of 2,500 yuan.3 Instead of living in their 
apartment, they rented a place for 350 yuan per month in Hua Village. This modest room in a 
small, rural compound was about 15 square meters, with two beds occupying almost all the 
space. And Li Mei worked as a domestic worker for four different employers at the same time to 
maximize her earnings.  
Bao Kang包康, Li Mei’s only son, studies alone in Yanjiao. He was a seventh grader in a 
Yanjiao public school, after graduating from an elementary school in his hometown, Anhui, in 
2014. Bao Kang commuted every week between the capital and its bedroom community. During 
weekdays, he studied and boarded at the school. Every Friday afternoon, he returned to Beijing 
and spent the weekend with his parents in their tiny rented room in Hua Village. On Sunday 
afternoon, he headed back for Yanjiao. Bao Kang took the subway line 5, transferred to line 6, 
got off at the last station, Caofang, took a local bus, and finally went by taxi to get to his school. 
                                                 
3 Li Mei’s tenants worked in Haidian District, Beijing. They took a shuttle between their workplace and the Yanjiao 
apartment for 15 yuan per ride.  
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Among his sixty classmates, ten commuted three hours one-way every week to attend schools in 
Yanjiao and meet with their families on the weekend in Beijing.  
Bao Kang’s young, migratory life was the result of China’s hukou and education system. 
Many migrants like Li Mei find Yanjiao appealing because it allows them to keep both jobs in 
Beijing and children’s education. The hukou policy has long obstructed migrant children’s 
educational opportunities in the cities where they have arrived. Without a Beijing hukou, a 
migrant child can hardly attend a public school in Beijing.4 Although the private schools 
welcome migrant children, migrant parents were worried that their children will become lazy 
there.5 Bao Kang once told me with disdain, “my mother would never let me go to that kind of 
school.” Li Mei fulfilled her commitment by buying a house primarily for her son’s education.6  
A house in Yanjiao allows Bao Kang to attend its public schools, but it does not relieve his 
family of its identity bind. Buying the apartment came with two Yanjiao hukous, which allowed 
Bao Kang to take high school entrance exams in Hebei. Whether to transfer their hukou from 
Anhui to Hebei, however, deeply troubled Li Mei. “It’s useless to transfer it [hukou] here. You 
tell me what I can do [with a hukou] here?” They were also concerned about a potential 
acquisition of farmland in their hometown, Anhui, where large-scale urbanization had just taken 
place. Li Mei complained, “Once we get it [hukou] over there, we can’t get it back. What a 
hassle!” Land compensation was tied up with holding a corresponding rural hukou. If they 
                                                 
4 Due to the high-quality but limited educational resources in Beijing, to enroll in a good public school is 
competitive even for a family with a Beijing hukou.  
 
5 The Chinese state categorizes private schools (minban xuexiao民办学校) for migrant children into two types: 
those with official approval (shenpi审批) and those without approval. With approval from the Education Bureau of 
Beijing, the private schools are entitled to government subsidies and to register their students in the national, 
educational system (xueji学籍). Hua Village’s only private school for migrant children operated without approval.  
 
6 Other migrant families, whose children could not attend public schools in Beijing, opted to bring or send the 
children back to their rural hometowns and resigned themselves to separate family lives. See chapter 4 for detailed 
discussions on gender, migration, and children’s education. 
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transfer their rural hukou to Yanjiao and the local government expropriates their land, they will 
no longer be eligible for any compensation. Li Mei explained the dilemma to me, “But for him 
[Bao Kang] to attend schools [in Yanjiao], we have to transfer it.” At the risk of losing land 
compensation, Mr. Bao eventually decided to transfer his hukou along with Bao Kang’s to 
Yanjiao. 
The couple were unsure of their future in Yanjiao. Mr. Bao tended to come back to his 
hometown. Born in 1979, he has been a migrant worker since he was sixteen years old. He 
worked in a pharmaceutical factory in Anhui, sold roasted duck in Xian, and finally became an 
experienced home renovator in Beijing. Speaking about the day he put down a good faith deposit 
of 10,000 yuan in Yanjiao, he joked that buying a house was like “buying vegetables” (mai 
qingcai买青菜), for him, a big but hasty decision. Mr. Bao told me, “if we can’t find a job in 
Beijing when we’re old, we will sell the house in Yanjiao and return to our hometown.” It is still 
a widespread idea that “fallen leaves return to the roots” (luo ye gui gen落叶归根), he said. It 
means that everyone should return to their hometown when they become old.  
Li Mei avoided the real estate office before her husband decided to buy the apartment. She 
can hardly explain her decision at that time but was sure that she did not want to plow fields in 
the sun anymore: 
Look, we are simple migrant workers [dagong de打工的]. How could we be wealthy? We 
had no money! No money at all! [We bought it] only because I don’t want to stay in my 
hometown anymore. Anyway, when our child grows up, we must buy a house (for him). We 
were muddle-headed [xi li hu tu稀里糊涂] and then bought.  
On the one hand, Li Mei got so tired of picking cotton and staying in her hometown. “I left 
school very early. Since then, all I did was pick cotton every day, every day, every day, till the 
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New Year,” she recalled and complained. An urban home was the first step to leaving both “the 
fields” and “the countryside.”7 On the other hand, although buying an apartment opened public 
educational resources for their son, it did not offer enough security. For rural migrant workers 
like Li Mei and Mr. Bao, agricultural land provided the ultimate security.  
In the following story, we see how the struggle of migrant homebuyers is closely tied to 
rural land. Like Bao Kang, Sun Yuan’s family hailed from Henan province and sought 
educational resources in Yanjiao. She bought a Yanjiao apartment in 2014 when her daughter 
was in the fifth grade and studying in the private school for migrant children in Hua Village. She 
and her husband decided to balance their jobs and children’s education by buying a home near 
Beijing. If they returned to Henan, their lives would have had to start all over again with new 
jobs and low pay.8 Her entrepreneurial character made Sun Yuan a promising migrant 
homebuyer. With a technical degree (中专) in finance, she worked as an accountant for a foreign 
company in Beijing, whose employees mostly had post-graduate degrees. Although living in Hua 
Village made her indistinguishable from other migrant workers, a stable job with good pay 
allowed her to be more ambitious than others.  
In 2014, Sun Yuan spotted a property in Yanjiao. Within two weeks, her family visited the 
three-bedroom apartment and made a down payment of 400,000 yuan. She excitedly showed me 
the real-estate advertisement on her smartphone. The 103-square-meter (1,108 square feet) 
800,000-yuan apartment came with the incentive, “buy two bedrooms get one free.” She saw it 
                                                 
7 The national slogan in the 1990s was “leaving the fields without leaving the countryside” (li tu bu li xiang 离土不
离乡) (Chio 2011; Kipnis 2016: 18-9). The state intended to encourage rural surplus laborers to work in local 
factories while staying in the countryside.  
 
8 While waiting for her home to be finished, Sun Yuan has sent her daughter back to study in a public school in her 
hometown, Henan. When the apartment is ready, she plans to transfer her daughter to a junior high school in 
Yanjiao. 
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as a great bargain and went on to borrow money from relatives. “Only if they refused to lend me 
money would I give it up,” she explained. Speaking of her decisiveness, she believed that new 
urban policies would trigger a dramatic rise in house prices. She recalled, “I’m so afraid that I 
could never have afforded a house in Yanjiao if house prices rose with the ‘Beijing-Tianjin-
Hebei Coordinated Development Policy.’” More than once, she regretted not buying property in 
Beijing earlier. She continued, “The problem is that, at that time, I hadn’t thought about 
remaining in Beijing.”  
For a long time, she had not been committed to settling down in Beijing, which also showed 
in her humble house in Hua Village. Although Sun Yuan earned more than 10,000 yuan a month, 
she did not want to spend more than 1,000 yuan on rent. In 2014, she rented a one-story, twenty-
square-meter house made of bricks for only 500 yuan a month. “I would rather save money for 
buying a house than paying more rent,” she told me firmly. It is a widespread idea that 
residences in urban villages are “temporary.” One should not “waste” rent on a transitional 
house. Her house was in a large housing compound where most residents made their living by 
trading scrap, an industry that made the environs less than presentable and pleasant.9 She 
explained that because of her rural background she did not care about what seemed like the 
hardship of living in Hua Village. Instead of seeing herself residing in a “slummy” area, she 
offered me a list of its advantages. “Here we have good air circulation and very amiable 
neighbors,” she said. Sun Yuan built a tiny, outdoor, makeshift kitchen in front of her house. 
When I interviewed her in summer, she invited me to sit on a low stool, and we chatted in the 
yard.  
                                                 
9 Sun Yuan and Fen Fang lived in the same compound that I describe at the beginning of chapter 3. See also figure 8 
in chapter 1, p. 54.  
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Back in 2012, she thought that she would never be able to buy a property in Beijing. Like 
Lan Ying, who claimed “nobody wants to buy a rural house,” Sun Yuan had not seen a 
promising rural house. She gambled 300,000 yuan on a previously-owned apartment in 
Zhengzhou, the capital of Henan province. She told me proudly, “I was the first one in my 
village to buy a home in the capital! Now its market value is over 500,000 yuan.” In fact, she 
was my only informant who had bought an apartment in a provincial capital. Two years later, 
when she had almost paid off a personal loan to her close relatives, she bought her second 
apartment in Yanjiao. The mortgage and personal loan for the second house was an onerous 
burden. “I can’t believe I just ‘beat off’ (dadao打倒) one house and the other one showed up,” 
Sun Yuan said with a wry smile. The verb she used, “beat off,” reveals her strong motivation. In 
Sun Yuan’s description, a house was like an enemy that she must “beat off.” Despite all 
uncertainties, buying houses was a goal that she had established for herself. “Beating off” a 
house was not only about a struggle to become a homebuyer but also an empowering way to 
strive for accomplishments.10  
At the same time, this drive for investment and success was mixed with a sense of economic 
uncertainty. The fear of a financial crisis haunted Sun Yuan especially. She wondered if a 
housing bubble might burst in China and then Yanjiao would become another ghost city like 
Ordos in Inner Mongolia province that is underpopulated and full of unfinished buildings. 
Therefore, despite having properties in the cities, Sun Yuan would not give up her family’s rural 
land. “If a financial crisis arises, I will go home,” Sun Yuan told me. “At least with my farmland 
I have something to eat.”11 A piece of rural land gives migrant workers at least food security. 
                                                 
10 As I showed in chapter 3, migrant homebuyers took great pride in their houses. 
 
11 Compared to Sun Yuan, Wu Ping bought an apartment in Yanjiao with grave concern about retirement because she 
had no land to which to return.  
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Besides, against a backdrop of environmental concerns and food safety issues, many rural 
migrants saw rural land playing an increasingly significant role in their lives. When I asked about 
their long-term plans, many migrants were discomforted by the smog and increasing air pollution 
in Beijing. An idyllic, rural environment in their memory was more appealing than smoggy 
Beijing. Most important, unjust expropriation of rural land has made the market value of rural 
land more salient. Like Li Mei, many of my informants now were reluctant to transfer to an 
urban hukou at the cost of losing their rural land. They preferred to keep farmland not only for 
safety and security against economic precariousness but also for its high value.  
Compared to China’s middle-class homebuyers, migrant homebuyers are more likely to be 
trapped between the rural and the urban. Keeping rural land puts migrants in a double bind. On 
the one hand, self-help urbanization is supposed to change the status of double existence. 
Migrant workers without an urban residential status opt to buy a house to acquire security in 
cities by themselves. On the other hand, to maintain an apartment in Yanjiao requires high 
mortgage payments and property management fees. Therefore, migrant homebuyers tended to 
keep their rural land, along with its crops. A piece of land provides food and economic security 
against uncertain and unforeseeable real-estate markets. Buying an urban home while holding 
rural hukou and land solidifies the status of straddling the rural and the urban. Moreover, the 
inclination to keep private rural land conflicts with the state policy of National New-
type Urbanization Plan (2014-2020) (hereafter the Plan) (China CPC and State Council 2014). 
The rationale behind the Plan is “the modernization of agriculture.” By transforming rural 
populations into urban residents, the policy aims at releasing individual land for large-scale 
farming. The preference of migrant homebuyers for keeping private farmland erects barriers to 
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the state’s ambition of land acquisition. In the next section, I discuss how migrant aspirations to 
live in national centers conflict with urban planning.  
CONTESTED PLANNING 
The fundamental conflict between migrant workers and urban policies lies in the opposing 
views of urbanization held by migrant homebuyers and top-down urban policy makers. While 
migrants aspire to dwell at the core of the country, the state plans to limit population in the 
capital. I will illustrate the conflict with the story of Wu Ping. While walking together in the 
garden of her future home, one of her remarks struck me. With deep feelings, Wu Ping told me: 
Indeed, Yanjiao is on the very outskirts of Beijing. But seeing Yanjiao in a national-wide 
scale, it’s at any rate at the center of the country. I can’t bear even to think about buying a 
property in Yanjiao for only 400,000 yuan [about 60,000 USD].  
With an interesting twist in her point of view, Wu Ping changed its geographical peripherality 
into a national centrality. Proximity to Beijing makes Yanjiao a pivot point of China. It inspires a 
migrant worker like Wu Ping, who dwells marginally in Beijing urban villages, to imagine living 
at the political and ideological center of China.  
Real estate offices also fully utilized the expectation and imagination of potential buyers. 
Just as one real-estate slogan suggests, Yanjiao’s proximity to Beijing grants its centrality. The 
banner strung across the long wall blared, “ZHELI SHI YANJIAO ZHELI SHI SHIJIE” (This is 
Yanjiao. This is the world. 这里是燕郊 这里是世界), juxtaposed below with an English slogan, 
“THE #1 LOCATION IN SUBURBANIZATION” (Figure 16). Located near Beijing makes 
Yanjiao not merely an ordinary township but “the world.” Sun Yuan also reminded me 
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repeatedly that it is only “one river away” from Beijing (yi he zhi ge一河之隔). If one could 
ignore the Chaobai River, living in Yanjiao was almost like living in Beijing. 
 Following this rationale, each small town or city in the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei area is 
appealing, as long as it makes homebuyers feel like that it is part of Beijing. A recent example 
from Xiongxian county (雄县) in Hebei province, situated less than 100 miles south of Beijing, 
shows that soon after the county was designated as part of a national economic zone in spring 
2017 its real estate market went crazy. A local advertising company hung a big red banner: 
“Congratulations to Xiongan New Area. Let Us Shout: We Are All Capital People (shoudu ren
Figure 16. Real-estate Advertisements. The deep-blue banner reads, “This is Yanjiao. This is the world.” 
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首都人)!” (Chongzi 2017). The slogan revealed an unfulfilled wish of the people in Xiongxian 
County. Now, becoming a national economic zone brings Xiongxian County to the center of the 
country. It is noteworthy that the banner did not use Pekingese (Beijing ren北京人), which had 
strong connotations of place-bound identities. A capital person is associated with the economic 
and political heart of the country. A migrant worker is hardly treated as a Pekingese, but he or 
she can be regarded as a capital person. Becoming a homebuyer close to the capital allows one to 
stay at the core of the country.  
Xiao Yang, a migrant homebuyer in Langfang (廊坊), Hebei, was another example. We met 
in his modest Chongqing noodle shop in Hua Village. Speaking about his choice of buying an 
apartment in Langfang, he contended that his house in the small city was not far away from 
Beijing at all. “Your mobile phone does not roam in Langfang,” Xiao Yang told me, “You are 
still on the same network as Beijing!” If an owner registers a SIM card in Beijing, the mobile 
phone roams when its owner leaves Beijing. Bringing the mobile phone to Langfang, about 40 
miles south of Beijing, normally means that the phone would roam on other networks based on 
its local operators. Xiao Yang’s rationale is straightforward: since you are still on Beijing’s 
network, you have not yet left Beijing. Like Wu Ping, Xiao Yang believes that, even though his 
house is at the margin of Beijing, it is at the core of the whole country.  
The migrant homebuyers’ aspirations to live in the center, unfortunately, conflicts with the 
Plan. The Chinese government unveiled the Plan in 2014. At the very beginning, the Plan 
signifies that urbanization is “the only road to modernity,” “the essential approach to solving 
rural problems,” and “a powerful engine to ensure healthy economic development” (China CPC 
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and State Council 2014).12 Facing the end of China’s cheap labor era, the state urgently needs 
new engines to encourage its economic growth. In its first chapter, the Plan says: 
The ever-increasing rate of urbanization will enhance peasants’ income through transferring 
(their) employment (to cities) and make them enjoy better public services by becoming 
citizens. It will thereby constantly create a widening consumer group, constantly upgrade 
consumer structures, and constantly unlock consumer potential. Furthermore, it will bring 
enormous demand for investment in urban infrastructure, public service facilities, and 
housing construction. These will continually power economic development (China CPC and 
State Council 2014).  
The Plan is an attempt to bridge the gap between urbanization and industrialization in China. It 
apparently regards domestic consumption as the primary economic driver. It also assumes that 
increasing urban resident income and boosting domestic consumer expenditures will facilitate 
economic reforms and development.  
Fundamentally, the nature of the Plan is a hukou reform. China’s rate of urbanization, 
namely the percentage of the permanent urban population, has risen from 17.9% in 1978 to 
52.6% in 2013 (China CPC and State Council 2014).13 Only 35.3% of the national population, 
however, held an urban hukou. 17.3% of the population live in Chinese cities were not members 
of the “registered urban population” (Xinhua 2014). China’s 250 million rural migrant workers 
constitute this vast discrepancy.14 They are both the targets of and challenges to the Plan. On the 
                                                 
12 The rural problems included rural people, rural production, and rural society (nongmin, nongye, nongcun农民, 农
业, 农村). Wen Tiejun (2001) pioneered the study of China’s rural problems by summarizing it as “rural problems in 
three dimensions” (san nong wen ti三农问题). 
 
13 The percentage of the permanent urban population in 2015 was 56.1% (NBS 2017a).  
 
14 The population of rural migrant workers in 2016 was 281.71 million (NBS 2017b). 
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one hand, they are potential urban consumers who can contribute to economic developments. On 
the other hand, to grant all rural migrant workers full residential status will prove a heavy 
financial burden. According to research from Development Research Center of the State Council 
of the PRC, granting full public goods and services to one migrant worker costs 80,000 yuan 
(Xin Jing Bao 2013).15 How can the state transfer more of the rural population into the urban 
areas without destroying its administrative and financial systems? 
The Plan proposes to systematically grant rural migrants residential statuses. It first 
classifies cities from small to big ones according to their corresponding population size. It seeks 
to thwart the urban sprawl of large and mega cities through a “differentiated hukou policy” 
(chabiehua luohu zhengce 差别化落户政策). Its mission is to gradually “grant urban residential 
status to the population transferring from agriculture” (nongye zhuanyi renkou shiminhua农业转
移人口市民化).16 The design allows rural migrants to acquire residential status in small towns 
and cities. Meanwhile, it still blocks their accesses to residential status in major cities and 
megacities such as Beijing.17 
                                                 
15 Giving residential status to 160 million migrant workers, estimated by another study in 2012, would cost 1.8 
trillion yuan (Du and Xiao 2013). 
 
16 The Plan defines city sizes and their related hukou reforms as follows: “Based on conditions of legal, stable jobs 
and residences (including rental ones), fully cancel the limitation on transferring hukou to towns and small cities; 
orderly cancel the limitation on transferring hukou to cities with urban population from 500,000 to one million; 
reasonably cancel the limitation on transferring hukou to big cities with urban population from one to three million; 
reasonably make prerequisites for transferring hukou to big cities with urban population from three to five million; 
strictly control the population size of megacities with urban population over five million” (China CPC and State 
Council 2014). 
 
17 A differentiated hukou policy is the guideline for how to transfer rural hukou holders to urban ones. The state also 
launched a pilot project in Jiangsu province and Anhui province, along with other 62 cities and towns to implement 
the Plan. One mission of the pilot project is to establish a model of distributing the costs of public goods and 
services between governments, enterprises, and individuals (National Development and Reform Commission et al., 
2014).  
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The top-down Plan of urbanization, however, clashes with the bottom-up imagination of 
becoming urban. As the previous stories of migrant homebuyers showed, the classification of 
cities and their ideal population size from the top is out of touch with the realities of migrant life 
from below. In the mind of city dwellers, there is a ranking of cities and towns. Cities are 
different not only in size but also in quality and status. The top-down Plan will hardly curb 
migrant inclinations to imagine being and living at the core of the country. Yanjiao, though 
simply a bedroom community, is nonetheless the bedroom town of Beijing. As the real-estate 
advertisement—#1 location in suburbanization—rightfully claimed, Yanjiao is the number one 
choice for becoming (sub)urban.  
A similar conflict occurred when migrants interpreted the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei 
Coordinated Development Policy differently so that they could work and stay in the greater 
Beijing area. Sun Yuan, for example, was worried that “once the state enforces the Policy, house 
prices in Yanjiao will skyrocket.” She feared she would be unable to afford an apartment there. 
She and real estate offices read the Policy positively as an incentive to develop Yanjiao and an 
effort to integrate it into Beijing. Ironically, urban planners have different ideas of “coordinated 
development” (xietong fazhan协同发展) between the areas and cities in mind. The Policy sets 
out to cure Beijing’s “big city disease” whose symptoms include resource depletion, traffic 
congestion, housing shortages, and air pollution (Xinhua News 2015). The planning locates the 
big city disease in the excess and unwanted functions that Beijing has been carrying out. Thus, 
the first step in the cure is to distinguish “capital functions” (shoudu gongneng首都功能) from 
“non-capital functions” (fei shoudu gongneng非首都功能). Beijing should carry out its capital 
functions as a center of politics, culture, international affairs, and innovation (Deng et al., 2015). 
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Meanwhile, the policies plan to relocate non-capital functions to other cities and towns in the 
Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei area.  
The aims of the relevant urban policies are to “modify” (shujie疏解) the non-capital 
functions of Beijing, which include “energy and water consuming industries, regional bases for 
logistics, divisions of educational, medical, and training organizations ... [and] administrative 
and public institutions and the headquarters of enterprises” (National People’s Congress 2016).18 
At the initial stage, the “Outline of Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei Coordinated Planning” (hereafter the 
Outline) had already established a goal of strict population control (Qinhuangdaoshi 2015).19 The 
Outline figuratively and vividly described the goal of removing non-capital functions as “the 
muzzle of an ox” (niu bizi牛鼻子). Also, industries unfit for the plan, along with their workers, 
should be relocated. Most migrants in Beijing were workers in the informal labor sector, such as 
recycling and scrap trading, construction, vendors, and retailers. Although the Outline does not 
identify them as non-capital functions, they hardly fall under capital functions, either.  
When top-down urban planning regards the explosive growth of population in Beijing as its 
greatest burden, how do rural migrants, being both farmers and workers, fit into the grand 
designs of urban transformation? How do Yanjiao migrant homebuyers fit into the regional 
planning of Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei? This section considers how migrant inclination to reside at 
the center conflicted with the rationale behind the state’s policies. While migrant workers long to 
reside at the center of the country through buying a property in Yanjiao, the state does not design 
                                                 
18 Although five-year plans do not have the same “scope and authority” as they did in the socialist era, their 
significance is still noteworthy (Sigley 2006: 501). 
 
19 The Outline aims at a population size of 23 million in Beijing by the year 2020. Beijing’s permanent population of 
2015 (changzhu renkou常住人口) was 21.7 million (Beijing Bureau of Statistics 2016). Even Yanjiao plans to limit 
its population size and to set up barriers to acquiring its hukou (Zhao 2017). 
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urban policies for them. In fact, neither the Plan nor the Policy takes rural migrant workers into 
account. In the following section, I argue that the models behind the urban policies are a 
continuation of the classic core-periphery structure.  
IMAGINED CENTRALITY 
In this section, I introduce William Skinner’s theory of economic hierarchy in China. His 
core-periphery structure clarifies the pitfalls implied in new urban planning and policies. Skinner 
establishes the models for the economic hierarchy of settlements and explains how regional 
economies functioned in late imperial China. He first presents the “idealized model” of central 
place hierarchy (1977: 283). Later, he uses the idealized model for conceptualizing “regional 
systems” in China. At each level in the economic hierarchy, a central commercial place provides 
services and goods to its surrounding hinterland. The core city at the highest level in the 
hierarchy, the central metropolis, services the maximal commercial hinterland. He demarcates 
nine macroregions in the late nineteenth century. Beijing, Tianjin, and Hebei, for example, 
belonged to the North China macroregion (Skinner 1977: 282; Qi et al. 2004: 379).  
In developing a model of Chinese cities, Skinner finds close correlations between 
urbanization and a core-periphery structures (1977: 286-7). First, as the level of the economic 
hierarchy ascends, central places tend to locate in cores rather than in peripheries. All central 
metropolises and 18 out 20 regional metropolises, for example, are in core areas. Second, at each 
level, the mean population of cities in the cores is larger than the mean population of cities in the 
peripheries. The feature of “city-centered urbanization,” Skinner argues, is “man-made”:   
Macroregional cores were, of course, more urbanized than their surrounding peripheries … 
It would be wrong, however, to interpret these population differentials as a simple 
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consequence of the primordial physiographic aspects of regional structure. On the contrary, 
it was Chinese patterns of occupance that transformed physiographic regions into city-
centered functional systems whose very “natural” features were to a considerable degree 
man-made. Urbanization itself contributed to core-periphery differentiation, and large cities 
have had the effect of intensifying the core-like character of their environs (1977: 286, 
emphasis added).  
In this paragraph, Skinner first informs the readers that urbanization in core areas is greater than 
in peripheral regions. Soon, however, he draws our attention to the “man-made” characteristics 
of China’s economic hierarchy. There is a stark contrast between core and periphery both in the 
location and the size of cities. The “city-centered functional systems,” he emphasizes, are a result 
of the “Chinese patterns of occupance,” rather than a natural outcome.  
The significance of Skinner’s economic hierarchy theory in China is twofold. First, 
urbanization correlates to a core-periphery structure. It is not an even or homogeneous process. 
Urbanization widens the gap between the cores and the peripheries (Skinner 1997: 2-3). Second, 
development in the core associates with underdevelopment in the periphery. Skinner argued, 
“urban development in the core areas caused urban underdevelopment in the peripheries” (1977: 
288). The potential for urbanization in the peripheries was often sacrificed, taking deforestation 
and the usage of human waste as examples (Skinner 1977: 288). Namely, a core city not only 
depends on but also dominates its hinterlands. The core-periphery structure reinforces the level 
of urbanization in the core area and further results in the underdevelopment of the hinterland.  
Although Skinner’s research was based on urban conditions in the late imperial China, his 
insights into China’s urbanization and core-periphery structure are relevant to current studies. 
The Policy’s design, for example, has prioritized the task of coordinated and integrated 
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developments in the North China macroregion. Through differentiating capital from non-capital 
functions, however, the Policy treats Hebei province, where Yanjiao is located, as a hinterland 
with abundant land for absorbing Beijing’s population and unwanted functions. Following the 
rationale of the Policy, Beijing’s economy will expand through intensifying its core-centered 
functions while undermining the potential urbanization of its surrounding peripheries. Thus, the 
Policy may reinforce the “city-centered functional system” in the North China macroregion and 
reproduce a core-periphery structure between Beijing and its surrounding cities and towns.  
Skinner’s theory of core-periphery structure, I argue, helps us to identify the Plan’s 
ambivalence toward urbanization. First, the Plan strives for economic development through 
urbanizing its rural population without overpopulating its big cities. According to Skinner, 
however, urbanization itself tends to intensify core-periphery differentiation. Also, large cities 
tend to produce surrounding areas that are more core-centered. Thus, the Plan attempts to meet 
two seemingly irreconcilable demands.  
Second, the legacy of the hukou system was bequeathed to the Plan. What Skinner could 
not address in the 1970s is how the core-periphery structure works in tandem with China’s hukou 
system. The dual hukou system has long created an unequal distribution of public goods and 
services between rural and urban hukou. To urbanize the rural population fully inevitably 
involves hukou reform. The Plan aims at gradually undoing the differentiation between the rural 
and the urban. Following the “differentiated hukou policy,” the Plan categorizes towns and cities 
according to their population size. Small towns and cities tend to grant migrant workers 
residential status with fewer constraints. Meanwhile, it keeps in place the political barriers to 
acquiring an urban hukou in big and mega cities. As a result, marginalized groups like rural 
migrant workers still cannot access residential status in Beijing. In this way, the Plan sustains a 
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core-periphery differentiation among small and big cities. A hierarchy and ranking of city size 
continue in the hukou system. 
Third, and most important, the Plan attempts to reform the hukou system but keeps the city-
centered feature of the hukou system intact. When Cheng and Selden traced the origin of China’s 
hukou system, they found “an urban-centered perspective on China’s development” that 
Communist authorities held in the 1940s and 1950s. The authorities put emphasis on the critical 
roles that workers and cities played in the process of industrialization. State policies, thus, were 
tied up with “governing the cities and urbanization” as well as controlling rural to urban 
migration (Cheng and Selden 1994: 651-3). About sixty years later, the Plan keeps “an urban-
centered perspective” on China’s development. It aims at stimulating economic growth by 
increasing the urban consumer population. The assumptions about city-centered urbanization and 
development preclude the alternative of hukou reforms. For example, a hukou reform from a 
rural-centered perspective would provide public goods and services to rural hukou holders that 
are comparable to their urban counterparts. The Plan focuses only on decreasing barriers to 
acquiring urban residential status. It foregoes the underdevelopment of rural areas and solidifies 
city-centered features. 
Based on the above discussion, I revisit Wu Ping’s remarks on “Yanjiao at the center of the 
country.” Similar to Skinner’s conceptualization of China’s territory, Wu Ping’s spatial hierarchy 
of settlement is based on a political and economic hierarchy in which Beijing positions itself at 
the highest level. In contrast to the Policy’s regional view, Wu Ping places Yanjiao “on a 
national scale” and expands Skinner’s regional system to a national level. She then twists the 
peripherality of Yanjiao to Beijing, into the centrality of the whole country. Wu Ping employs 
imagined centrality—an ideological aspect behind the “Chinese patterns of occupance.” Unlike 
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Skinner’s regional system, Wu Ping’s hierarchy of settlement is an ideological one. Her spatial 
categorization of Beijing and Yanjiao is beyond the North China macroregion. Without regional 
boundaries, Wu Ping can situate Yanjiao at the core of the whole country. Other areas far away 
from Beijing become more peripheral than Yanjiao. Through buying a home in Yanjiao, she is 
then able to imagine positioning herself close to the capital and to reside at the center of the 
nation.  
What conditioned Wu Ping’s understanding of the core-periphery structure? What made her 
“translocal” imagination possible? Faure and Siu (2006) argue for an imagined translocalism that 
linked local villages and peasants to the center. For example, marketing systems, lineage and 
kinship organizations, temples and religious practices, and academies and literati all help to 
relate localities to the center. They are “the cultural nexus of power” that unifies and diversifies 
China through symbolic and instrumental terms (Faure and Siu 1995; Siu 2010). They function 
like “a mental map,” working together with administrative and ritual maps (Faure and Siu 1995: 
42). The communist state, however, replaced the “rich and multi-tiered translocality” with one-
dimensional, immobile locality (Faure and Siu 1995: 43). The socialist revolutions grounded the 
experience of peasants in villages and shifted the national center from villages to cities. In 
postsocialist China, peasants became “translocal” again but carried the cultural baggage such as 
backwardness and low quality from the rural-urban differentiation. Rural migrant workers, 
therefore, embody the tensions between grounded and translocal experiences, core and peripheral 
positions, and unifying and diversifying forces.  
Wu Ping requires an ideological hierarchy of settlement to bring her locality to the center, to 
bring the center to her translocal life, and to reconcile the tensions. Through imagined centrality, 
she crosses not only the rural-urban differentiation but also the boundary of the hukou system. 
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Although she cannot acquire residential status in Beijing, her ideological hierarchy of China’s 
territory allows her to contend with the city-centered hukou system that has long marginalized a 
rural migrant worker like her. Wu Ping’s ideological hierarchy is a rhetorical one. It makes the 
imagination of being at the center possible. It, paradoxically, consolidates the city-centered 
system of rural-urban differentiation. As long as a core-periphery structure between Beijing and 
its hinterland exists, as long as a city-centered structure is inherent in the hukou system, and as 
long as rural migrants are situated marginally in the above structures, Yanjiao cannot become the 
ideal center where Wu Ping aspires to dwell. A migrant settlement like Yanjiao is a hinterland to 
Beijing. The core-periphery structure continues to dominate the relationship between Beijing and 
its migrant settlements. In this sense, Yanjiao is not merely a bedroom community to Beijing. 
Rather, it is an extension of Beijing’s urban villages. Like the migrant tenants in Hua village, the 
lives of Yanjiao migrant homeowners still crucially depend on and are dominated by Beijing.  
THROUGH the stories of Yanjiao homebuyers, this chapter analyzes the multi-layered tensions in 
urbanization that rural migrant workers embody and how they reconcile the conflicts. I trace 
these tensions to the conflict of living in the city without urban residential status, the conflict 
between migrant homebuyers and state-led urban policies, and the conflict between cores and 
peripheries in China’s urbanization. Migrants reconcile the tensions and conflicts, I argue, by 
buying a home but keeping their rural land, through employing imagined centrality, and through 
self-help urbanization without becoming a working class. 
First, becoming homebuyers complicates migrants’ relationships with their rural land and 
hometowns. I examine a close correlation between social security and housing that underlies the 
strategy of self-help urbanization. Rural migrants are at the same time rural hukou holders who 
no longer plow fields and urban workers without pensions. Buying a home has become an 
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important way to transform themselves into an urban residential status. Relying on one’s efforts 
and abilities to solve the problem of retirement, however, is also accompanied by a heavy burden 
of debt and mortgages. For safety and security against economic precariousness, migrant 
homeowners tend to hold their rural hukou to keep the rural land, which, in reverse, solidifies 
migrants’ status of straddling the rural and the urban.  
Second, the strategy of self-help urbanization enables migrant workers to set foot in a new 
urban life, but it conflicts with a core-periphery structure that is inherent in China’s urban 
policies. Rural migrant workers, especially Yanjiao homebuyers, strive to live close to the 
political and ideological center of China through a new path to urbanization. Their high 
aspirations, however, often conflict with the state’s designs for urban transformation. Based on 
Skinner’s regional system, I argue that the core and periphery structure exists not only in the 
relationship between Beijing and its hinterland but also in the rationale of China’s hukou system. 
The city-centered hukou system views overpopulation as a symptom of Beijing’s “big city 
disease.” The urban policies strictly control the population size of Beijing. Even though self-help 
urbanization allows migrant homebuyers to become urban, it hardly contends with the core-
periphery structure inherent in urban policies.  
The imagined centrality of migrant homebuyers reveals conflicts between dwelling and 
planning in China’s urbanization. Contemporary urban planning probably underestimates the 
effects of “Chinese patterns of occupance” (Skinner 1977: 286). What urban planning promises 
about regional integration and coordination hardly matches the heightened expectations of 
migrant homebuyers. Migrant homebuyers twist the location and position of Yanjiao through an 
imagined “core-periphery” structure. By positioning themselves close to the capital, homebuyers 
are no longer marginalized, geographically or socially, but dwell at the center of the country. 
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Furthermore, the imagined centrality allows them to overcome the constraints imposed by the 
hukou system.  
Third, the self-help urbanization puts discussions of proletarianization in China in a wider 
perspective. Pun Ngai and her coauthors (Pun and Ren 2008; Pun and Lu 2010) argued that the 
split between production and reproduction result in the unfinished proletarianization of Chinese 
migrant workers. Migrant homebuyers in Yanjiao, however, could bring production and part of 
reproduction, specifically education and housing, together in greater Beijing. This strategy of 
self-help urbanization bypasses the process of proletarianization. And yet, buying a home 
produces new tensions for the rural migrant worker. Li Mei, for example, did not want to plow 
fields anymore. Self-help urbanization without becoming a working class means that they 
become urban but sustain the status of dagong, simply selling labor to bosses. Self-help 
urbanization with unfinished proletarianization adds uncertainty to their identities—Wu Ping’s 
self-perception of others being indifferent to her, Mr. Bao’s joke of buying a house like buying 
vegetables, and Li Mei’s muddle-headed decision to buy a home. The stress, heedlessness, and 
resignation that migrant homebuyers embody reflect their identity bind. Nothing is secured but 
an imagined centrality.  
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CONCLUSION 
In July 2017, exactly three years after my first visit, I revisited Fen Fang and Wu Yan’s 
apartment in their hometown county, Hebei. I was excited to see the changes in their home, 
which I detailed in chapter 3. Our first stop was a hot-pot restaurant, to welcome old friends and 
celebrate our reunion. I asked them, “when are you going back to Beijing?” Fen Fang paused and 
then went on, “we aren’t going back. We will stay here taking care of our grandson.” I was taken 
aback by their decision, not just because I had written a chapter on their left-behind apartment, 
which is now no longer empty, but also because of their uncommon choice. Indeed, several of 
my interlocutors stayed in their hometowns for a few months or a year, but making a resolution 
to relocate is different.  
Wu Yan recounted the large-scale demolition in Hua Village in the early spring of 2017 that 
foreshadowed their relocation. The Village had torn down all illegal construction on the 
collectively owned land, affecting about one-third of the Village’s area, including plenty of stores 
and shops as well as big compounds and apartment buildings. One razed building was the 
couple’s one-story house, where they had stayed for more than six years. After the demolition, 
they could have moved to other rental houses in Hua Village or nearby urban villages, just as 
most tenants have despite the skyrocketing rent. “Then, why didn’t you stay?” I interrupted him. 
Wu Yan sighed, “maybe we simply accepted it and moved on” (xiangkai le想开了, literally 
think broadly). They were tired of constant demolitions and moving. Ever since I began my 
fieldwork in 2013, the government has tightened its grip on population control in Beijing. The 
couple had clearly sensed the authority’s determination to “kick them out.” Wu Yan showed me a 
piece of news on his mobile phone. An urban village in Beijing was planning to impose fees on 
the “floating population,” 2,000 yuan per person. Wu Yan commented on the ridiculous rule, 
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“they just don’t want you to stay.” 
Since they returned to the county, Wu Yan found a job as a bus driver, not a busy one 
compared to what he did in the previous year in Beijing. He had been a driver working for Didi, 
a Chinese ride-hailing company and rival to Uber. The money came so quickly, at least 500 yuan 
a day, sometime 3,000 yuan a day. He couldn’t stop but taking one case after the other, driving to 
all corners of Beijing. The ride-sharing app, an information-age version of factory machines, was 
eating him up. As his health deteriorated, Wu Yan gradually decided that he could return to the 
county and make less money. Still, can the county, once a “birdcage” to Wu Yan, become a 
home? The county is a new place where Wu Yan and Fen Fang can establish and question their 
new identities as new homeowners and urbanites. Will the small city change into a nexus of new 
social forces or a new frontier of the rural-urban divide? What will the new forms of dwelling 
and belonging for Fen Fang and Wu Yan be? I asked them, “are you an urbanite now or a 
peasant?” Wu Yan replied, “neither. We no longer belong to the real peasants. Yet being urbanites 
is out of our reach (goubushang够不上).” As Wu Yan was speaking, Fen Fang tried to say 
something as well but could not find the words. For a short while, she was just repeating, “non 
[fei非]…non…” What status, identity, or existence was so unutterable?  
This dissertation looks for a framework through which we can approach and read the 
unutterable. Rather than being static, floating, or unfinished, double dwelling is dynamic, 
restricted by the hukou division but also continually remaking the rural-urban divide. It is rooted 
in various sites, neither here nor there but always here and there. It is a project that may not be 
completed. The identities of urbanites or formal workers may be the goal of searching, or not. 
Migrant workers create and search for the nature of dwelling. Heidegger (2001) argues that to 
build is to dwell. In the case of Chinese migrant workers, to build and to be demolished in urban 
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villages is to dwell. To build or to buy a house in the hometown is to dwell as well. Most 
significant, to doubly dwell is to build and rebuild identities and existence. This dissertation 
demonstrates that the experience of double dwelling shapes and transforms migrant identities.  
Yet, the dynamics of bottom-up urbanization and state-led urban policies construct double 
dwelling. On the one hand, home-making practices bring new opportunities to migrant workers. 
My findings question the presupposition that holding an urban hukou is the only criterion for 
becoming urban. Faced with a wave of urbanization, rural migrants lacking social welfare 
support have no choice but to rely on their efforts and abilities to overcome the institutional 
barriers. In opposition to government-directed urbanization programs, “self-help urbanization” 
from below is marked by significant migrant homeownership. On the other hand, the urban 
policies imply a specific imaginary of urban lives that conflicts with migrants’ claim to the city.  
A half year after Wu Yan and Fen Fang relocated back home, another wave of demolitions 
took place in Beijing. In late November 2017, a tragic fire killed 19 people in an apartment house 
in the Daxing district. The incident was used to justify a vast campaign to demolish illegal 
constructions. Thousands of migrant tenants were forcibly evicted from urban villages. Pictures 
and videos of the ruthless evictions soon sparked widespread public outrage at the campaign. I 
shared the anger but was not surprised at the large-scale demolition. Witnessing the aftermath of 
demolitions in Hua Village in the early summer had prepared me for the city’s harsh measures to 
“clean out” migrant tenants. Also, as my analyses of urban policies have suggested, the abrupt 
campaign was not singular, not unprecedented, and certainly not untraceable.  
As early as in 2011, a municipal policy had formulated strategies of “population control 
through industry and occupation, through housing, and through credentials.” The policies 
became the major guidelines for regulating migration. They singled out “high-level talents” as 
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the prioritized criterion for hukou conversion (CCP Beijing City 2011). Later, the Beijing-
Tianjin-Hebei Coordinated Planning policy further defined the position of Beijing and Tianjin as 
having “the leading role in high-end [developments]” (gaoduan yinling高端引领). The policy 
aimed to remove “non-capital functions” from Beijing (Qinhuangdaoshi 2015). Two days after 
the disastrous fire, the municipal government launched the campaign, deliberately targeting “the 
safety management of low-end operations (diduan yetai低端业态)” (Beijingshi anquan 
shengchan weiyuanhui 2017). The term “low-end population” quickly circulated on social media 
sites and fueled widespread anger.  
Examining the connections between the above terminologies in the policies is indispensable 
to creating a detailed picture of the campaign. Yet little is known about how the hierarchy of 
values was produced and set in the policies—capital functions versus non-capital functions, 
high-level or high-end versus low-end, needed versus unwanted. The presumptions of values in 
the terminologies signal inevitable conflict between the state’s policies and migrants’ claims to 
the city. What is the imaginary of urban lives that the policies set out to create? What are the 
imaginaries that propel migrants to urbanize, and what are the assumptions that preclude them 
from becoming urban? How are migrant settlements, including urban villages and bedroom 
communities, situated in the ambitious planning of metropolitan Beijing? These questions call 
for a project on the genealogy of urban planning and policies in contemporary China. 
Let us now return to the field, which I revisited in the summer of 2017. I took a ten-hour 
bus from Su Qian’s home in north Hebei to visit Fen Fang and Wu Yan in south Hebei. From 
there I was going to see Chen Ling’s family in Henan. I got up at dawn to continue my journey 
south. Wu Yan had woken up and asked Fen Fang to prepare some breakfast for me. Right before 
my departure, he looked out at the widow, speaking softly, “Fortunately, our nation [guojia国家] 
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still has people like you.” He seemed to be talking to himself but apparently was speaking to me. 
His revelation baffled me. During my fieldwork, I was fascinated by a deep sense of resignation 
that my interlocutors displayed. “Uncomplaining acceptance of the reality of society” (Polanyi 
2001: 268) was the norm. Dissidence, if there was any, was elusive. Then, what did “fortunately” 
imply? What did he mean by “people like you”? What kind of person am I?  
As I delved into the freedom of migrant workers, ironically, my informants regarded me as 
the “free” person. I once accompanied Wu Ping to visit the township’s government, where she 
had a frustrating meeting with officials. As we were walking out of the town hall, a group of old 
villagers was petitioning at the main entrance for adequate compensation for a land requisition. 
Wu Ping looked at the elderly protesters and suddenly held my arm. She told me, “Tzu-Chi, 
don’t try to save [zhengjiu拯救] us, save this country [guojia国家]. Just go back to Taiwan, or 
go to the US.” I was embarrassed by her sincere advice. To her eyes, I am the free one, who has a 
different passport and can come and go, between China and Taiwan, or between Taiwan and the 
United States, whenever I want. Isn’t it a bitter irony to someone studying freedom? 
Or, as an anthropologist from Taiwan, was I exchanging the freedom for a prophecy of its 
destiny? My first exploration of migrant lives in the peri-urban Beijing was between 2007 and 
2008, the climax of the Hu-Wen administration (2003-2013). I reentered the field when Xi 
Jinping had just risen to power, after the dramatic downfall of his rival Bo Xilai in 2012. Despite 
the difficult transition to power, migrant workers led an ordinary life, like living in “the calm 
before the storm.” As I was finishing the last part of my dissertation in March 2018, Xi’s radical 
move to remove presidential term limits ushered in an unpredictable era for China and world 
politics. Would an anthropological understanding of freedom and resignation shed light on the 
uncertain era of authoritarianism? 
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While I visited an urbanizing rural area in Anhui, an ordinary scene made an indelible 
impression on me. As we were driving on a new road connecting the township and nearby 
villages, my taxi driver excitedly told me: “Once the township had been put under the city’s 
administration, the muddy road was immediately paved!” For villagers, a brand new, straight, 
tree-lined road was the best indicator of modernity and urbanization. On almost every major 
intersection of the road, there was a billboard advertising real estate on one side and a signboard 
with political slogans on the other. One advertised the dream of buying a home, while the other 
chanted the Chinese Dream. At the crossroads of rapid economic growth and tightening political 
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